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AUGUST 2016 

She Wasn't Frantic 

August 30, 2016 

She told me this story:  

At one point in my day I faced a desk piled with stuff. I had to eat lunch, I had to return calls. I had a 
meeting to prepare for. I could feel the frantic building up. 

I stopped. 

For five minutes I closed my eyes and sat there. Breathe in to the count of three, hold it to the count of 
three and slowly exhale. Five minutes. My breathing slowed. I worked on releasing the frantic which was 
building up in my body. I held it in my shoulders. I felt the rising and falling of the breath, my stomach 
expanding and contracting. 

When I finished I still had the stuff on my desk, the messages, lunch, the meeting. But I was centered, 
settled. All was well. 

Our meditation program at church is on Wednesdays at 6:30. One might consider it, as I do, “being” in 
the presence of Christ, living in the peace which surpasses understanding. Email me or call the church 
first to check on the time and day.  

 

The Pressure... 

August 28, 2016 

Years ago I lived in Brooklyn and worked in Manhattan. I took the F train every morning. I called it the F 
train to oblivion. Most mornings it was packed. I saw folks throw themselves into the crowd, pushing 
and shoving to get on. One more sardine in the can. 

I worshiped at a church in Manhattan which was in the basement of a skyscraper. From the sidewalk you 
looked down into the sanctuary. A sanctuary. I thought of it as an oasis of peace amidst the commotion 
of the city and its F trains. 

Over the years at FAITH I have heard people express relief when they come through the doors. An 
exasperated sigh – I can be myself, no more pressure. As much as this says about the church, it reveals 
more about our lives outside the place. 

The issue is living out of that relief all the other days of the week. Many do. The sigh of exasperation 
becomes a bit less of a sigh and with less exasperation. 

When you check-in at the oasis you may come to find it is not necessary to live under such pressure. 
When that F train was crowded I would watch the pushing and shoving. I stood there and watched.  

Next train came in a few minutes. 
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Why Meditation Can be Painful 

August 25, 2016 

She asked me, “You write a lot in the devotions about ‘being’ in God. I do not get that. Sometimes we 
drive and we do not have the radio on. I see it as time to think.” My friend does not have a regular 
meditation practice. 

And that is why meditation is bad for you. Kind of depressing, in fact. When I shared the story with folks 
in our meditation group, they smiled knowingly. 

Meditation, stillness, silence helps us to observe our thoughts – our thinking. Such awareness enables us 
to observe all that floats through our mind. It sensitizes us to how busy, active and full is the mind. It 
also impresses upon us the ways in which our thoughts are invariably anxiety producing as we ruminate 
over the future or obsess over the past. 

To release the thought process – not easy I might add – is to put ourselves in a state of non-thinking. But 
this conscious awareness, the catch and release of the thoughts - is necessary. This does not come 
naturally. You work at it. So in driving, when we get to that place of non-thinking – even for a few 
seconds – we are in a place to be present where we are and we receive or absorb our surroundings. We 
notice things – usually without the need to label them, judge them, or comment. The comment is really 
that thinking mind taking over again – critiquing, judging, comparing. Non-thinking – receive and absorb. 
Savor. 

I call this being in God – receiving and accepting what is. Living with awareness. 

It is noticing the paintings on the wall. And when we notice we realize all the times we never saw them. 
And that can be painful. 

 

Messy 

August 20, 2016 

Well, I take a breath. My mother-in-law took a turn for the worst on Friday, the day I was to leave for 
the Mt. Washington cycling race. Both Marsha and I had to help move her. The idea was that our son 
and his girlfriend were to arrive around noon on a flight from Minnesota. They would visit with his 
grandmother and we would leave for New Hampshire for the race. They would drive me down the 
mountain and we would get home mid-afternoon Saturday. 

His flight was delayed. He would not arrive until six. That threw a wrench into matters. The hospice 
nurse is to come again – a hospital bed is arriving. I do not know I can up and leave. I decided to forego 
the race.  

Sadness, grief for my mother-in-law, disappointment – what emotional chaos. 

My mother-in-law is ninety-five and has had cancer for nine months now. There is no surprise here. The 
race I had worked toward for eons – weight loss, training since January, rebuilt the bike for this event, at 
least ten trips to Mt. Ascutney, worries about the weather, the list goes on. So that was unexpected. 

I learned some things. Much of our sadness over the matters of life is related to our hanging onto things, 
our attachments. We get attached to people, stuff, plans, goals, hopes…  

When we can work on letting go of the attachments and simply live in a state of being and acceptance – 
that is the route to a modicum of peace. We let go of loved ones, confident they are headed to God 
from whom they came. We let go of plans – and seek to live in a state of surrender to what is. And we 
rest in Christ.  
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You Want Pepperoni or Sausage? 

August 19, 2016 

The female announcer was interviewing the USA swimmer – Ledecky. First off, she refers to her as a girl. 
I was kind of stunned – a girl. Why not call her a woman. This seemed a bit pejorative in my view. But 
the interview went on with the interviewer asking if Ledecky was now going to “party,” – and have a 
cheeseburger and pizza. The interviewer laughed. 

Then the interviewer said, “When I asked Ledecky about the cheeseburger/pizza she said no. I guess she 
eats healthy all the time.” 

What bugged me was this condescending view that “normal” is eating pizza and cheeseburgers. Only 
when training does one stay away from normal. Is it too much to infer that normal is the woman 
interviewer and Ledecky is just a girl? That was my take-away.  

I wonder if we ever get to a day when normal means eating healthy. I wonder if we ever get to a day 
when partying – presumably enjoying one’s self – means eating good food, and not artery clogging, 
diabetes causing junk. I wonder if we ever get a day when the one embarrassed in this interview is the 
interviewer. I wonder if we ever get to the day when the healthy person in this interview is not ever so 
subtly put down for her way of life. Do we ever get to the day when Ledecky is seen as the woman she 
is. 

Here is the problem…when you live a “different” from the norm lifestyle, people dismiss it as training. 
When they find out your different from the norm" lifestyle is the way you live…and the way you live is 
really healthier than their way of living…they get threatened to death. You want pepperoni or sausage 
with that? 

 

The Mt. Washington Odyssey...Just be Quiet 

August 18, 2016 

Our son and his girlfriend will be flying in from Minnesota the day before my cycling race up Mt. 
Washington. I will pick them up on the way to Gorham NH. I figure on registering tomorrow, the race is 
Saturday. 

They will join the line of cars which snakes up the mountain before the race begins. That drive and the 
two plus hours they will spend waiting for me will be memorable, I hope. Last summer the summit was 
enshrouded in cloud, then the clouds parted for a beautiful view, then more clouds. Remarkable. 

Some cyclists love the finish. Folks are bundled up and cheering. They ring bells. There is a loudspeaker 
barking out the names of the competitors. I just wish they would be quiet. I will ask my son, please say 
nothing. 

I do this event, as with all my cycling, in silence. In this race folks are at their limit. No one speaks. Since I 
am at the back-end there is no one to talk to anyway. One is in one’s own world, in flow, battling the 
demons. And then the finish with all this noise! It can take you out of your zone. The noise is a 
distraction. Kind of like the fire alarm going off when you are engrossed in a book. Some are motivated 
by the cheering. I try to block it out. 

In some ways this is a metaphor for each day. Life can be somewhat peaceful until the TV or computer 
or radio goes on. Of course, you have to find that place of peace first. Otherwise, the external stuff is 
just another distraction from the internal discord; which, I suspect, is what happens for many of us. I 
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think it ironic that since that internal peace escapes us, we “lose” ourselves in the strong winds that 
surround us. 

I cannot stop those noises at the end of the race. I can only be aware of their distractive potential and 
seek focused attention on what is within. 

 

The Mt. Washington Odyssey - the Race Day Plan - Go Ahead 

August 15, 2016 

The race is a few days away, but I have my plan. Well, I had a plan. Almost every aspect of our life now is 
day to day as my mother-in-law is in home hospice care. Her cancer is now all over the place and she has 
virtually stopped eating. I am writing this about a week ahead of when it is posted on the blog. All this is 
not what I hoped, but... 

And to top it off - weather race day is predicted to be hot and humid - really terrible for me, but what 
can you do?  

A few weeks ago, I failed getting up Mt. Ascutney, which is half as long as Mt. Washington. That makes 
two fails this summer. Very discouraging. Too humid. Too hot. Too tired. After a few easy days I went 
back and did fine. Certainly, not the best I’ve done this summer but equal to last year and given the 
heat, I will take it. It was a confidence booster and at this point such boosters are grace. 

The struggles have impressed upon me that when we look back over the past, as I looked back all winter 
on last summer’s race, we have a tendency to block out what a suffer-fest it was. I also have learned 
that I cannot handle hot and humid. As race day nears I am hard pressed to ignore these truths. 

My goal on August 20 is to finish. I will throttle back in the days prior to the race. My plan for the day is 
to conserve, conserve, conserve. The first half will be go slow. I will do crisscrosses to soften the grade. 
The idea is to have enough in the tank to manage the second half, when the road narrows and such 
crisscrossing becomes more dicey. I write dicey because, up high, you would end up going side to side 
on the road and that means you cycle right to the edge (and the drop off into the oblivion beneath), 
then, hopefully, turn... 

Since I have a fear of heights, this is not optimal. I had dreams of finishing under two hours. That will not 
happen. I may better my previous efforts at best. And even that depends on the heat and humidity. 

I plan on being the last person over the starting line. That enables me to do the crisscross routine 
without anyone being in my way and without being in anyone else’s way. If history is any guide I will be 
the only person doing this so early in the race. By the midway point I will end up catching up with the 
folks who have slowed and those who are too tuckered out. By then I will go straight ahead. 

From the previous years I know I will not be the last to finish. I was forty out of fifty Clydesdales (over 
190 pounds) in 2015. Not bad and I am older than forty-eight of them. Hopefully, age plus experience 
gives me a little wisdom. It is a matter of doing what you think. I think of it as a meditative race – the key 
is the beginning – just watch and let everyone go ahead. 
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What Did You Say? 

August 13, 2016 

The conservative “I take the bible literally” fellow dismissed yoga as non-Christian, almost demonic. 

From my perspective yoga is stretching and breathing. In essence, it is what almost every athlete does – 
stretch, hold it for 10, 20, 30 seconds, release the tension in the muscles with the breath, elongate, hold 
it… 

The commentator said it was demonic, not Christian. I suspect it is because of yoga’s association with 
other religions. My view – if that is what bugs you, then stretch and breath in the name of Jesus. 

What this illustrates to me in this human desire that you need to be like me and, if you are not, I will 
criticize, judge and dismiss – even demonize you. My identity is so fragile, I cannot tolerate people who 
are different. At some level they are an existential threat to me. 

I have heard this with the yoga example. I have heard non-runners dismiss joggers as “those crazy 
people.” I have heard folks who do not have the same eating habits do this with those who follow a 
different path. The list goes on… 

Someone commented to me, “Exercise is just self-medication.” I suppose they view it as a substitute for 
drugs. Of course, the person was a non-exerciser! I was tempted to respond – attack mode – “and what 
is going on when you go to the play or the museum, but escapism.” But I was quiet. 

Live…and allow others to live. Be nice, however, if folks could just accept those who are different 
without feeling the need to denigrate and dismiss. But, alas, I wish for too much. Be careful who you 
hang with. Some of the very nicest people can ever so subtly say things which drain you --- and they are 
not even aware they are saying such things. I suspect we all do it in our own way. I need to be more 
tolerant of the intolerant! 

Stay aware, in Christ, and watch what you say. 

 

Losing Weight When You Are 60 

August 12, 2016 

When I was younger, 20s, 30s, 40s, I could bank on dropping five to ten pounds a summer. I did not have 
to try. Just happened. Then each year I noticed I was starting off at a higher level. 

One summer I start at 215, a few years later at 220, a few more years and it is 231. And…each year I lost 
a little less than anticipated. Then there came the realization that as you get older your metabolism 
slows, but the appetite does not change much.  

By the time I was in my 50s – well, you get the picture. By then the task of reduction is akin to climbing 
some huge mountain when you are out of aerobic shape. Give up and have another dessert! Back in the 
day, reduction might have been akin to walking up a decent hill. That is doable, but gradually that hill 
gets longer and steeper. Still doable…but my, oh my. For me, it was welcome 255. 

Most of us need AOF (Abdomen on Fire – unless I misspelled a word) to do something. Distress big time, 
illness, loss of job, family issues… 

For me, I do not know, maybe it was fear of death, or a competitive spirit (if he can do that at his age – I 
can), maybe it is genetic, or some aspects of my childhood. Maybe it is some unexplainable need to take 
on physical challenges. I have no idea. 
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But when I could not cycle it up short hills that got to me. In time I decided I would challenge myself to 
see if I could do mountains. That is when I learned you do not cycle up mountains so easily at 255, or 
230, or 210 – 200 is not day in the park either. 

Last May 8, I checked in at 209. The winter creep had taken a toll. By the end of July I was at 192. Now I 
am under 190. I am actually trying to gain a little back. Folks with kindness tell me not to lose anymore. 
On the Body Mass Index I am at the higher end of “normal”. 

What did it take? I will not go into the exercise part. I had 10 cookies, maybe a pint of ice cream (which 
Marsha bought for the granddaughter when she visits, I am not so good with temptations that are just 
sitting there…), no soda, cakes, sweets, candy, pizza, calzones (until yesterday), dairy, limited fat, no oils, 
no pork, chicken, or meat. For a while I ate a quarter pound of turkey a week for the extra protein. That 
ruined my digestion. No alcohol. It was quinoa, fruits, vegetables, pasta, rice, oatmeal, nuts… 

Suggestion – light up AOF in your 30s, 40s. Much easier. 

My nightmare – I do not want to end up next May as I did last May. The fall and winter are a disaster in 
waiting – an invitation to that slippery slope. One cookie becomes twelve, then the pie, then “the heck 
with it”. Last year revisited. 

It is perilously difficult to extricate one’s self from those cultural winds. Have to have focused attention. 
And remember – there is always, always a voice ready to invite you onto the slippery slope. How we 
tend to ourselves says a lot about how we value the most precious gift we have received – the gift of 
time. Life. 

 

Deprived 

August 9, 2016 

First, Ted Williams. He was the Red Sox slugger in the 1950s. I believe his family froze his brain in the 
event they ever figure out how to unfreeze and re-create you. Then Verizon buys out Yahoo. The 
Verizon fellow commented, “We now have a person’s second brain.” That is how he views the 
smartphone with all its apps. Makes sense. The apps reveal a lot about us, how we spend our time, our 
interests, etc. The second brain. 

Since I no longer have a smartphone, and only rarely carry a flip phone, I feel a little deprived. 

For some the nice glass of wine with dinner adds a lot to life. For others, that glass is akin to stepping 
onto a greased steep slope. Some put limits on the smartphone, others… 

As I sit and absorb the stillness of the leaves, the in-breaking of the morning sun, the quiet of the ferns – 
what is – I ponder what I would do if I had that second brain. 

I know what I would do. Check the news, Red Sox, sports, what is going on with family, friends, the 
weather, fellow clergy…I could easily spend an hour with this. And it would drag me away from this 
present. And I would feel oh so busy! 

Instead of settling into the “suchness” of the moment, I would get a “hit” of stimulation. And I wonder if 
my “second brain” would become more definitive of my life than my first brain, not dissimilar to the way 
in which the pursuit of winning, or the desire for more, or [fill in the blank], comes to define us. And all 
the while God’s peace, that measure of serenity, stares me in the face if I can simply be right here. 

And right here is always present. May we live with such acceptance and awareness. Consider it this way 
– God is always present whether we aware or not. Where are we? 
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JULY 2016 
Eight Out of Ten 

July 29, 2016 

The headline reads that eight out of ten people participate in some form of road rage. They tailgate, 
curse, yell, make gestures, what have you. I guess I would be in the majority here at one time or 
another. 

You see, you look in your rear view mirror someday and you see some crazed 60-year-old cyclist 
dripping sweat, panting for all he’s worth, standing on the pedals furiously trying to catch up with you 
(because he feels that you passed him a wee bit too close for his comfort). 

Well, that’ll be me. I will smash my bicycle into your rear bumper just to show you. As a result I will have 
wrecked my front wheel, fallen over in a pool of blood and sweat, had a heart attack from the 
effort…but…I will have showed you. 

Road rage in my view is a sign. It is a manifestation that something is off. First, I hope you agree that 
such acts make no rational sense. I had a guy get mad because I did not go through a light quickly 
enough when it turned green. He took a few moments to speed up behind me to beep his horn a few 
times. Ok, ok, I am a little slow – does it make your ego feel better to beep your horn? Go ahead then. 
Honk for all your worth. Just honk and honk. You are superior in every way. 

So if we can agree there is no rationale for this; then perhaps we can see that this kind of behavior is a 
sign of some underlying emotional imbalance. In other words there is a reservoir of anger under the 
surface which is being unleashed. Eight out of ten of us. 

Are we surprised? I read social media a bit, watch politicians, listen to folks…Some folks are OD-ing on 
anger. And I think we like it! Kind of like candy, fast foods, cakes, soda pop. 

Want to go to a meditation program, to pray, to center on the Spirit of peace, and experience a measure 
of serenity? “Nah, I am going to get a happy meal, maybe supersize it and get angry with someone. In 
effect, that is what happens, although admittedly, I exaggerate. 

Alas, the paths we follow. Jesus said it is a narrow way. 

 

The Wisdom of the Years 

July 27, 2016 

Susan is having a second surgery. Probably cancer. She will not be making it up to the Ridge this 
summer. The Ridge, if you want to call it such, is a collection of about sixty seasonal cabins stuck in the 
forest on the side of a small mountain. None of these places are insulated and the water is one for only 
six months. They are about 100 years old. Some are in disrepair, others are ok. There is no lake nearby. 
For the most part they are inexpensive. 

Susan has been coming up to the Ridge for seventy years. First to her parent’s place and now to hers. 
She is kind of the godmother of the community. First summer she has missed, probably ever. My 
parents brought me up here sixty years ago when I was a week old. 

My parents are gone. So are Susan’s parents. My sister missed her second summer this year. Her 
husband cannot breathe in the humidity. My other sister – she is ill, so is her husband. I do not know 
when they will arrive. My brother died about a decade ago. 
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Norman, our neighbor, was a fixture at the Ridge. He came with his son two summers ago. No more. He 
could barely get around then. I am betting his is a whisker away from a nursing home. Lives in California 
now. 

I saw Betty and Jim at the market. Jim was doing well. Betty had to hold on to the cart to steady herself. 
They just went into assisted living back home. 

For years these places went from one generation to the next. Not so much now. The “next” generation 
lives too far away, or they do not have that kind of vacation time, or they make enough money to do 
other things. These places were great for teachers, college professors, pastors, folks who lived close and 
who had time in the summer. I guess the next generation went in different directions. 

Each summer the connections fade away. Slowly, ever so slowly. One person is ill, another cannot travel, 
someone dies. Slowly, ever so slowly. 

Wherever you are, experience it. It is unlikely it gets passed on. As Jesus taught, “Consider the lilies of 
the field…”. Savor the moment. It is yours. And it is for the moment…until the next one arrives. 

 

The Dark Side of the Internet 

July 25, 2016 

Given the reality of human nature – that our potential for good is only surpassed by our potential for 
harm. It is a matter of time before we see the dark side of the internet. Much of that dark side is 
obvious, but there are aspects to it which are not. 

In years past individuals who were deranged – emotionally unstable or given to crazy ideas (conspiracy 
theories, etc.) did not have any place to go for support. They might turn to newsletters or something of 
that sort. That would take much time and effort. I suspect that many of them were somewhat isolated 
as compared to the current state of affairs. 

With the internet, those with “way out there” ideas – have an almost immediate access to others with 
similar mentality. That connection means the individual is no longer alone and isolated. They have that 
internet connection and internet voice. They also have the internet information to figure out how to do 
terrible things. 

I suspect that in past years the isolation might have acted as a kind of restraint on deviant behavior. You 
were alone. Now, however, with the internet you are not so alone. I do not doubt that that kind of 
“support” network contributes to some of the violence we are experiencing.  

Clearly, that has been a key link for some of the terrorists. I am thinking for others as well.  

And I do not think this will change a great deal – just no way to police it or control it. The internet serves 
as a kind of fertilizer for such evil behavior. As some pundits have suggested, this is the new normal. A 
percentage of the craziness that remained latent in past years, will now get expressed.  

I suggest that society has not changed, people have not changed, even thinking has not changed. What 
has changed is this internet effect and the dark connections it fosters. 
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The Washington Odyssey – Gasping for Air (and Hope) 

July 23, 2016 

After months of improvement my times on the bike have cratered. And that has been terribly deflating. 
Tired, slow, no reaching down for that little extra, because there is no little extra there. 

Our son and his girlfriend visited which meant eating more, cycling less and gaining weight. The day he 
left I figured I had rested enough and was ready to get back at it. I planned to go to Mt. Ascutney but 
when the day arrived I was too tired. None of this is good. When I finally made it over there I “machoed” 
up and got psyched to make this the great “Queen” work-out of the summer. I would do Ascutney 
twice! That is what I did last summer on a few occasions. 

I arrived there early, when it was still a bit cooler. I used the easy gear all the way. Make it easy on the 
legs and simply spin along. 

Halfway up I knew I was in bad shape. My core temperature was out of this world. The heat was brutal 
despite it being morning, and the humidity was outrageous. I was soaked after 10 minutes. After two 
miles I was zigzagging my way along. You only zigzag when you have nothing left in the tank. I quit and 
hung over the handlebars exhausted and dripping. Ascutney is half as long as Mt. Washington.  

Failure means does different things to us. I should write that we respond in different ways. Toss in the 
towel. Quit. Get despondent. Blame someone. For me this has ramped up the challenge factor. It also 
prompts me to re-adjust my vision for the nth time. 

At one point it was “I will rip my way up this mountain and attack it.” Well, no. I think I will approach 
Washington as I did two years ago - do switchbacks for the first three miles as much as I can. It saves 
energy and it reduces the grade or steepness of the climb. If the day of the race is hot and humid – I do 
not know – the humidity ratchets up my core temperature and that is trouble. I may stop and rest in a 
few places on the climb. I do not know – but bravado I do not have. 

I am resting in gratitude that I can attempt this. If I can make it – that is whip cream. As for the time up 
the mountain, I care less and less. Let me put it this way – I do not have much choice! Have a little faith 
and just show up at the starting line. 

 

I Am Being Tested 

July 21, 2016 

A long time ago – like twenty years ago or more, I bought a video game for the computer when video 
games first came out. I played it for a few weeks and then gave up. Frustrating, ate up time, anti-social 
No more of that. And that was the last time I played a videogame with the exception of spider solitaire.  

I never really could understand the appeal of these games, but I realize they are a big deal. How much of 
a big deal? Well, I found out that there are people who pay money to watch you play a video game – 
kind of like going to a baseball game. If you are great at this – they pay you money to watch. I am 
speechless. 

Along comes Pokémon Go. I am really lost. I read about it and I read some folks are raving about it as it 
gets people off of their couches and moving around. I thought I would pass out when I read that one. 
You move around with the phone looking for stuff which appears on the phone depending on where you 
move. 

I try to be compassionate and understanding. I do want to comprehend other folks. It is walking in 
another’s shoes. But this really tests my capacities. 
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I do not know who gets into this. But this is my read – mow the lawn, paint a room, watch the sunrise or 
sunset, weed the garden, go to the gym, take a walk, go for a jog, ride a bike, chop wood, do the dishes, 
vacuum the house, work at a soup kitchen, neaten bureau drawers, trim the bushes, call a friend, wax 
the car, read an edifying book, meditate, go for a coffee date, try a new recipe, sew up the holes in socks 
even…help someone. 

Doing those things – mindfully, in Christ, with focused attention, non-distracted – and they are peaceful 
endeavors. It is a narrow way. 

 

Summer Adaptations and Blessings 

July 19, 2016 

This is the first time in thirty-three years we have not taken vacation in the summer. We always took 
summer vacation time because of school (when the kids were young) and because it is a slower time in 
the life of the church. It is very difficult to get away when the year ramps up.  

This summer my mother-in-law, who has lived with us for twenty-three years, is dealing with cancer. She 
had radiation for six weeks in the spring which has enabled her to eat normally, but the radiation was 
palliative, not curative. She could not have withstood chemo. She is ninety-five. We are all grateful the 
radiation was effective for her. 

Either Marsha or I am around all summer. And there are blessings in this. First, I love leading worship in 
summer! It is more relaxed and a wonderful atmosphere. I also will add that two services is a big change 
from the usual three. I love this! Second, I have had opportunity to keep up with our shut-ins as well as a 
number of other folks. That has been meaningful. Third, our Wednesday group has continued for the 
summer as well. Great group, nice evening together. 

Marsha will lead worship on July 24 and August 21. I will lead the other Sundays. Each of us tries to get 
to the cabin during the week – we are like ships passing in the night in that regard. I cherish those days 
at the cabin as they are oases for reading and writing. I do miss not having more extended time. A fourth 
blessing in this is that this time apart from each other, although we do not prefer it, is a chance for us 
to explore our separate interests. We hope to live long enough to retire sometime down the road!  

One adapts to life as it enfolds. Such is this summer. Best not to hold onto, or get attached to, hopes and 
expectations too strongly. There is little peace in that. 

 

The Mt. Washington Odyssey – a Few Speed Bumps 

July 15, 2016 

I wish the graph for this Mt. Washington preparation was a straight line up. It is not. 

After four to five successive weeks in which my times over various sessions improved, I hit a major 
speed bump. I slowed down. Quite a bit. In fact, I slowed down to the slowest I have done since May. 
Back to the beginning. I figure a few things. First, I have some kind of stomach condition which has set 
me back. That has affected my weight control. I have had to throttle back on the cycling and I end up 
putting back pounds. The effect is psychological as well.  

Next, changes in the schedule really upset the applecart. I am drawn to regularity and when the 
regularity gets thrown off, I get thrown off. Rain for a few days did not help. Add to the mix, I need more 
sleep and sleep has become elusive. I have had some other physical issues which get set off by this lack 
of rest. That just adds to the stomach problems. 
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I see some positive in this. A week or two of less intensity gives my body a chance to catch up. If I can 
throttle back for a spell, then I can ramp it up at the end of July and perhaps go into the August 20 race 
with the graph line going up again. I think I will need more recuperation time in there somewhere. 

I believe very strongly in the link between body and mind. If breathing is thoracic (shallow) it is a sign of 
tension. If the shoulders are tight – a sign of tension. The body speaks. My physical issues – they are 
messages. Can I slow it down sufficiently to listen, or does my “I can do it” mental attitude obscure the 
message. 

I am convinced that so much of our lifestyle – is really a mind issue. Sure, many of us desire physical 
changes whether it be nutrition control, exercise – or living with some serenity – and it all starts and 
ends with what is going on in our minds. I need a little humility to listen.  

 

The Fear Factor 

July 13, 2016 

Months ago I presented a Sunday message on “Third Day Living” – and on the third day he rose from the 
dead. I tried to contrast day one and day two with day three. The image I used was of a person standing 
on a cliff wearing a wingsuit for flying. Days one and two are safe, secure, life as expected. You sit down 
on the cliff and stay put. You have company. Good job. And you never experience the exhilaration of 
flying. Day three living is trusting God and jumping into the unknown. A lot of folks will tell you, you are 
crazy. Just sit on the cliff and be secure and comfortable. 

I hear echoes of this message in many conversations; more so than any other message I have given. I 
suspect many of us live safely, leaving a lot of life on the table; or, to keep with the analogy – on the cliff. 
Fear keeps us in place. 

I heard an interview with a wingsuit flyer. He noted that when he stands on the cliff he is just as fearful 
as anyone else. The difference, he said, is that he has learned to control the fear. He acknowledges the 
truth of fear. There is no denial here. Control it. 

Two years ago Marsha and I drove up to Gorham, NH for the Mt. Washington cycling race up the 
mountain. Our son happened to call and asked how I felt. I told him I was filled with fear. Seeing the 
mountain was a jolt. He was momentarily silent. I do not think he expected my comment. As I looked at 
the mountain I simply did not know if I could make it. It had not been that long ago that I was unable to 
get up hills that were half as steep and 5% as long. Even in training I had to quit on much easier climbs. 

I still marvel I was able to fall asleep that night. I made it the next day, albeit, barely. 

The next year my fear subsided. After all, I had done it the year before. In that effort, however, I was in a 
boatload of hurt. This year? Welcome back fear again. 

And that is a good thing. Not many people my age and size do this. So it is tenuous if I can make it. The 
older you get, the odds diminish. 

The fear has motivated me to lose all kinds of weight. I am doing core exercises to help with back and 
hip spasms. I am disciplined with nutrition. My conditioning, I think, is decent. 

Last year I was too confident. I went out fast and had little left at the halfway point. 

This year the fear is palpable. It has moved me to do about all I can, especially with the weight loss, to 
maximize my odds. And the benefits? Immeasurable. Just control it, or else you sit on the cliff. And 
beneath the fear is a subtle conviction I am blessed with the potential. A lot of us are – perhaps not for 
this kind of thing – but for many others, control it.  
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The Life Coach 
July 10, 2016 

The fellow is a life coach. There seems to be quite an industry of these life coaches/personal trainers. He 
shares his observations as to whether someone is going to “make it” on their plan. 

Ninety seconds is all it takes. He notes that if someone mentions the job, the family, the economy, 
terrorism, what have you; he knows they will fail. He does not cite the Bible, but I will. Adam and Eve ate 
the forbidden fruit. When God investigated Adam blamed Eve and implicitly, Adam blamed God for God 
put her there. Eve blamed the serpent. Neither owned their responsibility – or ability to respond. The 
coach writes that if someone starts pointing somewhere else (making excuses), they will never make it. I 
need to be responsible. 

1. Know what a treat it. For the coach – once a month. 

2. “Two weeks to go!” If I am fixated on the end game, I will fail. 

3. Be willing to sacrifice. I cannot eat my cake and get fit, too. 

4. Laziness and attitude. There are no shortcuts. Live in gratitude.  

His pitch was cold-blooded and filled with profanity. But when I read through the lines, what he is 
REALLY saying is to claim the power and possibility that is within us; the potential, in my view, God has 
blessed us with. 

 

Free for All 

July 8, 2016 

Decades ago I served a church in a black community in a major city. I think I was one of maybe two 
white people that lived in the neighborhood. The church was a black church. It was an education for me 
in racial awareness. I recall a policeman was shot, down the street from the church. He was shot by a 
black fellow. The policeman was black. I was speechless. 

Now we read of the police killings of black people – and white people. It is not just white police but black 
police, too. I read of the Black Lives Matter movement. That seems to be directed toward the police. 
Less publicity is given to the crime in cities like Chicago where over Memorial Day weekend there were 
50 or 60 shootings, and I do not recall how many deaths. Chicago has over 500 killings a year and has for 
many years. Is that black on black crime, is it white on black, white on white, black on white. I don’t 
know.  

Dallas. Yesterday St. Paul. The day before Baton Rouge. Police versus the people. People versus each 
other. Now, police gunned down – people versus police. 

And I wonder if what we see over the internet, comment boards and alike – what we see with violence 
almost affirmed at some political rallies, whether all that does not but add momentum to this. Strikes 
me that this stokes the fires of anger, hatred and violence. 

Guns everywhere. Open carry, concealed carry. Some argue they feel safer that way. The picture of a 
fellow at the peaceful Dallas rally carrying an assault rifle – with a permit, does not increase my sense of 
security. But that is just me. Seems like it is a free for all, everywhere. 

Part of me says to be thankful we live in a bucolic area seemingly insulated from some of this violence 
which looks to be to be centered in cities. I feel thankful for the connections and community I live with. 
Then I cycle to church through Harold Parker State Forest, a beautiful, serene place. And I listen to the 
pop, pop, pop – almost every time I go through, as folks practice shooting their guns at the sportsman’s 
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club. Well, the St. Paul Minnesota shooting was in a suburb. And we had that doctor a few years back 
who went into Holy Family hospital and shot a patient who, I think, was said to be the Doctor’s spouse’s 
new “friend.” Guns do not kill people, some argue, people kill people. Well, that is the problem.  

If you run into someone who is kind to you, treasure that person. Maybe add a little to the mix. Seems 
like a rare commodity, this “Jesus” stuff.  
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JUNE 2016 
When it All Falls Apart... 

June 25, 2016 

My suspicion is that there are folks who worship God and are quite faithful and earnest with a 
subconscious expectation that life will work out, even with its speed bumps. In most cases this is the 
subconscious expectation. Then something happens. Life does not work out and people turn away, no 
longer believe or trust. I stand in sympathy with them. 

The issue is, who is the “God” who was followed and who was dismissed. At some level I think this is the 
God who was going to make sure that all will go reasonably well. I do not think Jesus understood God 
this way nor do I think this is the way he revealed God to us. However, this particular image of God has a 
strong psychological appeal, until life falls apart. 

Good and bad happens to us in different measure, seemingly without explanation or reason. Certainly, 
our actions can influence this dynamic, but only some of it. 

Jesus reveals a God who is present in all this – from the cross of death to the hope of new life in the 
resurrection – a resurrection which can happen today as well as in the future. At some level faith or trust 
in God is a path to equanimity amidst life’s changes. There is great mystery in God’s intercession with 
the affairs of humanity. This peace, which is rooted in our faith, is one such way, as such peace 
influences our health as well as our interactions with others. There is little argument there. But as for 
God miraculously intervening to change life’s circumstances… 

 Well, perhaps one such the miracle is that by faith we live with a higher consciousness, we live in Christ, 
and hence, we face life’s dramas with poise and a measure of serenity. 

The spiritual path becomes a way of training the mind to live in such a manner, to live each day with 
poise acting when action is wise, accepting and adapting. It is a way of living. 

 

The Washington Odyssey – Changes 

June 21, 2016 

My failure to make it up Mt. Ascutney was something of a game changer for me. I made it a mile and 
quit. Tired, hot, dehydrated, fat, old, out of shape, take your pick. Ascutney is half as long and just a 
steep at Mt. Washington. So the signs are not good. I went back a few days later determined to go slow. 
I made it, although my time was very slow seventy-plus minutes. Another ominous sign.  

We end up in these holes of failure and perhaps the wisest course is to stop digging. I will not get in 
much better condition. I have worked hard all winter. I have lost some weight. What lodged in my 
memory was an encounter with a fellow cyclist at last summer’s Mt. Washington climb. I saw him at the 
hotel as I was looking at his bike. 

He pointed out that his front gear was a 22, meaning it had twenty-two teeth. Usually bikes have two 
front gears – with fifty and thirty teeth. That is standard. For Mt. Washington most people below the 
level of pro take off those front gears and put on something easier and smaller. This fellow, of slight 
build, short and much younger than I am, had the 22. I had a 26. The larger the front gear the more 
muscle you use to keep the bike going, akin to lifting a forty pound weight ten times. The smaller the 
front gear, the faster you have to keep the legs moving, akin to lifting a ten pound weight forty times. 
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As it turns out, I cannot fit a 22 on my climbing bike. The frame of the bike is such that it will not work. I 
decided to fit up my steel bike with the twenty-two tooth gear. The steel bike is heavier. I ended up 
swapping around a lot of parts. It is still heavier. You can get obsessive about bike weight, but at some 
point you realize that lighter parts are not worth the extra cost. I have to remind myself that I am one of 
just two or three people my age and size in this. For that matter there are not all that many people, even 
the lighter guys, over sixty in this. Just finish. 

Back to Ascutney. Fourteen minutes faster with energy to spare. Total time around fifty-eight minutes. 
That is a major improvement and it suggests I might be able to get up Washington in two hours – my 
dream goal. 

Pause, slow down, think, breathe, do not panic and react. Have a slow mind. Breathe. Maintain poise. 
Meditation really helps me to slow down the matters of life, moving me from reactive to intentional. 

 

The Washington Odyssey – Now it is Serious 

June 17, 2016 

Once the cabin is opened up in Western Massachusetts, I begin training for the Mt. Washington race on 
the hills/mountains. There are no such inclines where we live in North Andover. The mountains out west 
are “tells.” In particular, how am I doing as compared to last season? Obviously, I begin this with great 
hopes for some improvement. 

I went to Ascutney – THE place for serious work. The day I went was after having a number of hard 
sessions and my weight was low. I was still optimistic; after all, I had done all that winter training. 

The first few hundred yards up Ascutney were great. I was not in the easiest gear and moving along. 
Then the pitch went up from the beginning 10% to around 14%. And the bottom fell out. I clicked into 
the easiest gear and immediately knew I was in big trouble. I struggled to keep going. After a mile I knew 
I would never make it and quit. I never had stopped like this in ten attempts last summer. On two 
occasions I actually went up twice! Now, quitting after one mile, on the first attempt. This is not good.  

I attributed the failure to being very tired, being way down on fluids and salts - reflected in my low 
weight, and the 85 degree, humid weather. 

I learned a few things. Always respect how tough this is. I was filled with hubris. Be humble about the 
need for rest and recuperation. I was not. Beware the temperature. Hot weather is very challenging. 
Watch my weight – it is the “tell” as to whether I am sufficiently salted up and hydrated. I figure I started 
that climb about four to five pounds low on fluids and salts.  

After a day off and drinking all that day, I ventured to Mt. Greylock in blistering heat. Greylock was 
easier at the end than the beginning. Next day I went back to Ascutney. I did not set speed records, but I 
made it – and again, the end was almost easier than the beginning.  

Eight weeks to go – June and July. Then I take it easy for the beginning of August until race day on the 
20th. My weight is down about ten pounds from my start point. Another ten to twelve pounds to go. I 
have re-adjusted my goals – I just want to make the climb. Forget going faster than last year. Just make 
it. A dollop of humility is good for the soul. 
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The Revolution is Here 
June 15, 2016 

I struggled with a smartphone as I felt it was a constant distraction. I have written much about this. I do 
not carry any phone now, except on rare occasions. The Wall Street Journal carried an article by 
Geoffrey Fowler in which he writes of the resurgent interest in flip phones. His words: 

Yet from the moment I ditched it (my smartphone), I felt more focused and relaxed. I didn’t worry what 
might be buzzing on my smartphone. And I rarely had to recharge a phone. 

Exactly. He goes on to note the significant financial savings with the flip phone as well. I have written 
about this from purely a spirituality perspective. In my mind the issues are abundantly clear.  

For many, however, as Fowler notes, the phone is a link to various aspects of life – they pay for things 
that way, they get directions that way, they get rides via Uber, etc. I anticipate it is just a matter of time 
before these supposed benefits are deemed not worth the cost. My bet is this will be something which a 
growing, but limited, number of people will realize.  

 

And Just What Does Matter 

June 13, 2016 

David Brooks, the NY Times columnist writes engaging stuff. Recently, we decried the culture wars, 
specifically the controversy over transgender bathrooms. His point, and I take the grand risk of 
misstating him or oversimplifying, is that we get distracted by these seemingly small issues, small in the 
grand scale of matters. But these issues incite all kinds of extreme emotional reactions fortifying people 
in their castles of individualistic morality. He used the bathroom issue to segue into a consideration of 
the rampant individualism of our times. 

He argues for a reclamation of community – specifically traditionalism. People working together. Let me 
write – people just being together, setting aside the digital-o-rama world of me and mine.  

As I read this piece I wondered how many people actually have friends, people with whom they are 
connected by eyesight, people they “hang out” with. I wonder. 

I heard someone say the other day – how busy they were. I get that – it is the mantra of our times. Kind 
of like wearing clothes. If you are not busy there is something askew. I also think it is the big delusion of 
our times. Delusional. Like a drug we are hooked on. The big lie. 

Spend one day with no phone, no computer. One day. I bet you have more time than you know what to 
do with. I bet the peace will be so unusual you will be uncomfortable. It will not be peaceful. In fact, I 
think no one will even dare do this because it is too far out of the norm. But if someone does, I bet they 
will not know what to do with themselves. I experienced all of this when I went to our cabin. 

Well, here are a few ideas – meet a friend for coffee, go for a walk. Exercise. Make a good meal. Sit. 
Meditate. Read something inspirational versus something escape-oriented. And on top of all of this we 
have a public health crisis which is rooted in nutrition and exercise. Mortality rates are actually going 
down for the first time in eons. Can it be because of the “I am too busy” mantra – to eat well, to move?  

Try turning all this stuff off.  

There is no quick fix. None. Some may say – I will turn to God. Faith without a lifestyle change will not 
work. This is a hard, hard spiritual endeavor. 

Today I can text the family waiting as their loved one undergoes surgery. I can call them via cell phone. I 
can email them. I can text every few minutes. I can get others to email and text. 
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Or I can go and sit with them. I guarantee, because I have done this before, that most people in that 
waiting room will be on their phones. (They were). I will sit with this family and we shall wait together. 
Nothing makes anxiety worse than going it alone. And somehow, all the digital “presence,” if you want 
to call it that, isn’t the same. We shall talk. We shall pray.  

Now – what matters? The busyness I can hide behind as I feverishly text (and I will miss a meeting and 
other matters to do this), or being there. I suggest community and connection matter and that this is an 
outgrowth of faith. And if you play this out... 

What I am suggesting is that churches will get smaller but they will become, in places, venues for 
authentic (versus superficial) community. I think they will get smaller because the siren call to the world 
of digital-o-rama and its monolithic castles of individualism will be too loud to turn down and turn off for 
too many. 

 

Cars, Bikes and Our Spiritual Problem 

June 11, 2016 

The killing of the 5 cyclists in Michigan has been of interest to me. I have followed the story. I have also 
read the comments from other readers. Seems the pick-up truck driver was an angry soul if the reports 
are correct. Anger leads to so much which is so destructive. We will see what the toxicology report is. 

There is also a lot of hatred for cyclists as I read on the comment boards for the articles. Some of it is 
justified. I think cyclists can be an arrogant lot. 

I have ridden in groups only twice in the last year (I ride about five- to six-thousand miles a year). Once it 
was intentional, the other time these guys came up behind me and I tagged along for a mile. I always 
ride alone and I like it that way. 

Both of my group experiences illustrate the problem, in my mind. In one case the lead rider took us on a 
left hand turn. Instead of waiting for the oncoming traffic to stop, he jutted out into traffic, holding up 
his hand to stop the cars. He “forced” the issue – prompting the cars to halt. That is inherently 
dangerous as any motorist in that line who is not paying attention (phone, food, etc.) may run into the 
car in front. Aggressive cycling. Not good.  

In the other instance we were crossing Route 114, a three lane road. No cars were coming from the left 
and the lead rider went to the center lane – and once again, he jutted into traffic coming from the right, 
forcing cars to stop, while we crossed. Again, inherently dangerous for the same reasons – and this was 
a road where cars traverse at 50 mph! I always wait until the way is clear – and that may entail a five 
minute wait! If you ride in a group you are at the behest of these lead riders and who knows what they 
are thinking. I suspect that in some cases the “group” fosters a kind of macho attitude. 

Groups are also an issue for me when cyclists are in a single file line. It is just so hard for drivers to 
anticipate how fast the line is going so as to know when it is safe to pass them. And, as a driver, you 
never know if someone is going to get out of the line (even though riding two abreast is perfectly legal). 
The danger is that the driver tries to pass the line and suddenly faces an oncoming car – so the driver 
steers toward the line to avoid the oncoming car. This creates havoc for the cyclists and increases the 
odds of cyclists crashing into one another. 

I ride alone. I am easy to pass. On many streets I actually slow down and pull as far over as I can to make 
it easier for cars to get by me. I criticize hurry up drivers. I do not want to be one of those hurry up 
cyclists who cannot slow down a bit. And my bike weighs a paltry eighteen pounds with skinny tires. 
Behooves me to realize my place on the tarmac. 
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On the other hand, I cannot count the number of times I have had drivers yell at me. Usually, and lately, 
they have been kids. The yelling always startles me. Remember I am on a bike – a lot harder to steer and 
balance than a four-wheel car. I do not know what is accomplished except to scare me and it always 
does. It is an angry, hostile gesture.  

A few weeks ago a passenger threw something at me. When a projectile is coming at you, you have no 
idea what it is. He missed. Cyclists do not act with anything close to this kind of hostility. Even the worst 
cyclists – examples of which I describe above, do not try to run anyone off the road. All they do is slow 
you down, maybe. I have to reiterate, however, that a dumb move by a cyclist can create a major 
accident. I have not read about such situations as often as I read about a motorist hitting a bike rider – 
and I read a lot of those stories. Remember cyclists have a right to the road.  

The problem is everyone is in a hurry – cyclists to cross the road, motorists to get by the cyclists. That is 
the real issue. It is actually a spiritual problem, isn’t it? 

 

Five Dead 

June 9, 2016 

Michigan. A pedestrian is almost run over by a pick-up. Someone saw the truck and yelled at him. He 
moved. Good thing. Moments later the truck, being looked for by the police after having been reported 
for erratic driving, then ran over nine cyclists. Five dead. Four hospitalized, at least one critically. Driver 
fled the scene on foot but was captured. 

Sounds like drunk or severely impaired driving to me. Happened in daylight around dinner time. 

Five dead. I cannot fathom this. These folks were cycling on the shoulder of the road. The speed limit 
was thirty-five. How are five killed at that speed? Killed! Sounds like the driver was driving fast. 

No matter what it sounds like, I am stunned. Five dead. 

This invites the cycling community to become irate over drivers. Cyclists have as much a right to the 
road as drivers, but not many people want to recognize this. This also invites drivers to rip into cyclists 
for – I guess being a pain. Both groups violate the laws of the road to some degree. 

I am stunned. I wonder of the life of that driver and what moved him to act this way. We do not grow up 
thinking how great it will be to run people over on bikes.  

There is a lot of pain in this world. Would that we could simply live at peace. Slow mind. Live in Christ. 
Slow mind. The hurry, hurry, quick, quick mode of being rarely leads to good fruit. 

 

The Science of Faith 

June 7, 2016 

I have no idea how folks react to meditation, mindfulness and centering prayer. In my mind it is a 
wonderful grounding in living in the present moment akin to what Jesus taught when he said – let the 
concerns of today be sufficient for the day. Let go of tomorrow. Be in this moment. We also read of 
Jesus being found alone – by himself on the mountain, in the desert – and the angels ministered to him. 
Angels, being a symbol of the sacred – were with him. 

What about the science of meditation? This is an area of current research. Just how does meditation or 
centering prayer affect the brain? In this regard, I was surprised, but not completely. 
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Mindfulness training and prayer help increase our capacity for sustained attention – that is focusing 
despite distractions that are trying to pull our attention away. Ever feel scattered? Mindfulness training 
helps. The training also staves off declines associated with aging – short term memory, perceptual speed 
and organizational ability. All of this is related to brain wave activity and neurobiology. The training has 
been demonstrated to help keep our emotions in check and to help in reducing anxiety. Brain studies 
have demonstrated actual changes in those areas of the brain associated with these capacities. 

The old school idea was that the brain reaches it developmental maturity at age twenty-five. However, 
current research suggests the brain has much more plasticity than previously thought. For instance, 
professional musicians have much more gray matter than amateur musicians in areas of the brain 
associated with musical ability. And amateur musicians have more gray matter in these areas than 
people with no such training. What we do with our attention affects the development of the brain. 

Aging is associated with cortical thinning – losing gray matter. Meditators, in comparison to a control 
group, have thicker anterior insulae, sensory cortices, and prefrontal cortices. A decrease in the anterior 
insulae is associated with social anxiety, post-traumatic stress, and various phobias. Mindfulness training 
also increases the brain matter associated with the integration of thoughts and feelings – I call it the 
sense of being settled, together, ok, as against being “caught up” with our anger and anxiety. The 
development of the brain matter illustrates this. 

Mindfulness training leads to the development of gray matter in the left hippocampus, which is the key 
area of the brain linked to emotion regulation, learning, memory, and the regulation of the sense that 
the whole world revolves around me (self-referential processing). Anxiety, stress and depression shrink 
this part of the brain. Meditation and mindfulness expand it. This was found in a study of people in just 
an eight-week mindfulness program as compared to a control group who were not in the program. 

The information shared above comes from Dr. Ronald Siegel of the Harvard Medical School.  

We offer a meditation/mindfulness program on Wednesday evenings at 6:30 PM. Please check with the 
church – especially during the summer – to ensure the group will be meeting.  

 

Welded Not Glued 

June 5, 2016 

These days if you see a cyclist who does more than an occasional ride, the cyclist is on a carbon fiber 
bike. They are mass produced in the Orient. Everyone has one. This is technology and progress. 

Steel bikes are rare. You have go to a builder to have one made. This is a carbon fiber world – 
technological, mass produced progress. 

Carbon, however, can crack. It fails catastrophically, not gradually. Every time the bike falls over, you get 
concerned. Is there a crack? They are not easily repaired if they can be repaired at all. In essence, carbon 
bikes are kind of like razors – disposable. 

The metals are different in that regard. They do not damage as easily. They also have an artistic, human 
elegance as they are hand-made.  

There is a market for steel and titanium, but it is small. Typically, these folks value the longevity of 
titanium, the comfort of steel, versus the disposability and lightness of carbon.  

Now to technology... 

Google’s latest device impressed upon me the cost of technology. You speak to this device and it turns 
on the lights in a bedroom to wake up a child. It gives you the weather, reserves tickets to a play, 
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provides sports scores, movie reviews, turns on the coffee, tells you who sent an email. You can 
probably dictate a response to send. The Google device can be app-ed to provide psychotherapy. There 
is no need for human interaction. 

These days I watch and read what fits with my prevailing biases. I do not have to interact with anyone 
who might disagree. Increasingly, I can live isolated in a world controlled by me without the 
encumbrance of messy human interactions.  

Who wants to deal with a gelatinous group in any kind of community, so many of whom are misguided 
(tongue in cheek) and do “get” my truth.  

Like carbon fiber bikes - that is where our culture is - fast, quick, disposable... 

And given human nature – that can be so appealing. 

Some of us, however, prefer the sacredness of humanity. The longevity of relationships. The artistic 
elegance of the human encounter. And even when there is damage and pain, it does not necessarily 
break so quickly.  

My preferred bike was made by Justin in Chattanooga. He is a one-man shop that goes by the name 
Silent Cycles. Welded, not glued. Because disposable technology is a poor substitute for the sacredness 
of humanity... 

 

Their Washington Odyssey – My Plan for Losing Weight Quick 

June 4, 2016 

Someone told me they were not much into cycling but were always trying to lose weight. They were 
somewhat interested to read I was trying to lose weight, too. 

This is real cold-blooded. My theme is from that movie – the name of which escapes me, in which there 
is a scene with Jack Nicholson on the witness stand and Tom Cruise, the lawyer, questioning him, and 
Nicholson finally blurts out, “You can’t handle the truth!” What follows is my self-talk and there is 
nothing especially nice or sweet about it. 

Step one – I looked up the BMI index on the internet. It stands for Body Mass Index. It takes into 
consideration your height and weight. Pop in the numbers and weep. “You can’t handle the truth!” A 
few years ago I ranked as obese. I was ballistic – me – obese!? So I looked up all the criticisms of the BMI 
index so as to re-define myself. I must be big boned, muscled, older. Don’t like the truth? Redefine it. 
But it was nestled in the back of my mind. “You can’t handle the truth!” 

Step two – I changed the way I ate. Nothing with a face, whole foods, no dairy (liquid meat), no fats, all 
the fruits and vegetables I want, beans, broccoli, spinach, oatmeal, no fructose corn syrup, no sweets of 
any kind, no ice cream, no alcohol – even at communion. I cheated a lot. I also ate all I wanted. In time I 
lost 50 pounds, cheated a lot, ended up gaining some back – maybe ten pounds. That was thirty days 
ago. That put me a few pounds into the overweight category on the BMI index. “You can’t handle the 
truth!” I mean no one, no one, would have seen me as overweight. But that was the truth. Numbers 
don’t lie. Neither does the mirror. Since then, I have lost ten pounds toward a destination of twenty. 

I exercise a lot – cycling. A hard training session means I burn up 1,400 calories. So I eat a lot of 
carbohydrates. Losing weight means cutting back. I have huge breakfasts – always oatmeal with nuts 
and frozen or fresh fruit. A lot of oatmeal. Lunch I try to limit. That has been a struggle. Peanut butter 
sandwich, apples (macs) fill me up, strong coffee jolts me. Afternoon and I am on the bike. Afterwards I 
am famished – so it is carbohydrates galore. I drink unbelievable amounts of seltzer water (fills you up a 
bit) and regular water. An evening snack is a salad as salads fill me up. When I am not out, I go to bed as 
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early as I can – usually a bit hungry, but if I stay up, I break down. I never wake up hungry. I am up at 4 
AM. I love mornings. 

Truth be told, “You can’t handle the truth!” I do not know if I could do this without the long term vision 
of knowing the bike trip up Washington is more doable for me if I lose the weight. The vision keeps me 
motivated. For me it is cycling up a mountain. This vision thing is different for each of us. No one can do 
that for you. 

Equally important for me was the movement of the scale to the bedroom. Every morning and every 
evening I weigh myself. Some ‘lose weight’ advisors do not recommend this frequent weighing. I think 
they feel folks will get too depressed and give up. “You can’t handle the truth!” Others advisors 
recommend exactly the opposite – frequent weigh-ins the same time every day. Keeps me focused and, 
in my opinion, I need all the focus I can get. I also learn patience – stick to the discipline.  

I am maximizing my potential to be obsessive. Ha ha. It also helps me to remember I am in this alone. 
This is my event. “You can’t handle the truth…”  

Furthermore, and this is really a killer – I have to remember that there are powerful forces working 
against me – like the culture we live in. I turn down meal invitations (gotta tap into that obsessive 
potential). Some rejoice for you, many have well-meaning “suggestions”, some are critical. I come back 
to – it is my event and no one else will turn over those pedals but me. Have to tune out the voices. 

I realize that losing weight is not so much physical. It is a mind challenge. “You can’t handle the 
truth…” Meditation helps me stay focused – it develops my capacity for focused attention. I call this 
living in the moment – living in Christ instead of being tossed about by the opinions and comments of 
others, the TV, the internet, social media, the family, you name it. I am working on the experience of 
watching my urges and reminding myself they will dissipate – they will. I do not have to give in, they will 
pass. That has really helped me. I have lapses, but I try to learn from them. 

Where am I going to build my house? I need a foundation in God. Without living with focused attention 
this is, for me, a masochistic effort to walk up a greased incline board. If I live distracted, not really being 
in the present by giving the present my full attention, I lose my bearings and it becomes easy for me to 
give in to temptations. Focused attention does not mean I think about this all day. Far, far from it. 
Focused attention is an approach to every moment, limiting distractions. Do one thing at a time. It is a 
whole approach to living that is involved. In other words, for me, without the focused attention, I fail. 
Meditation, as a core for mindful living, has been a blessing. 

Sometimes, after a hard work-out, I weigh myself to get a read on how much water I lost. My post 
workout weight has gone from 193 pounds to a before bed weight of 203 pounds (five hours later), then 
back to 200 by the morning. Watching all this keeps me focused and it also helps me face the truth – 
“You can’t handle the truth!” I can get all giddy about the post work-out weight – but I know it is not 
real. I can also get all depressed about the pre-bed weight – but I know that is not real. 

What is the real? How fast I make it August 16th. That’s real. And the mirror. And I guess you could say 
the mirror became a truth I could not handle, so I am dealing with it. What happens after August 16th? 
Let me just write this – I hope I remember these days. 
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MAY 2016 
Driving Can Be So Boring… 

May 30, 2016 

The report indicated that, in a reversal of a long time trend, auto fatalities jumped 14% last year in the 
first six months of the year. I was surprised as I have experienced the increased focus on auto safety 
features – airbags, the beeping until you put on a seatbelt. Yet this jump in deaths. Then I had to 
contemplate. If this is the jump in deaths, what might be the jump in injuries and in accidents? Not all 
accidents result in deaths or injury. Those kinds of statistics are probably not kept. 

They cannot carve out of this the exact contribution that distracted driving makes. But it is right up there 
– as they think 25% of the fatalities are related to cell phones. The problem is that it is hard to figure 
that out as you depend on people self-reporting. What intrigued me was the finding that whether on a 
hand-held or one of those built-into-the-car cellphones – it makes no difference. The distraction is the 
same.  

At any one time 9% of the people on the road are using their cellphone. Again, I do not know how they 
figure that out, but in my cycling I see this all the time and I ride on back streets where people are 
making local trips. Just cannot stop talking, I guess. 

Patience, a spiritual virtue, is in short order. 

Progressive States are setting up laws. I read of a new device which can tell a policeman if you were on 
the phone – the equivalent of a breathalyzer – maybe they call it a digital-o-meter or something like 
that. Of course, it raises all kinds of invasion of privacy issues.  

I know some guys no longer cycle on the roads – mountain biking only – as they are petrified of the 
callers and texters. I must confess to having muttered some unchristian like terms when I see car drivers 
on phones. Well, it is my life that is at stake. 

Sad state of affairs. A spiritual crisis really, if we see the link to patience and waiting. 

 

That New Me (and You) 

May 27, 2016 

The article in the Sunday NY Times was by a neuroscientist who has studied diets and weight loss. Her 
conclusion – in my sweepingly broad generalization – is that diets do not work. People put back on the 
weight in time. May take a few years but it comes back.  

I used this a few Sundays ago as a metaphor trying to indicate that there are powerful dark forces than 
keep us in old habits and old ways. The idea that God will take us to resurrection, third day life is 
appealing – but more is needed. I made the point that we need support, help, perhaps a group. I did not 
go into it but I would add a regular “pattern” of new life which helps make routine the new life. With 
that structure we can “access,” for lack of a better word, the power of God. This is what we see in 
weight watchers, AA, and our meditation groups at church. 

The author of the article did not address what I would refer to as lifestyle change. I was left confused as 
to what a diet was. Is it a temporary plan or is it a lifestyle change? She never went into lifestyle change 
with pattern and support group. But even with lifestyle change I suggest she is onto truth. Changing the 
way we eat means we butt up against dark forces. 
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For instance, I am trying to cut calories and went to an internet article listing 5 ways to cut calories. 
Before the video ran, I had to wait through an ad which hawked butter dipped shrimp, both of which are 
big no no’s for me. Shrimp has tons of cholesterol and butter is no good (for me). The tips included 
putting vegetables on pizza instead of meat. Well, pizza is no good for me. Another tip – do not 
supersize fast food. Well, fast food is a no-no. Uggh. Drive down the street, watch TV, internet – I am 
surrounded, literally bombarded with messages which are dark forces harkening me away from the 
pattern I am trying to live. Sure, in this culture, change is seemingly impossible. 

I got a kick out of Planet Fitness, which I am considering joining for strength training. They offer free 
pizza every Monday. Well, that is one way to keep people coming back! Irony completely intended. 

Researchers have found that when we lose weight our metabolism can change – it can slow way down, 
so we do not need many calories, but we are inclined to eat at former levels. Welcome back the weight! 
And research has found that the hormones telling us we are full drop off precipitously. So we never feel 
full. Welcome back the pounds! Those dark forces again. 

The article went on to note that after losing weight people still die at the same rate, etc. 

Her conclusion was eye-opening for me. The two keys to longer, healthier living – exercise is one. Her 
research seems to bear that out. Of course, when folks spend on average fifty minutes a day on 
Facebook – well, there is time for exercise is there. I am not including time spent on other sites – but 
those dark internet forces are woven into our lives. I have no time!  

The other key – mindful eating. Mindfulness is really awareness and having a sufficiently slow mind that 
we live with that kind of consciousness. In the click, click, hurry, hurry, stay connected and hyper 
stimulated world we are in – mindfulness is difficult. Those dark forces again. 

I would suggest one key tool to a transformed life is really meditation – or yoga or tai chi, centering 
prayer – slowing down the mind to be more conscious and intentional of the way I am living that I may 
root myself in an awareness of living in Christ, versus being tossed about by the cultural winds. I 
am pleased that this is a major aspect of what we try to be about at our church. Not many places are like 
us.  

Instead what passes for spirituality is all about belief – cognition. That is a part of spirituality, but only a 
part. Exercise involves the body and the links between body, mind and spirit are well established. 
Mindfulness is all about the mind – which also affects the body and spirit. The issue is how might I live in 
Christ versus simply believe. 

I was quite delighted to read that "science" is backing up what I understand as Christian spirituality. 

 

Away 

May 26, 2016 

Over the course of a week I put together the Sunday message, come up with a theme for our 
Wednesday discussion/meditation experience, write the daily devotions for Monday-Friday, and put 
something on this blog. Of course, I also tend to church events, visit a bunch of folks, etc. etc. By the 
time the spring comes around I find all the creative writing takes a little longer and becomes more 
labored. I have gone through this for years. 

So Memorial Day weekend is my time away. Marsha will take care of the church. I will go to the cabin 
which is barely “opened” up. Hopefully, the plumber fixed the clogged water pipe. My relaxation? One 
day it is off to Mt. Greylock which I will cycle from the south side – it is kind of an annual 'event' as it is 
the first real mountain I ever climbed. Then the grand moment at Mt. Ascutney. I can compare 
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that climb, a real horror show, with last year. Other than those two days I figure on doing much weeding 
and yard work. The cabin is in the forest and the garden may not be much but it is something to us. And 
it requires care. 

I get up most mornings around four to five. Each morning is a wonderful moment to read and study. I 
cherish those mornings. And I anticipate planting a garden at our son’s place. Good work.  

No internet. No TV. No temptation. What is not to love? 

 

Mt. Washington Odyssey - My Friend 

May 25, 2016 

I am on this weight loss kick. In order to maintain focus I weigh myself first thing in the morning and last 
thing at night. My weight is all over the place. It can vary by two to four pounds up or down from day to 
day. I have learned there is absolutely no sense of reward or achievement in this process. My situation is 
different from most as I exercise a lot and – depending on what I do and what the weather is like – I can 
lose five pounds easily in a session. I drink over a gallon of fluids every day. Makes it impossible to 
measure weight loss because of the water variability. 

No reward. And that is a damper on my efforts as I get very achievement oriented with something like 
this. Each milestone becomes a boost to keep going. 

And then there is hunger. I am trying to cut back a bit on the intake. Not too much as I need the energy, 
but somewhat. 

So a bit of afternoon and evening hunger, which lowers brain sugar and one’s cognitive willpower, 
discipline. Add in a few emotional stressors – and they do not have to be much – and this is the script for 
reaching for some kind of unhealthy snack. First thing I do when I get to church is go to the kitchen, 
where I search for the leftovers from Sunday coffee hour – the cookies and cakes and buns. Then I hide 
them. I put them in the cabinets so later when I go to the kitchen I will not see them. Out of sight means 
they are less of a temptation. Marsha makes bread at home and leaves it on the counter. This bread is 
like dessert for me. So I put a towel over it. Out of sight, less of a temptation. It is akin to quitting 
smoking. You leave the cigarettes lying there on the table and the urge comes upon you. What happens? 

The other aspect to this is spiritual. For a few weeks I have dreaded the hunger desire. Dreaded it. How 
can I get rid of it? It is to be avoided. Stop for a minute and contemplate this. Resist the urge – my whole 
body gets tense. 

So I am practicing, or trying to practice, a spirituality of acceptance and resting in God. There will be 
stressors – accept – befriend them. Watch, and accept. There will be hunger – that is ok. Befriend it. 
Accept and watch. Now consider your body – much more relaxed. Interesting paradox – accepting the 
discomfort is the first step to moving through and beyond it. Fight it and I get tense and it makes the 
situation worse. Accept, rest in God, – the desire does not evaporate, but I am better able to befriend it 
and live with it. I will add that this paradigm can be applied to a lot of life. 
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A Take on Paul's Ode to Love 

May 22, 2016 

I discovered this via Richard Rohr, who discovered this via Br. Joseph Schmidt. The original author is 
unknown. Rohr is a Franciscan.  
 

If I live my life to perfection, doing what is right and good on behalf of others, but act with compulsion and 
without love, then I am nothing at all. 
If I take care of the needs of everybody in the world, especially the poor, because of my own need to help, 
but am without love even for myself, then I am nothing at all. 
If I am efficient and successful in all that I do for the sake of justice, but act out of driven-ness and without 
love, then I am nothing at all. 
If I am cultured and refined, and in touch with the pain of existence, but am absent from the pain of 
persons in the present moment who need my empathy; and if I act without love and compassion, then I am 
nothing at all. 
If I have the gifts of wisdom, insight, and understanding, but am not engaged with those around me in the 
present moment and am without a spirit of compassion and love, then I am nothing at all. 
If I am faithful, loyal, and obedient, and never deviate from the law, but am judgmental and blaming, and 
am without love, then I am nothing at all. 
If I live in a pain-free world of dreams and plans, enjoying optimism and pleasurable options, but am not 
addressing present problems and am avoiding people in actual distress and am without love, then I am 
nothing at all. 
If I am strong and powerful, but lose my best self in a spirit of resentment, retaliation, and vindictiveness, 
and know nothing of the vulnerability of love, then I am nothing at all. 
If I am settled and accommodating, holding onto a sense of distance and calm, but am not journeying 
inward to know and appreciate my weaknesses and gifts, and am neglecting my own legitimate calling to 
love myself, then I am nothing at all. 
Love is always patient and kind; 
It is never jealous; 
Love is never boastful or conceited; 
It is never rude or selfish; 
It does not take offense, and is not resentful. 
Love takes no pleasure in other people's sins but delights in truth; 
It is always ready to excuse, to trust, to hope, and to endure whatever comes. 
Love never fails, never ceases. 

 
– 1 Corinthians 13:4-8 

 

And We Wonder Why... 

May 20, 2016 

Facebook reported that the average user spends fifty minutes a day on Facebook, Instagram and 
Messenger. The time use is heavily skewed to the eighteen to thirty-two demographic. Basically, that is 
an hour a day. 

And I do not even want to contemplate time spent on sites other than Facebook. 

My own bias is that Facebook can be delusional – one feels connected and yet very alone. We are 
already reading accounts of people who feel so compelled to project their ‘image’ over Facebook – they 
lose sense of who they are. In fact, this is a process they are not even aware of.  
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At the same time we know of the busy, busy syndrome. I am so busy. And we know of the exercise and 
nutrition issues that plague our society. 

Oh…. average time spent exercising a day: 17 minutes. 

We have time. Lots of it. Turn off the computer. Go for a walk. We will feel better and more at peace. 
Just turn it off for fifty minutes. And if we walk with a friend – a more real connection I suggest than the 
digital-o-rama, it is also good for our sense of real connection with others. Just a win, win all over the 
place. 

Some pastors feel churches need to get all over Facebook, Twitter etc. I know pastors big into Twitter. I 
thought about this – I will get an account, or get a huge number of friends. What would I post? I would 
post – get off this and go outside. 

 

A Video : iphone, iwatch, ipad, i – i – i 

May 18, 2016 

Here is a video – what I have been writing about for some time. 

http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+can+we+correct+humnaity+prince+ea&qpvt=how+can+we+
correct+humnaity+prince+ea&view=detail&mid=259EA96B87FDB819A88D259EA96B87FDB819A88D&FO
RM=VRDGAR  

I invite you to give it a listen. 3 minutes of your time. It is by Prince Ea and entitled “Can we auto correct 
humanity?” Just copy the address and paste it into the search engine. 

 

Mt. Washington Odyssey – I Want Results 
May 17, 2016 

This is the first of what promises to be a number of posts as I prepare for the Mt. Washington Auto Road 
Cycling Race in mid-August. I am starting this early this year. 

After a winter of harder than ever before training I had my comeuppance at the Mt. Wachusett race in 
early May. Hoping to improve over last year I was actually slower. Any hope I had of getting up 
Washington in under two hours (an improvement of twenty minutes over 2015) was dashed. The reality 
hit me that I would be blessed to simply get up Washington in the same time as last year. And last year 
was brutal for me. I still hold out hope I can better last year’s effort, but it will be close. Forget a twenty-
five minute improvement. 

I will be sixty shortly, so at my age, I am not getting much stronger. My lung capacity, conditioning etc. is 
going down not up. 

The only area for improvement is in reducing my weight. What an ordeal this has turned out to be. 

I weigh myself twice a day – morning and evening. Day one I started at 209, which puts me just barely 
“overweight” according to the Body Mass Index (BMI). 25.4 is 0.4 into the overweight category. I spent 
the week drinking copious amounts of water, eliminating all meat (one can of tuna fish), no more cheese 
pizza, calzones, sweets, cookies, cakes, any nutrition empty calories – reduced portions, dropping lunch 
on one or two days, no food after sundown on most evenings (one breakdown). A lot of fruit, 
vegetables, whole foods… 

http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+can+we+correct+humnaity+prince+ea&qpvt=how+can+we+correct+humnaity+prince+ea&view=detail&mid=259EA96B87FDB819A88D259EA96B87FDB819A88D&FORM=VRDGAR
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+can+we+correct+humnaity+prince+ea&qpvt=how+can+we+correct+humnaity+prince+ea&view=detail&mid=259EA96B87FDB819A88D259EA96B87FDB819A88D&FORM=VRDGAR
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+can+we+correct+humnaity+prince+ea&qpvt=how+can+we+correct+humnaity+prince+ea&view=detail&mid=259EA96B87FDB819A88D259EA96B87FDB819A88D&FORM=VRDGAR
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My “low” for the week was 199.8 pounds. I ended the week at 203.6. In other words I was all over the 
place. One day 200, the next back to 209, the next 204, the next 206. So much for gradual measurable 
progressions. If one is attuned to and motivated by measurable achievements (as I am) – this is murder. 

We live by hope. Hope that there are good results somewhere in there. Stick to the discipline. Hold onto 
hope. Keep the long view in mind. Jesus said those who follow him need keep your hand to the plow and 
do not look back. When you plow, you look at a point in the horizon to keep the plow straight. 

There will be rocks in that plow field, maybe some boulders to detour around. Plateaus in the weight 
loss. Remember where you are headed. For now, at least, I am in the “normal” weight range. Step by 
step. 

 

Solitude and Silence 

May 16, 2016 

I am so grateful that I have worked on this awareness, slow the mind down deal. Jesus said, be alert, be 
awake. Someone commented to me the other day – a very astute comment in my view – they thought 
the reason why I cycle as I do is that it provides space, a disconnection and disengagement. Room to 
breathe. It is my prayer and contemplation time. Silence and stillness. Solitude – I rarely, rarely cycle 
with anyone. 

Dallas Willard has written what many consider a classic in Christian spirituality – “The Spirit of the 
Disciplines.” I take bits and pieces of it as some of the material does not speak to me. What struck me, 
however, were the two primary spiritual disciplines. And what really struck me was the contrast 
between these two disciplines and the culture within which we live. I suggest that the culture we live in 
could not be more antithetical to the experience of God’s peace. 

Those who want to confine Christianity to “belief” might argue with me. And that is fine. I like to 
broaden an understanding of Christianity to lifestyle – which includes belief but is not as limited in focus. 

The connotation, and I stress 'connotation' of Christianity as belief is that Christianity becomes limited to 
agreement to certain set of cognitive propositions. That is the connotation and I find that problematic; 
hence, my preference for a consideration of lifestyle. 

The first two spiritual principles Willard cites are solitude and silence. 

Solitude is time at the ocean, in the wilderness, in the forest, even in the anonymity of the crowd. I do 
not think solitude is defined by place. Jesus spent time in solitude – alone, on mountaintops, in the 
desert. Solitude frees us from the power of the culture. Solitude “cracks open the shell of our superficial 
securities.” (Willard, P. 161 quoting Louis Bouyer) In solitude we are faced with matters of the soul and 
what else can we cling to but God. I suspect solitude is frightening for many as we spend inordinate 
amounts of time running. Isn’t that what is going on, so often, when we reach for another distraction, 
quick, quick… to fill up the time…. We just cannot break away from the digital-o-rama around us. 

The second pillar of spirituality from Willard is silence. I think it closely related to solitude. The challenge 
of silence is that it feels like nothing is happening. It is boring. I want action! What is happening? Let me 
check. What are my friends doing? Let me check. Let me fill up my moments instead of experiencing 
them in quiet. Willard writes of the practice of not speaking, refraining from talking – to be a witness to 
conversation, to pay attention. So often, when we are with people we do not know well, we are driven 
by our inner insecurities to compensate for our perceived weaknesses to prove ourselves before them. 
Or we accentuate our perceived virtues to establish ourselves. Alas, the drive for reassurance and 
approval. How often I have gone that route. 
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We are not driven by such needs when we are with folks who are filled with accepting grace. I 
sometimes wonder if the bonds that have developed among our Wednesday evening group at church 
are a product of our sitting together in silence and a kind of personal solitude. Silence can be such a 
challenge – so blessedly uncomfortable yet so potentially peaceful. 

Silence and solitude, Willard notes, foster a quiet, inner confidence which so few have but which so 
many desire. In those moments we know and remember where home is – with Christ, and that is where 
we seek to live as compared to living – well, I guess it is best put as “someplace else.”  

 

Fear and Losing Weight 

May 13, 2016 

Last summer’s Mt. Washington cycling climb was a dark experience for me. Not one I want to repeat.  

As a result I pursued an organized winter training program and went into the early season Mt. 
Wachusett race (much, much easier than Washington) with optimism. That optimism proved to be short 
lived. I was slower than last year. The implications are obvious – Mt Washington at this rate will be hell – 
worse than last year. Fear. 

I am not going to get precipitously stronger so the only alternative is to get lighter. I have actually never 
set out to lose weight intentionally. 

So the plan: Weigh myself twice a day – maintains focus and awareness. Longer distance cycling – not 
too fast, to burn off fat. Maybe a few “bonk” rides where you run out of energy but keep going. Those 
help burn off fat, but you cannot overdo them or you eat up muscle.  

Only food with nutritional value. No “junk” calories. No meat. No oil. Never dairy. No butter. Limited fats 
– those only from whole foods.  

Much more quinoa for the protein. Lots of water before the evening meal to help with portion control. 
No food except salads after sundown. Get to bed earlier to avoid the late night snack temptation. I mean 
I never wake up hungry. Try to cycle as often as possible in the afternoon to forgo lunch once in a while. 
Transfer snacks (only fruit) to late afternoon. Add in some very, very modest strength training – sit-ups 
and push- ups. Maybe Planet Fitness. Afternoon coffee. Maybe add in a little walking. 

I am of the view that how much weight you lose really depends on how many calories you were taking in 
before you made the change. So I anticipate big drops early on. The issue is getting through the 
plateaus. The vision is to start Washington in August at 190 pounds. Sunday morning I was 209. Tuesday 
morning – 205. Some of that is hydration variability. I am thinking one to two pounds is real. Maybe 
another ten days and I am in the 190s. Be about right. 

A couple of things here – I have to have the vision – and being on top of Washington is it. I have to be 
humble – not going to make it as is. I have to have the routine and pattern change. It is comprehensive 
which maintains my awareness and focus. I need support and my wife has been great – kKeeps all the 
bad stuff hidden. And blessedly, I am not so stupid to ask her to make any changes or major sacrifices 
which might get her perturbed and then the resulting stress would sabotage my efforts. Also – never 
complain! And another key I learned from a neuroscientist who studies weight loss – minimize the 
stressors. All this has to come from within and the strength God provides – and that is a deep well. 
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APRIL 2016 
Where Do You Fit In? 

April 29, 2016 

Gallup released a poll last July which indicated that 52% of smartphone owners check their phones a few 
times an hour. Eleven percent (who are included in the above 52%) check every few minutes.  

Another 20% of people check the phone once an hour. Combine the two and you get 72% of 
smartphone owners check their phones at least once an hour! 

Contemplate that.  

Another 25% of the owners check the phone at least a few times a day. I guess if you have it, might as 
well use it. 

And in a mathematical impossibility, 61% of the folks say they check their phone less often than others 
with phones. Hmmm. Interesting. 

Among the younger owners (eighteen to thirty), 70% check the phone a few times an hour and that 
group includes 22% who report they check it every few minutes. As one might expect, as the age cohort 
goes up those percentages go down. My own view is that for older folks the phone is a “new thing,” 
whereas for the younger folks it has always been a part of their reality. 

Now, I ask this – is there anyone who thinks that checking a phone a few times an hour contributes to 
living at peace in Christ? That adding another distraction (frequent distraction, I might add) like this 
enhances relationships with those around us? That checking the phone, like this, deepens an experience 
of the life I have this moment? That by checking this phone so often, I develop a keener appreciation for 
the feel of the wind, the smell of the grass, and the colors of the flowers? Checking the phone this often 
– is it a way to relieve anxiety, or does it contribute to anxiety? I suspect we answer those questions 
differently. 

True Confessions: I used to have a good smartphone which I checked every hour or so. Then I dropped it 
and it broke. At that point I came to realize (from the book of Romans), “In all things God works for good 
for those who have a love for the Lord.” In other words, in all things, when you have a love for God, you 
realize God is working for good. Now, I have a $35 phone which I use primarily as my calendar. I also 
carry it every time I go cycling, in case of emergencies. Life, for me (and I stress “for me”) is much more 
peaceful. And, I have a few extra dollars for bike stuff. I am living a little slower. I have a bit more 
patience and, for the most part, I suspect I might be a slight bit more pleasant to be with, on occasion. 
But that is just me. 
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Lou Amondson – My Hero 

April 25, 2016 

Well, I do not get into heroes, but I liked what he said. Let the counter-revolution begin. 

ESPN reported that one theory to explain the rash of injuries to first year NBA players was that they 
spent so much time in front of the computer screen, it disrupted their sleep patterns. The screens give 
off some kind of light that does this. Then the players get injured. 

Now, a reporter has gone over the use of cellphones in the NBA – all of the players are on their phones 
prior to the game. After the game they are described as a locker of zombies (not my word) glued to their 
phones “checking.” And even during halftime the players are on their phones – a practice banned in the 
NFL. And, believe it or not, there is a picture of a player on his phone after having been taken off the 
court – during a game.  

Some coaches have taken to banning phones – and they are described as not understanding the new 
generation. Oh my… 

Amondson, an NBA player, chewed out a ball boy during a practice because the fellow retrieved a 
rebound and then went back on his phone. Amondson’s comment – be present, be attentive. 

From the New York Times, by Andrew Keh, April 20 2016 in an article entitled “Trending at Halftime: 
NBA Players Checking Their Phones”: 

"Amundson, who studied philosophy at Nevada-Las Vegas, said society’s collective phone addiction 
hindered “pure interaction” and “intention-filled relationships.” He thought texting and social media 
divided a person’s energy in negative ways. He rued how the dopamine-loop associated with devices 
obliterated a person’s attention span. 

“It takes us as a society someplace I don’t think we need to be going,” Amundson said. “I really feel 
strongly that there’s going to be some kind of countercultural revolution where people start to reject this 
idea that you need to be connected and you need to have access to everything and you need a phone in 
front of your face the whole day.” 

I suspect he has read Sherry Turkle’s book “Reclaiming Conversations.” He reiterates what I have been 
saying and suspecting for quite some time. As one might expect another reporter dismissed him 
basically as a commune hippie. When you say stuff people do not want to hear – that is what happens. 

Let the counterrevolution begin – for one’s own spiritual and emotional well-being. I call it, living in 
God's presence. 

 

I Have No Time! 

April 23, 2016 

I think this is the cultural mantra of our day. I am too busy and hurried. Too much to do. 

The other day we cancelled a program at church because of some last moment developments. The 
challenge was contacting everyone so they would not leave home. Someone went on Facebook and sent 
out a missive. Within minutes everyone was contacted and we were all set. I asked, wait a minute – if 
you sent out a message like that – how do you know everyone received it and saw it? Answer – they 
responded! They were all on Facebook. At this time of day everyone checks Facebook. It is real busy. 

Such is the blessing of social media, I guess. I think a few phone calls would have worked. Might have 
taken five more minutes, though. 
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Want to free up more time than you ever thought you had? For three days, limit social media. There will 
be perhaps an uncomfortable withdrawal. Just limit the time spent on the internet. Then diminish TV 
time. The idea is to avoid substituting one for the other. 

This is what happened for me: 

1. I walk slower. 
2. I take more time to cook, garden, and do yard work. 
3. I talk with my kids and spouse more. 
4. I exercise more. 
5. My productivity went up. 
6. I take more time to plan meals. 
7. I am not in such a hurry. 
8. I wonder how I ever came to that other place. 
9. I notice the world around me more fully. 
10. My sense of being at peace improved. 
11. My energy level went up mostly because I did not feel as drained by the constant connectivity 

and what was the attendant anxiety. 
12. I got more sleep. 

Most folks will not do this. But in this regard the counter revolution is beginning to take place (more on 
this later). Something to ponder. But “time” for many of us IS there. 

 

No More Football 

April 21, 2016 

I am reading a book about the efforts of the National Football League to cover up the number of 
concussions which players were having. Today I read that there are estimates that over half of the 
retired NFL players suffer from brain damage. Over half. We read the cases of player suicides, dementia 
etc. I write nothing of the other crippling injuries which player experience which severely hamper them 
in later years. 

In time I anticipate we will have lawsuits from college players suffering from brain damage from their 
college football days. The NFL players won almost $1 billion from the NFL. I would not be surprised to 
see this even at the high school level. 

I know of a prep school which has dropped football. I think that place is the beginning. It is a matter of 
time before smaller colleges follow suit. The financial risks will be too high. The insurance premiums to 
cover the risks will be too much.  

We are already seeing a drop in participation in high school football. This, I anticipate, will only 
accelerate in the next years as the current generation of parents of younger children is being more 
exposed to this issue. It is akin to cigarette smoking. Medical science knew the links to cancer but it took 
a lot of lawsuits, almost decades of publicity, and a lot of deaths, before the ball got rolling. And people 
still smoke. Folks still watch boxing and now we have cage fighting to boot. The damage done in boxing 
is obvious. But boxing no longer is as popular as it once was. 

This is what we will see in football, in time.  

I ask myself how I can even watch football any longer knowing what is going on. I do not watch 
boxing, fighting, wrestling, any of that. I used to play high school football and played a year of college 
football. Our sons played football, one in college – until concussions stopped him. I was a big fan – but 
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less and less each year. And I anticipate this will continue. I just do not see how I can, in good 
conscience, support this. 

Each year we are witnessing more NFL players retiring early, citing health concerns. They are retiring 
with many possible playing years ahead of them, but deciding to hang up the cleats. This will continue 
and as it becomes more common knowledge what the costs are – it will become more widespread. 
There is a grief process – shock – are you kidding this is that big an issue; denial – cannot be that bad; 
depression – what a shame the price they pay; anger – but I love my games; then acceptance – this is a 
bad game – how can I support this. 

So this summer is my detoxification from football. For the first time in 4 decades no football preview 
magazines. Just cannot do it anymore. 

 

Clipping In – Are You Saved? 

April 17, 2016 

I am in a whole different world in cycling now. All winter it has been this interval training in which you go 
very hard for a set period of minutes, slow down, then hard again. As the program has intensified I have 
“failed” to complete some sessions. Other weeks I have been too fatigued from the previous day. 

Rough stuff. I lie in bed at night and my legs ache. 

I have changed my position on the bike in a major way – first time in three years. I am working on 
improving my revolutions per minute – first time ever. The idea is to use an easier gear and get more 
rotations versus pedaling a hard gear and fewer rotations.  

I have passed up a lot of outdoor cycling to do these sessions indoors. Indoors there are no stop lights, 
no turns, no coasting, no easy riding. The power meter tells you right where you are. Numbers don’t lie. 
I actually squeeze half a cup of sweat out of my clothing when I am done (helps things dry quicker!) This 
is serious stuff for me. 

It dawned on me that the Mt. Wachusett race is in four weeks. I hope to get out there in a few days. 
Then the next week up to the horror show of Mt. Ascutney. I have never done this kind of preparation 
for Wachusett in previous years. I hope to finish in the top half, a big jump from the bottom 15%. I also 
expect my time to improve by another two to three minutes over last year when I was about three 
minutes faster than the previous year. I hope to be one of the faster Clydesdales (over 190 pounds). 

About the only thing I have really screwed up with is weight loss.  

There has been a certain grace to all this. I have to focus on this training or I will never do it. It is what I 
think about first thing in the morning, what I plan for all day. Even then, however, by the time that 
moment rolls around I am sometimes too fatigued, especially if the morning has not gone well.  

The grace is that this whole process takes my mind off of matters that can and do weigh on my soul. And 
typically these are things I can do nothing about – concerns for people I know, aimless worries about the 
future. Now, I realize I need do this draining session that I at some level dread and at another level love. 

Now, it is how many intervals this afternoon and how fast, what should I eat. It is my way of “letting go” 
of so much heavy stuff. 

Get a goal, a vision, and get fixated on it. There is grace to this. It does not mean you do not care about 
other matters. Far from it. But it saves you from being swallowed up by those other matters. 
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Spring – and Eternal Life (continued) 

April 15, 2016 

Last time I wrote something it was about the changes of spring which impress upon me the changes of 
life. I suggested that this is, subconsciously, unsettling because – as one familiar with anxiety and worry 
– I like order. I like stability. I think it is rooted in the human desire for control. Orthodox Christian 
theology sees this as a manifestation of our desire for power over death. So we seek control, money, 
prestige, achievement, popularity. Heavy stuff, completely sensible, totally discomforting for many, and 
enough of that for now. 

I have preached about this and some folks get very upset, others not so much. 

The changes of spring prompted me to think – I was driving, no music (I find now that music screws me 
up – even with the free Sirius service we have in the car – I just cannot handle it). I was thinking about 
eternal life. I wondered just who was the “I” who would go on. Is it me as a 20-year old, as a teen, as a 
child, as a 40-year old, me now? I do not think I am the same person now I was at thirty. I am fairly 
certain I have learned a little bit since then. Or is it me at the last moment…with cancer, or a heart 
attack, or with dementia? I mean who is it that goes on – we go on spiritually – but who goes on? 

I think of my mother-in-law with cancer. She went through radiation. The radiation is not curative – just 
makes it easier for her to swallow. There is a time limit on this. Well, as she will tell you – she is going to 
be ninety-five, she is ready to go. She has decent quality of life. Who goes on – the young Pearl, the 
elderly, limited Pearl? 

So back to spring – and I think spring is full of God’s truth. Spring is about changes. The early flowers 
fade before the grass is mowed. More flowers come up. They fade, too. Changes, changes. 

However you identify your “I,” it changes as well. I see this in church all the time. The new worshipper is 
all gung ho. There are excited for their children. Just wait. I have seen this so often I live with a “we’ll 
see” attitude. At least, I try to. It has taken two decades! I am still recovering from the family who was 
all gung ho at the baptism. They were committed to the church – they insisted! Well, I guess it depends 
on how you define commitment because I do not remember their names anymore. Story after story. 

We change. I am not now who I will be in six months, yet I persist on thinking the “I” of today is it. 

So who goes on – to eternal life? Well, this is why I value science – “I” am rooted in my DNA – and 
whoever it is – I think it rooted there. Science provides substance to romantic theological ideas. I love 
science. 

Spring – guess what – you will change – changing are you, as in flowing is the river (see last blog). 

Is there nothing I can hold to? I suggest the sacred…God. But even our conceptualization of God will 
change. Way it is. We need to find joy and peace in the day.  

I just returned from giving the opening prayer at a gathering of four-hundred people to assist veterans. 
The event supports, in part, a group that has veterans with post-traumatic stress riding horses. The 
fellow commented that when you are with a 2,000 pound horse, you do not think about five years ago 
or five years in front of you. You get rooted in the moment.  

I thought, hmmm…meditation does this, as well as a number of other disciplines. You do not deal with a 
2,000 horse with meditation, however. So there is a difference. 

The goal or focus is the same. You have now. “You” will change. “Now” will change.  
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That freaks out a lot of folks. We want stability and order. Stability and order are a delusion, but we are 
made content with delusions. So we cling to them. Cherish the day…and go, go when you can ‘cause it 
all changes.  

 

Beware of Spring 

April 13, 2016 

I anticipate we all look forward to spring. New life blossoms all around. We get warm weather. But 
within the developments of nature there is something unsettling. 

Nestled between the banal regularity of summer and winter we get this season of profound change. 
Winter has an order to it. We may get the snow storms but there is regularity to the months. Trees are 
bare. The air is cold. There is a semblance of order. Summer is similar. There is regularity to the weeks. 
Spring is different. 

We go from warm days to winter cold and back to hot days. I recall running in the Boston marathon in 
80 degree weather after training for weeks in the 30s. We see the changes of nature with the 
blossoming trees, flowers and grasses. Then there are the for sale signs as the housing market heats up. 
People are moving. Friday afternoons the limos ferret happy partygoers to proms. The school year 
comes to an end. Cars line the streets for the neighborhood graduation parties. All the kids graduate. 
Changes, changes. There is little of the regularity of summer or the order of winter.  

Spring reminds me of the impermanence of life. Westerners struggle with this. We have the expression 
“the river” flows, as if “the river” was a static entity. No, the river is not static. The expression should be 
“flowing” is the river. The river is never the same. There is no order. 

Such is the message of spring. Constant change. I think that truth gets hidden in the recesses of our 
denial tendencies in the summer and winter. Impermanence is the truth of nature. 

As a pastor in this place, spring is bittersweet. Families announce they are moving at this time of the 
year. Sweet – as they usually move with hope and anticipation. Bitter because I know I will probably 
never see them again. Change. 

In these days I try to observe all that transpires, to take it in without allowing my desire for order and 
regularity to cast me into some nether-land. Change is the truth. I seek to focus a bit more intently on 
the permanence of the sacred. Live in God and observe. The impermanence of life and the truth of God 
– this is where we live. 

 

Go, Go, Go or...Slow, Slow, Slow 

April 10, 2016 

Almost every week I read some article in the New York Times which references mindfulness and 
meditation programs. The physiological benefits of meditation have been scientifically proven, if you 
want to use that “proven” word. This is beyond debate. Lowered muscle tension, lowered blood 
pressure, lower pulse, lowered anger levels and anxiety levels. The list goes on. However, this has been 
known for some time. This is not “new” news – it is decades old. So why this current interest in 
meditation? 

Meditation, although steeped in the history of the Christian church, is usually associated with eastern 
religions. Is the new interest related to the increasing interest in eastern religions? Well, I do not think 
so. Eastern religions have been a part of the USA scene for some time. 
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I attribute all of this attention on meditation to be a product of the cultural speed at which we live. 
Specifically, I think it is directly correlated to smartphone use, internet, social media, twitter – all that. 
People are finding themselves hyped and exhausted as a result of the hype.  

At some level I suspect people are almost desperate to try to slow down, live with a higher level of 
equanimity, and disconnect. But it is so hard to do that when all is go, go, go and we are surrounded by 
people who are into the go, go, go connected world. If you are with someone who is checking their 
phone - the instinct is usually to check your own phone. We are steeped in this, up to our necks. I see it 
with kids walking on the sidewalk to school, heads engrossed in the phone. I see it at restaurants. I see 
with drivers. I see it at grocery stores. Everywhere. 

We have twenty people who come to our meditation program at church. It is a Christ-centered program 
and a wonderful moment of sharing and discussion. We learn from each other and each other’s 
experiences. It is really a spiritual practice founded on our faith. You are welcome to attend as often or 
as infrequently as you like. Wednesdays at 6:30.  

 

Growing Spiritual Kids 
April 7, 2016 

We have a gathering on Wednesday evenings at church. For about forty-five minutes we discuss a 
reading and some attendant scripture. The readings right now come from a devotional book focused on 
pausing. We then have a guided and silent meditation for fifteen minutes followed by communion. We 
offer the same thing without communion on Thursdays and Saturdays. 

What struck me the other evening was that we have a few moms who are in this gathering who have 
elementary school age and younger children. And each of these moms is working with the kids on 
breathing, pausing, and meditation. They are working with their children on slowing down, staying “at 
home,” not getting as frazzled, the good stuff of solitude. 

In one instance a doctor actually called one of these moms to thank her for working with the doctor on 
the need for and benefits of solitude – in what is a super scheduled, hyper-culture. 

I am thinking, in fact, I know from what they have discussed, that the moms work with the kids out of 
the mom’s own experience. I suspect the kids are open to this because they are still young. It might be 
more difficult to do this with the children if they were older and a tad bit more set in the kinetic pace of 
life. I may be wrong on that, however.  

I write that I may be wrong on that because I know a high school teacher who has eliminated technology 
and phones from the classroom and suddenly all the students are relating to the teacher and one 
another in quite a different way. And on the standardized tests all their grades are going up…. And 
everyone is doing their homework. A first for the teacher. Once again, I may be wrong but I am thinking 
many of these kids will grow up with a completely different take on solitude, quiet and relationships 
than many kids on our communities. 

Just makes me go…hmmm. Growing spiritual kids. 
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Clipping In...Deaths, Melancholy and Blessings 

April 5, 2016 

Over the weekend three cyclists died: A 22-year-old Belgian with a heart attack in a pro race; a 25 year 
old pro died when he crashed and was run over by a motorbike in a major race in Europe; a 29 year old 
Oregon State cyclist crashed into a guardrail and died in a collegiate race. Add to these the 26 year old 
French pro who was killed by a truck earlier in March and the 6 riders who were training in January with 
the pro Giant team and were hit by an errant car driver. No one was killed in that accident, although 
some of the injuries were horrific. 

I also recall Jure Robic – the prolific multi-time winner of the Race Across America. He was a legend and 
killed by a car in Europe on a training ride a few years ago. Then there was the doctor in downtown 
Boston last year. She was from Belgium and working at one of the Boston hospitals. She was killed by a 
truck at a major intersection as the truck turned a corner and did not see her. So it seems cycling is 
dangerous. 

Last year 31,000 people were killed in the USA in auto accidents. 4,700 pedestrians were killed. 740 
cyclists were killed. Obviously, there are many more autos and walkers than cyclists and it is hard to 
figure out any salient comparisons. How often does one drive or walk or cycle? How far? Etc. If we 
eliminate cellphones and booze, those numbers would plummet. But this is the world we live in. 

My takeaway? I feel unbelievably blessed. I cycle home at night from church maybe two to four times a 
week in the dark. My blessing is that the six mile route I take is not a busy route. I see maybe one or two 
cars. Even at the cabin the roads are not well trafficked. My races are up mountains. You go slowly up 
mountains. 

Rarely do I ride in groups. One reason is the prospect of hitting someone or being hit. I never enter races 
or even events on flat roads. Same reason. 

The recent tragedies have prompted me to do some soul searching as to the blessings and goodness I 
live with. When I get tired, run-down, melancholy – anxious – what have you – I do not see those 
blessings so clearly.  

This morning – I put the bike in the trunk of the car and drove to the car fix it place. I left the car there 
and cycled home. Later today I will cycle back and drive the car home. Not many folks are able to do 
that, especially at my age. Saves me the hassles of coordinating car rides with Marsha. Makes her life a 
little simpler. Now, that is having one fine day.  
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MARCH 2016 
A Spiritual Exercise 

March 30, 2016 

I use this spiritual practice to settle down, find balance, restore equilibrium. 

Breathe in to the count of four;  

Hold it to the count of four;  

Exhale to the count of four. 

Do it five times. Five breaths.  

It should slow your pulse and it will slow your mind. Consider doing this sitting, standing, walking, while 
driving.  

 

Clipping In...Facing Your Limits 

March 28, 2016 

I have been doing these unbelievably draining work-outs in cycling all winter. Just a few a week, but 
intense. Most of them do not even last that long – 45-90 minutes max. But by Sunday afternoon I have 
been whipped when I am done. 

Monday, I am sore. I have not been sore since having to rake and lug leaves for ten hours. Real sore. And 
forget about getting on the bike on Monday. Cannot do it. Tuesday I try to go out – commute to church 
and I have all I can do to get the bike going slow. Too drained. And that is the problem. 

I miss the planned work-out for Tuesday and that sets me back. But – Wednesday. Wow. What a 
difference a day makes. I am flying. 

Sooner or later in the grand drama of life you get to know your limitations and when I see the bike 
speedometer on Tuesday I see my limits. 

A bit ago I saw my limitations at church. Something occurred which caused me to ruminate. And usually 
that would not happen. It was like looking at the Tuesday speedometer. A sign. I realized I was running 
on emotional fumes and needed some space. 

If in cycling I take Monday and Tuesdays as relaxed “off” days, then post Easter I figure I am going to do 
the equivalent. I have matters to tend to and I will, but I need to throttle back. Need a little re-charge 
space. 

Get humble. Get to know the signs that you are butting up against your limits. 
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Easter 

March 25, 2016 

We have the Jesus of history. He walked the ground, taught, etc. Then we have the Christ of faith – the 
resurrected one. Many people think of the resurrection as a resuscitation – as if someone jumped out of 
the casket. If we read the stories in the Bible, however, sometimes the Christ of faith “walks” through 
walls. Other times, the Christ of faith is not recognized. That is a far cry from a resuscitation. 

The commonality in these accounts is that the people had a sense of Christ being present. How? That is 
mystery. 

Jung is the one who said – bidden or not bidden God is present. I believe it is on his gravestone. 

As for today I do not know what the Easter event means to our lives unless the Christ of faith lives in and 
among us. In my mind, the Christ of faith – God, the Spirit, is there – what we need ponder is whether 
we live with that awareness. 

In the Apostle’s Creed we state – on the third day he rose from the dead. I wonder why it was the third 
day and not the first or the second. The church comes up with its explanations as to what happened on 
days one and two – but who knows? There is no real answer. 

That leaves days one and two as times of uncertainty and darkness. Day three becomes a time of new 
life and potential awareness of Christ’s presence. “Potential” is the key word.  

Easter is all about day three.  

 

Living in the Mystery 

March 24, 2016 

I heard an interesting comment – actually I have heard it a few times. Someone dies early – cause of 
death rooted in lifestyle – and the event serves as a kind of wake-up call for those who continue on. 
Frankly, this happened to me when someone I knew recently died. I decided to re-invest myself on the 
eating plan which is meant to prevent and reverse artery disease. Nothing with a face, no dairy, limited 
fats and oils. The fellow who died was a lover of dairy, processed meats, etc. His family shared this with 
me. The coroner had informed them that he died from lifestyle. And he died quite young. Artery disease. 

A few of his and my friends have had the same reaction. I know of a few people who have lost young 
friends who have decided – “I have to change my lifestyle when it comes to stress management, 
nutrition and exercise.” 

This is great stuff. It is something to which I say “Alleluia!” Maintaining the change is no easy thing, but 
that does not diminish the fact that a major effort is being made. 

What I contemplate is the comment from a friend – actually a few friends – who have embarked on this 
change in lifestyle and who say, “I feel so much better!” They feel better physically. They are more 
energized. They are in better physical health and can feel it. They are losing weight. 

Here is my contemplation: do we live into this new life out of fear of what might happen if we do not 
change or do we live into it out of faith that goodness will be discovered?  

I think we often “settle” for where we are and try to take a positive view of it however we can. When it 
comes to living into new abundance and pursuing that vision – I wonder what motivates us, fear or faith. 
Sometimes we can lift the veil of deception and realize I do not feel good where I am at. Sometimes. 
How many of us have that vision, however, of what awaits us? The problem, I suspect, is that we do not 
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know what awaits us when we make the changes! How would I ever know I would feel better, more 
energetic? 

To live out of faith is to walk into the mystery. I can live with that. I celebrate getting to the top of these 
mountains in these cycling races. But when I am at the bottom I have no clue what awaits me until I get 
there. To live in faith is to live in that mystery. 

 

Clipping In...The End of Winter Training is Here 

March 23, 2016 

Last winter I cycled quite a few outdoor miles. I felt blessed that I could manage the cold and simply get 
miles in. I felt I did well getting in a fair measure of miles. 

This winter is another world. Late fall I did a “test” going a period of time and seeing what my average 
watt output was. All my winter sessions (indoors on rollers) were based on this number. I purchased the 
program from a Dutch cycling guru, medical doctor. My only other option was to hire a coach who 
would provide guidance, but that was expensive. 

This Dutch fellow works on percentages – sessions are at 70 – 105% of that test number. The first five 
weeks were not bad – three major sessions a week – about an hour apiece. Then he adds a fourth 
session and then a fifth session and each session gets harder. 

I finish up with week 12 (for me week 13) this week. Over the 13 weeks, I quit on one or two sessions – I 
just was exhausted. I repeated one week because I did not get all the sessions in. Almost every week I 
missed one session – never a critical one, but a miss nevertheless. 

How has this been? Yesterday I stood up from the living room chair and collapsed. This has never 
happened to me. My leg seized up. After I get done both legs are usually filled with tremors. I attribute 
this to salt and water loss. Yesterday I went to my summer stand by – pickle juice and that did the trick. I 
eat jars of pickles and pickle juice all summer, and do not even have a taste for them in winter – until 
yesterday. 

When the weather improves I will do one of those outdoor watt tests again. I expect a ten percent 
improvement. The short term goal is the Wachusett mountain race in early May. I hope to be among the 
top few guys among the 190+ pounds Clydesdales. I know the power number I am capable of – it is a 
matter of who shows up for the race. The long term goal is to get up Mt. Washington under 2 hours. 
That would be a major improvement over last year’s 2 hours and 25 minutes and may be too optimistic 
a vision. If I manage that I would be among the top 20% of the Clydesdales after they do an age 
adjustment – through which I get maybe 20 seconds a year. Last year with the adjustment I was 40 out 
of 50. This year maybe 20 out of 50. 

I mean this winter has to be worth something. By own view is that if you want to “get there” (with most 
anything) you have to be willing to do the work. And to do the work, you need manage the emotional 
and spiritual strains of life to stay centered. I work on staying in Christ, breathing, letting go and 
watching my negative thoughts. Otherwise, I would have missed a lot more of these sessions. When I 
have fallen apart is when I have failed to manage the emotional stuff of life effectively. It begins with 
spirituality. 
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Over Sixty and I Am Out 

March 20, 2016 

When we are stressed – and that means when we are living under the influence of the fight or flight 
syndrome and that adrenaline and epinephrine are edging their way into our system – there are body 
consequences. Our breathing becomes shallow, blood pressure goes up, breathing rate goes up, muscle 
tension goes up, the whole kitchen sink. Anxiety and anger levels go up, too. 

So I have taken to watching my pulse rate. I do this anyway when I cycle – watch the heart rate. It 
provides some measure of how much you are exerting yourself. On occasion I take my pulse when I 
wake up. If it is high that means I am still recovering from the previous day. If it is low – I am good. 

I am also trying to block out all of the stimuli that jack up my stress and pulse levels – the things that are 
unnecessary. It is not as if there are not enough of those stimuli to begin with in my life, why invite more 
of it. If my pulse goes up – no good. 

As I have written, I am completely off social media. Now, the second step. 

I read the newspaper and I get some satisfaction out of that. I also watch the evening news programs as 
my unwind from the day. I check various news and sports sites on the internet as a distraction. Frankly, 
the evening news programs and the political races are entertaining, or, at least, I used to think so. I like 
reading sports stories. I used to think they were ok.  

Truth is – all this has become very unsettling as I see the language and the spirit in which people express 
themselves. This is reflected even further in the responses people provide to news articles. I even read it 
in sports articles in which the writer tears into a team’s perceived effort or play – and these are not 
commentaries, they are news articles! Seems like many people feel as though they have to have an edge 
to them. And I am thinking people would never say these things to another person face to face. 
Although that is changing as well. 

And it makes my pulse go up. Anything above sixty and the price is way too high. Sixty is my break- even 
level. In my mind I should always be below that. 

So the next steps on the walk to a peaceful life in Christ is to eliminate the internet and TV. Too much 
twanging of my nerves.  

It has become very challenging to try to live with peace and with a gentle spirit. Very hard to do that 
when the pulse goes up. And I am now at the point where I can see people around me get worked up – 
everyone wants to win, assert themselves and win- I just am amazed, but less and less do I get caught up 
with it.  

I’d rather be at peace than right. Accept, take a breath, have a Spirit filled mind. Keep the pulse low. 
Pulse don’t lie. 
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Can You Help Me? 

March 18, 2016 

This summer I have entered the Mt. Washington Auto Road Cycling Hillclimb. This will be my third year. 
It is considered the “toughest hill climb in the world.” 7.6 miles, 12% grade and no breaks – that is, no 
level spots where you might recover a bit. Truth be told I did not finish the race on my bike the first year. 
I fell about 100 feet from the finish line. I just could not manage the steep final pitch and was going so 
slowly, I keeled over. The second year I did not try to manage the final pitch as I could not control my 
bike which was swerving all over the place. I was weak and when you go that slowly, it is tough to 
manage. So I walked it over. 

This year? We will see. 

I do this for a few reasons.  

I am probably a little “off.” I will own that. There are only two other guys my age and size who are in the 
race. There are 635 participants.  

I like a challenge. 

I believe God has blessed us with potential and possibility that we often leave untapped. So part of me 
hopes that other might be inspired to take on a challenge in their own lives – whether it be learning to 
play piano, quilting, walking, what have you. 

The race is a fundraiser for the Tin Mountain Conservation Society which tends to the White Mountains of 
New Hampshire providing educational programs in the schools and taking care of the forest land. Our 
Lutheran Camp Calumet is in that area and the Calumet folks speak highly of the Society. 

Can you help me? I am seeking your support with contributions to the Tin Mountain Conservation 
Society. If you are willing to give the “change in your pockets” – or more – that would be terrific! I have 
a jar in the church lobby. If you write a check it should be made out to Faith Lutheran with Tin Mountain 
in the notation. I run all the support through the church and then present Tin Mountain with one check 
from the church in August.  

As a part of the conservation theme, I also am collecting redeemable cans and bottles at church for this 
cause. I think I collected over 7,000 cans and bottles last year. Those can be left in the church lobby. I 
turn them in every Monday. Last year I was one of the top fund-raisers and was actually given a prize by 
one of the race sponsors! Very cool. 

100% of every donation goes directly to the Tin Mountain Conservation Society. At Faith we do a lot for 
folks internationally and locally. This is our main effort to take care of God’s gift of nature. Thanks for 
your help. 

 

Giving Thanks for Our Place 

March 17, 2016 

I think the most influential Lutheran Churches over the past few decades have been Prince of Peace in 
Burnsville, Minnesota and Community Church of Joy in Phoenix. These were the two mega-churches 
which pioneered contemporary music in the Lutheran Church as well as a host of programs and activities 
which were often adapted by other parishes. Prince of Peace even had its own hymn book with music 
written by its musicians. I believe they had outdoor worship akin to a drive-in movie in the summer.  

Both of the churches had well-known pastors who wrote books and articles. They also held conferences 
for laypeople and clergy where they presented ideas and held informative discussions. I attended a 
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conference in Minnesota and two in Arizona. There were over 700 of us at each conference and the 
conferences were held annually for years. 

The church in Arizona had big plans. Thousands upon thousands attended worship there. They built a 
school and had plans for a retirement center – a major development. 

It was with great sadness that I learned that Community Church of Joy has closed. Well, the spin is they 
merged. They went through a major decline and then merged with an Assembly of God church. That 
church is much, much larger and together they will approach the development possibilities.  

Prince of Peace has seen a decline from over 4,000 on a Sunday to just above 1,000. Sooner or later they 
will be facing issues as they have two large buildings to take care of. In fact, they estimate they have too 
much room (by about a third) and their sanctuary is too large. They are evaluating building a new 
smaller facility as a cheaper option than paying for the capital maintenance expenses to care for their 
current facility. 

Back in the day, both of these churches were monolithic. Imagine people from all over the country were 
coming there to learn! Both churches took on major expansion projects. All was go, go. God had blessed 
them! The idea, the concept, that none of this would last was “crazy” thinking, pessimistic, “have faith!” 
I am reminded of the go, go days of Wang and Digital Equipment – monolithic companies with forward 
thinking leadership, pioneers… that no longer exist. During the good times we have a difficult time 
contemplating the good times ending. And in these cases these churches are saddled with debt, huge 
structures and more than enough storage room (which I write facetiously). 

I have profound gratitude that Faith Lutheran has a well-kept building, faces no major renovation costs, 
has kept up with all maintenance, uses our facility productively and effectively over and over again – by 
holding many services, and has no debt. When I read about these other places I realize just how easy it 
is to take our place and our leadership for granted. Not that this has always been easy! Along the road 
there have been bumps – but we are in a really good place right now. And for that I give great thanks. 

 

We Are Different 

March 15, 2016 

Last Sunday I did something that I do not think I have ever done before. I bragged about our church. I 
am uncomfortable doing that sort of thing (which is why I cannot think of ever have done that before!). 

For centuries we have had a tradition of centering prayer in the Christian church. This goes all the way 
back to the early church. Centering prayer or meditation is the repetition of one short phrase – akin to 
the Kyrie (keer-ee-ay) prayer we have at the beginning of worship. That prayer repeats “Lord, have 
mercy.” The centering prayer or phrase might be, “come, Holy Spirit”, or “Jesus loves me”, or “God is 
with me”, or “the Lord is my shepherd”, The prayer is repeated in coordination with the breath. The key 
aspect of this is to maintain a passive mental attitude. The mind is wild and other thoughts creep in – 
kind of like trying to take a two year old for a walk. Observe the thoughts – they are natural – and gently 
bring the focus back to the centering prayer.  

Research has shown that folks who maintain such a practice – 10 minutes twice a day – often experience 
a lowering of blood pressure, muscle tension, pulse, metabolic rate, anxiety, anger – that lasts all day. It 
is actually a physiological change in the body because of the ways in which such stillness affects us. 
People have been able to lower their medication dosages for hypertension and even get off medications 
via this practice. 
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Anyway, over the years – I think because of the way we are – centering prayer has been relegated to a 
niche in the church. We are a kinetic bunch and this kind of thing does not appeal to folks. 

I will write that I have personally sent a few women from our church to a centering prayer program at 
the Mind/Body Institute at Beth Israel Hospital in Boston. Beth Israel runs a number of programs along 
these lines including one for infertility. Both women ended up having delightful kids. I do not attribute 
the delightfulness of the kids to the program, but – the program may have helped the cause of getting 
pregnant. 

We live in a hyper connected, distracted culture. Technology has changed everything. I have 
conversations all week about this. How do we disengage, slow down, live with presence? 

Isn’t it fascinating that progressive businesses have meditation rooms now? Why? Because slowed down 
workers are more productive and creative. Some schools now have twenty-minute breaks in the day for 
meditation. Why? Because students are getting into too many conflicts and are too distracted. They 
learn more when they slow down their minds. Neuroscientists are studying the effects of meditation on 
the brain and have exalted the effects of prayer! 

So, you want to learn about meditation? Read Oprah, go to the school, see your doctor, work for a 
progressive business. But the vast majority of churches offer no such program. None. Zero. And all this 
originated in the church! Unbelievable. 

Or – you can go to our church. I brag about this because the reality is we are rare. Most churches 
have been swept along with the cultural movements. Faith Lutheran is different. 

Our meditation offerings are in the context of spiritual discussion. We try to be a support for one 
another. ’Tis not easy to lean into the cultural winds. We have a group that meets on Wednesdays at 
6:30. Another we are starting on Thursday at 6:30 and another on Saturday mornings at 8:30. If you are 
too busy – well... 

 

Being at Peace 

March 13, 2016 

I had a conversation with a couple a while back. Actually, I have had his experience more times than I 
care to remember. Lots and lots of times. So many times it makes me kind of ill and sad, especially over 
the times when I have been one of the chief actors in the drama. 

It goes like this. She describes their new house and notes it has a deck off the back. She says the deck is 
about twenty feet long. He counters – no, the deck is thirty feet long. She responds, “No, it is closer to 
twenty feet because…”. He gets a little assertive about it being thirty feet long. She gets backed into a 
corner and becomes obstinate in making her twenty foot claim. His tone becomes more dismissive of 
her over his thirty foot point. 

Meanwhile, I am thinking, “who cares?” Well, obviously, each one of them cares for reasons which are 
quite beyond me. 

And in the course of this back and forth, each comment serves to throw a sprinkle of gasoline on the 
simmering coals of anger. Or, if you are averse to the word anger, consider it frustration or some other 
euphemism for anger. 

I have heard this played out with a number of folks discussing (arguing over) which day they went to the 
movies, what they ordered for dinner, what day they went to the beach, when they made a purchase, 
who is responsible for something that happened…oh, Lordy, Lordy, goodness me.  
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We get such enormous ego stakes in establishing “I am right.” And what, pray tell, difference does it 
make? Do you want to be right, or do you want to be at peace? 

A lot of this depends on where you want to live. If you can live in Christ, you get this. But when the ego 
takes over, as it does for each of us – we are constantly trying to establish ourselves, over and over 
again. That takes a lot of effort. 

The deck is as long as you want it to be. Think about it – the deck “is”. Although you do not want to say 
it just like that because in all likelihood the other party probably will have a hard time laughing at 
themselves – just saying. When that ego takes over that is one of the byproducts, inability to laugh at 
yourself because… Well, it is not funny! 

So be at peace in Christ, save your energy, and have a chuckle over the ways we live. 
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FEBRUARY 2016 
It Is Called Vacation 

February 28, 2016 

I do these interval sessions on my bike. Bike sits on rollers. Rollers have changed my world. They provide 
resistance so you churn away with push back. Stop pedaling and the bike stops in three seconds and you 
fall off. They sit in a door jamb so I can grab either side. 

What has changed? I loosen my shoulders. I try to relax my body. I drive with the hips. I keep the upper 
body still (you move, you fall off, bike swerves all over the place). I have completely changed my position 
on the bike (like after 30,000 miles of cycling my “old” way). But I end up churning away and looking at 
the green lights blinking on the house internet whatchamacallit. 

So, I have rediscovered music. I am figuring out some inspirational music. For an old guy who never 
listens to anything – finding up tempo stuff is a chore. What happened to Harold Melvin and the Blue 
Notes? Teddy Pendergrass?  

The last two years I have been all about serenely cycling up Mt. Washington. That is over. I am re-
discovering my competitive furor. I lose 4-5 pounds every time I go on the rollers. Easily. I am not doing 
this to take some lolly-doll roll up a mountain. August, Mt. Washington – I am going to be movin’-‘n’-
groovin’. It will be sheer hell. God has blessed me with the opportunity. Last time I had this mentality 
was when I was in the CRASH-B sprints (World Indoor Rowing Championships) in Boston fifteen years 
ago. I was 38th with a bunch of guys from Europe and twelve Americans beating me. Then I had a 
second back surgery, gained fifty-five pounds. Stuff happens. 

I cannot even begin to describe the feeling of re-capturing that spirit. BUT, I had to ramp up my focus – 
had to get humble. I was screwing up with my old ways – had to have an outsider (coach) laugh at my 
old dumbness. Had to face truth. Had to submit myself to a program and hold myself to it. Had to admit 
I need direction. And, being real frank, I know I can do more. Maybe in June… 

And when you are on the rollers – it is like vacation from the stuff of life. If you are working hard, you 
cannot think of anything else.  

What is not to love? When you realize – you still got it… got the drive… got the vision… got the push… 
Sweet. And here is the point: each one of us has got it. You have not lost a thing. Oh sure, you might not 
be where you once were. I am not. But you can still tap what you have. Get humble. Get a vision. God 
has blessed you! It is there. Never listen to the naysayers. Never. And they will not shut up either. When 
you push-push – I do not care what your thing is – if you can find someone to rejoice with you, you just 
give them a hug and kiss. But never forget, you got it. It is there! Just go. Tap into it. 

Go, go, when you can. 
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The Message from Mark 

February 25, 2016 

Mark was an integral part of our church. He was a friend. I had extended conversation with him every 
Sunday and every Wednesday evening. His sudden death has taken my breath away. He was fifty-four. 
Unless it is cancer or some disease, you do not die at fifty-four. He had a heart attack. I know Mark had 
dreams and visions. He had hopes.  

He saw a doctor regularly. I recall him talking about living until he was eighty. Anyone looking at him 
would think he was healthy. In other words there was nothing about him which would lead you to say – 
he needs to be careful. Many people are quite shaken. I could see it on Sunday. If this happened to a 
seemingly healthy fellow, then… 

For me it is a wake-up call. My Father died from a heart attack at sixty-eight. He had his first one in his 
50s. 

My doctor is big on nutrition. Via his recommendation I made a lifestyle change. For the past two years, I 
have tried to follow the eating plan. Nothing with a face, no dairy (seen as liquid meat) limited oils, 
limited fats, plant based, avoid processed foods. That is the goal, at least. Bill Clinton follows something 
akin to this. He started after he had heart (artery) issues. 

I think the key study is The China Study by Campbell. Caldwell Esselstyn, a cardiologist at the Cleveland 
Clinic, wrote Preventing and Reversing Artery Disease. Initially, his colleagues dismissed him as kind of a 
quack. When you break from the crowd that is what happens. I have spoken with Doctors in church – 
and they echo Esselstyn’s views. Watch your nutrition, avoid meat.  

I have become a great label reader on foods. I was appalled the other day to read the label on a muffin – 
unbelievable amount of saturated fat. I had wolfed down a few.  

Mark’s death has been a shock. We never know the causes. The message for me is to manage risk. Do I 
recommend my lifestyle to others? Never! Are you kidding? I embrace a “live and let live” mentality. 
Change your eating maybe you live longer, maybe not. Who knows? I do advocate folks do some 
research. Given my family history and my dad’s condition, I try to tend to what I eat. That is enough of 
an energy drain. What others eat – do some research and make a choice. 

My lifestyle (exercise and nutrition) is way, way “out there.” I humbly recognize I am truly an outlier. 
Two or three guys my age and size are in these cycling races up mountains. I think you have to be – fill in 
the blank – to do this. I will own that. I do not recommend doing this kind of thing. Heck, drive up! Enjoy 
the view, much less taxing. 

My Doctor’s eating plan? Extreme. Many criticize it.  

Reminds me of my professor who would approach controversial subjects and give two or three sides of 
the issue. He always concluded his presentations saying – pay your money and make your choice.  

Mark, 54. I will recommit to my choices. 

Goodness, I will miss Mark.  
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Mark 

February 24, 2016 

Mark’s death at fifty-four from a heart attack has been a profound shock for many of us. I cannot really 
describe what Mark meant to us or what he gave to us. He knew a group of people rather well and they 
knew him. A bunch of us gathered on Saturday morning to share our grief, and I anticipate many will 
speak of him this Wednesday as well. These are times of mourning. 

He was authentic, vulnerable, caring in a much more profound way than we experience in most 
friendships and relationships. Frankly, I think most of us yearn for those kinds of relationships and many 
times we find our relationships lacking. But not, for the most part, in that group of folks, of which Mark 
was such an integral part. I recall him showing up late one evening and saying – you know it is my 
birthday and I had to cut out of the birthday dinner a little early to be here… 

I will not write much more about all that. Mark represented for me what the church can be, what so 
many yearn for, and he was someone who experienced it and contributed mightily to it. He left me hope 
– this is what we can be. He left me a witness – this is what we are. Tomorrow I have posted some other 
reflections which are much different – more self-centered. Dispassionate.  

But at a different level than I mention above – tomorrow’s posting is the issue he has left us with. 

 

Clipping In...Take a Breath and Settle 

February 17, 2016 

Last winter I cycled around six-hundred miles in January and February. Most of this was easy riding into 
church and home with an occasional easy ride in the neighborhood. I was pleased I simply got out there. 

This winter I am no longer focusing on getting miles in. 

Having seen a coach, I am now on a plan from a Dr. in the Netherlands. He is a cycling coach, PhD. 
fitness guru type. Step one was to figure out my threshold. What power output can I maintain for 
twenty minutes? Forget heart rate. Speed – what wattage can I generate for that time period. It is all 
about power generated – watts. I have a device which measures this – you plug in your weight, bike 
weight, etc. and the device – which is highly sophisticated – tells you what watts you are producing. 

I am indoors almost exclusively for the winter work-outs. I ride on rollers in the basement. The device is 
calibrated for the rollers I have.  

Indoors my training is based on that threshold power number. For instance, I do eight minutes at 80% of 
threshold, then four minutes at 60% in total three eight minute pieces like that. 

The other day I could not finish. I just could not hit my designated number. I was exhausted. Had not 
slept well for a few days. The previous days had been draining. I just quit. Most of these sessions are 
good. I may be tired but I have it. Not this day. 

It is oh, so tempting to toss in the towel when you have a bad day. The circumstances of life for me are 
getting jumbled right now. The eating plan is dicey and I am having break-downs. 

What to do? 

Stop. Just stop. Take a breath. Settle. Be humble and face one’s limits. It is okay. Do not get swept up in 
the whirlwinds. You do others and yourself no good whatsoever getting swept up. Stop. Breathe. Settle. 
Live in Christ, not your circumstances. 
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And get back on the bike. On Wednesday evening one of the folks noted her 50 year old friend died 
after shoveling snow. 

Go, go when you can. 

 

Way Out in Front 

February 15, 2016 

I was asked to be a part of a feedback group by the insurance company which provides health insurance 
to Lutheran clergy. For some time now the company has been addressing clergy health with a focus on 
stress reduction, losing weight and getting clergy to exercise. I do not know how to put this delicately, 
but obesity among clergy is a major concern. The insurance company, operating under the auspices of 
the church, has been trying to get clergy “healthier” by offering neat little incentives – in essence, giving 
clergy “rebates”, for lack of a better term, if they participate in programs to lose weight, reduce stress 
and exercise. 

The latest idea coming from the agency is to expand the reach of these programs. So I was asked to 
comment on this plan which seeks to get the church staff involved in such causes, perhaps expand the 
initiatives to the a development of a “healthier” church. To be honest I think the idea is to create some 
congregational momentum to sweep up church staffs and clergy into a healthier living emphasis. Hmm - 
so if the rebates do not work as well as we would like - what else can we do?  

I think the primary concern of this insurance group is not necessarily the congregation – it is the people 
who are costing the company money – namely, the clergy who are, or will be, racking up medical 
expenses. 

I had to smile because at one point in the survey they asked if I would support or be a part of such a 
program in the church for nutrition, centering prayer/meditation, exercise. It was a - what would it take 
you to get you involved kind of deal. The insurance company is real big into meditation, huge, in fact. 

I wrote to them that we have been doing this for over three years now. We have had sessions on 
healthy nutrition and exercise. A lot of sessions. We also have two regular groups focusing on 
meditation and centering prayer. I have offered numerous sessions on meditation over the years – going 
back more than two decades. 

I had to smile – we are way, way out in front of the curve on this.  

Interestingly, it is the insurance company pushing this, not church leaders. I think church leaders realize 
this stuff is a very difficult “sell” in churches and often creates a degree of controversy which, typically, 
they want to avoid. I do not blame them. People get very sensitive over this kind of thing.  

Look - the doctors cannot get to us... 

And the truth is a lot of doctors really do not know much about nutrition. My doctor told me he had all 
of two hours on nutrition when he went to med school. They make a living giving out meds, not 
spending hours going over nutrition programs. 

At the regional convention for our churches I put up a display with my bike, hawking my race up Mt. 
Washington, seeking small donations for the conservation society which benefits from this, handing out 
fruit – and I did not get much attention. I could not get rid of the fruit. On the other hand, the folks 
across from me were giving out fudge, and they could not refill the fudge plate fast enough. I think they 
ran out of fudge in two hours. I brought home a bunch of apples and bananas. And I was there longer 
than the fudge people! 
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Holding up the banner for nutrition and exercise at the church convention I felt like an outlier. If I do it 
next year (very, very dubious) I will bring a popcorn maker and slather the popcorn with artery clogging 
butter and probably receive healthy donations. Pun accidental. 

Just wait – in about a year or two we will start to see leaders begin initiatives about disconnecting from 
cell phones, internet, and the digital world, which, again, we already are doing.  

 

The Blessings of the Internet – Create Your Tribe 

February 13, 2016 

I am going to approach this from a very personal perspective. 

I think we all need support groups. We need folks who are encouraging, who understand, who urge us 
on, who stand by and with us. Granted we are an individualistic nation and culture, but it is very hard to 
go it alone, especially if the path you trod is a bit out of the norm. 

I eat differently, out of the norm. I try to stick with plant based eating. Little fat. Little oil. The eating plan 
came from my doctor and evaluated by my blood numbers and weight – it has been a wonderful 
blessing for me. My wife used to be a huge advocate of the plan as well. Now, not as much. I do not 
think it agreed with her as it did with me. There are a few people at church who are on this plan – but 
they do not say much. They are on the plan for the same reasons I am – they think it is good for their 
health. I am fortunate that I have not had the issues they have had. In essence, though, I go this route 
pretty much alone. 

I cycle a lot. Six thousand miles a year is a lot. Not too many folks bike in mountain races – especially at 
my age. Well, not many people exercise anywhere near this level period. In this regard I am very, very 
alone and way out of the norm. Even people in bike clubs do not follow this path. You really have to be 
with a highly specialized group. 

When you are this much of a “wacko” you really do feel somewhat isolated and it is so easy to “cave.” 

I find it intriguing that I could find folks to go out to dinner at - Applebee’s let’s say - with ease. We could 
talk about politics – almost anything. But not the eating plan, and certainly not much about cycling. That 
stuff is just too out there. And the combo is, well, I rarely go out to dinner just because no restaurant 
serves the stuff I eat. 

How does one develop a tribe of support when you are so out of the mainstream? I think this is where 
reading comes in. I read voraciously – books are my encouragement. I also seek out various websites 
where I find like-minded folks. Their presence is an encouragement. You have to create your tribe – and 
this is where the internet can be so helpful.  

Seeing the internet this way is new to me. I really have not done much “seeking out.” I am not into chat 
lines or anything like that – but websites with articles and commentary – recipes perhaps – are available, 
I think. 

Having “caved in” a few too many times lately and being under more stress than usual, I am realizing the 
importance of that tribe. It can be a discouraging struggle when things so south. With the internet, I am 
thinking we can find support, if we look enough. And that is a good thing. It is akin to the blessings I have 
realized in discovering like-minded theologians. You create your tribe. 
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The Changes We Make 

February 11, 2016 

I spoke with an ol’ buddy the other day. He lives in California so we do not see each other much, but we 
talk on occasion. He was quite distressed as a colleague of his died suddenly. He was not certain of the 
cause of death but thought it was either a stroke or heart attack. Sudden death, completely out of the 
blue.  

He and his colleague had spent many times together. Their families went on vacations, they had cook-
outs. The whole nine yards. What struck my friend was that the deceased not only was young, well, 40s, 
50s, but he had none of the typical habits we associate with early death. He lived the typical decent 
lifestyle which is common in our land. He did not smoke. He was not really overweight. He did not drink 
to excess. I do not know about the exercise portion of this, but my friend said he thought the deceased 
was reasonably active – not a marathon runner but he did things around the yard, played with the 
children, etc. 

We can read about people in the obituaries. But we never really know the whole story. 

With this individual who died, my friend was very shook up. Because he knew the whole story and there 
was nothing out of the ordinary. His friend must have had some artery issues and they ended his life. 

My buddy went to his doctor. He has cholesterol which is kind of high. Now, the issue here is “kind 
of”. Depending on who you read or speak to, some doctors want you below 200. Others want you way 
below that. My buddy did not want to play around. His doctor told him – no more red meat, more plant 
based foods, no more processed foods, less fat, etc. I know a doctor at our church who tells his patients 
the same thing. My own doctor told me this but he says all meat is out and he tells all his patents this. 
My doctor has a 5% success rate. The doctor at church said to me his patients don’t listen to him. They 
prefer the meds. What fascinates me is that my doctor told me that the meds “work” in only 30% of the 
people who take them. But 30% is better than 0%.  

Back to my buddy. He made the changes. Lost some pounds. His blood work has improved dramatically. 
And he is now checking out some meditation program in San Diego. I was incredulous as this is all stuff 
we offer at our church – for those who are interested. 

What he is realizing is that much of this is rooted in his spirituality. When we get “off center,” it is 
perilously easy to fall into poor nutrition and exercise patterns. The anxieties and stresses of life can 
sweep us away. He noted that when he gets stressed out he falls off the plan. 

So he has decided to slow his mind down, I call it, staying at home in Christ. He is beginning a walking 
program with his spouse. The whole family has changed their nutrition profile. 

I have read and studied a fair amount about eating and nutrition. What flabbergasts me is that the plan I 
strive for – the Engine 2 program based on Esselstyn’s book, Preventing and Reversing Artery Disease, is 
seen by some reviewers as being too tough, too strict, unrealistic. So they dial it back.  

At Brigham and Women’s hospital the other day I overheard a senior doctor speaking with one of his 
interns. We were in the elevator. He was talking about the most common drugs. He cited Lipitor and 
Viagra. I asked what Lipitor was for. He said, cholesterol. I responded, well both of those drugs are 
dealing with clogged arteries – so the real issue is what we eat. He responded, “You are right, and 
sometimes genetics plays a role. Every day, we read more articles about nutrition and exercise.”  

I am grateful my friend is doing something. He had given me grief for a long time… 
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Relief 

February 10, 2016 

We had a wonderful moment at church Sunday evening. I organized a dinner for the folks who come to 
the Wednesday evening worship/meditation service and for the folks who come to the Saturday 
morning discussion and meditation. We had good discussion – where am I now in my spiritual life. 

Then where do I hope to go? These groups are two of the most meaningful parts of my week. At our 
separate meetings the groups begin with an open discussion about life today, pausing, disconnecting, 
slowing down, acceptance vs. fighting, surrender, openness – or a similar type of theme. 

The people who gather have developed strong bonds but there is something more to it that I cannot 
really put a finger on. Some have described it as a grace-filled, non-judgmental attitude among those 
who gather. I do not know if that does it full justice. 

On both occasions I lead the group in a guided meditation and centering prayer. In centering prayer we 
repeat a phrase to ourselves – usually just a few words in coordination with our breathing. The real issue 
is to maintain a passive mental attitude toward the thoughts that come to mind. We do not fight them, 
we watch them. We notice them and then gently bring our awareness back to our prayer. 

After the initial few moments in which I guide the group, we sit for ten minutes in silence. We just sit 
together in meditation. Silence. We are the people who sit together. 

Silence. When we sit together like this, I think we realize that we do not have answers. We do not have 
advice or solutions. But we can sit and accept one another. Most of the time people are inclined to talk… 
and talk. In many ways when we are with folks it can be endless talking about, well… 

On these occasions Wednesday and Saturday, certainly there is talking and relationship. But there is 
sitting and silence. I do not know how to describe this – but in the sitting and silence there is peace. 

 

All In... 

February 8, 2016 

I entered the Mt. Washington Auto Road Hillclimb cycling race the other day. This will be my third year. 
My first year, I had no idea what I was in for. It was brutal. I cannot describe it. But I will not forget being 
on the dirt portion of the climb. For the previous four miles you are in the trees and cannot see much. 
Then, on the dirt, I looked left and beneath me were the slopes of Wildcat ski mountain. And there was 
no guardrail – it felt like a complete drop off.  

I have this fear of crossing bridges in a car. I used to beg my father to drive in the center lane as I 
worried about falling off the side. I will not go into how I felt physically at that point in the climb. I never 
made it to the finish. Two miles later, I fell off the bike with 100 feet to go. 

Last year, again – the dirt portion. Everyone was walking but me. I never have experienced such a dark 
abyss, such elemental rawness to keep going and not quit. Two miles later, I never attempted the final 
last pitch to the end. Just wasted and the bike was wavering all over the place. Ride at 3 mph and when 
the bike wavers – it is the end. It is hard to balance going that slow! I walked the last 200 feet. 

So do I hang it up? Anyone and everyone would say, “yes!” 

I studied a bit more, went to a coach, changed my training, thanked God that memory fades a bit…and I 
will be there. 
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I will be among three or four guys at age sixty who are Clydesdales (over 190 pounds). Well, for that 
matter there are not a whole lot of skinny guys at that age who do this. 

I would love to get all macho and write whatever an all macho guy would write. I am not all macho. I 
have done this before. I have fear and doubt. But I also have faith. And with courage, faith takes fear 
and doubt unto itself, and faith moves you to go on. In other words with a dabble of courage – you deal 
with the uncertainty and doubt. But the foundation is faith. 

It is a bike race for Pete’s sake! I can stop anywhere I want. I can walk a bit. I can rest. But that is not the 
point. At all. I would not bother with this if I thought that way. The point is to push yourself. I call it 
opening the gifts we are given. I just happen to be one of those fortunate few, who, for whatever reason 
at my age, has this gift sitting there under the tree. 

So, how do you want to live? If you dream you can do it. Boldness has a certain peace to it. Be bold.  

 

Your Tribe 

February 6, 2016 

Some time ago I noted that when one breaks from the norm and lives, acts, thinks differently from 
others, look out. One is not “fitting in.” One is actually, by your example, suggesting that another “way 
of life” is possible. In fact, at some deep level one is saying, “I prefer this way of life as being life 
enhancing.” 

The effect here is that others may feel threatened – at some deep level that they may not even be 
aware of. It tweaks my insecurities that maybe, just maybe, the way I am living might not be the best. 
So, I will be critical of you, dismissive, judgmental. Certainly, I am inclined to defend my way versus your 
way.  

There is immense pressure here to fit in and go along with everyone else – then we are all happy and 
love another! We can all be stressed, excelling, complaining, triumphing – whatever – together. 

I saw this played out recently in a few instances. One, I wrote about – it was the case of an exceedingly 
obese commentator who criticized Secretary of State John Kerry for cycling. Here we have someone, this 
commentator, with a long history of major health issues, critical of another person who is actually older 
and who is, by all appearances, doing some great stuff for himself. I suspect if Kerry was obese and living 
a less healthy lifestyle, there would be no such criticism. Why? Because he, if he lived like that, would be 
“like me”, the commentator. The commentator would have limited his criticism to his differences of 
political opinion with Kerry. But in essence, I think the commentator was trying to appeal to a portion of 
his radio audience. 

I read of a second instance the other day. The writer noted that Bill Clinton has lost something through 
the years. He does not seem to have the same charisma he once had. The writer went on to note Clinton 
was eating a plant based diet, no meat, etc. He looked “gaunt,” presumably from his eating plan and 
weight loss. And the author went on to note Clinton ought to eat a cheeseburger. Interesting. Clinton 
has had heart surgery. He has lost weight. He has changed the way he lives. Facing death can do that. He 
is taking care of himself and his lifestyle is out of the norm. So the critic notes, in essence, eat a 
cheeseburger – be like me.  

Live differently. Have different opinions. Do not fit into other’s expectations of how you should be. And 
people might very well go after you. You may be “tolerated” for a bit. But be aware. 

Jesus described the disciples as being “in” this culture but not “of” it. When you are not “of” the culture, 
the culture is not going to celebrate your developments. It is a rare person who can suffer with those 
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who suffer and rejoice with those who rejoice, as Paul wrote to the Corinthians. You really have to get 
your ego (which wants to defend itself and assert itself) out of the way to do that. And how many of us 
can do that? Not too many. Do not look for support when you break out of the “expected” molds. You 
need to develop your own tribe or support group.  
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JANUARY 2016 
The Need to Talk 

January 30, 2016 

I try to keep up with machinations in the Lutheran church – and the way I try to do that is by being a part 
of a Lutheran clergy group on Facebook. On Facebook I am a part of three groups. The other two are for 
cycling. I have one “friend” who is the daughter of a college mate who died a few years back. 

What fascinates me is the need or desire that we have to make our opinion known. Specifically, 
someone was expressing their views after a conference they attended. They did not like some things 
that were said, things were left unsaid, etc. They wrote quite a lengthy piece. I read this and sat back. 

I asked myself why they wrote this, what was it meant to accomplish, what was their end game. Who 
did they think they were helping? How did they think they were helping? More importantly, what were 
their positive recommendations? It is easy to tear down, harder to suggest the look of a re-build. 

I suspect we need to be heard, perhaps it is a drive for attention. In its worst manifestations all this is an 
ego trip to demonstrate my superior – ideas, morals, whatever. Certainly, social media plays into all 
that. Sometimes I wonder – just what difference does it make that I share my opinion or views. 

Can we have no opinion… can we say nothing…. If we feel strongly can we see fit to ‘do’ something 
versus simply complain or point out what we feel are the errors of others. 

Sometimes silence is a very good thing.  

 

You Can Do It 

January 28, 2016 

I worked hard cycling last year. And I was disappointed in how I fared on Mount Washington. I mean I 
was slower than the previous year. I know. I am older. But I had worked so much harder. 

So I went to the coach. Let me just write it is not pleasant to hear truth. 

I changed the way I train. She said she does not even want her folks on the roads. She prefers indoor 
trainers. I told her I had rollers. She gasped. She hates rollers. (Even though her picture is featured on a 
roller website, I might add.) Well, she must have done what they wanted, they got her picture, but she 
hated it. Too tough. 

I watched these rollers for three years after I bought them, afraid to go on them. Watch any YouTube 
clip about rollers – they are gruesome. I wished I had watched them before I sunk the money into them. 

But I was not about to buy an indoor trainer she recommended. So it was rollers. I got used to them. 

I love them. Well, it has not been an easy courtship. 

Best thing since sliced bread. How much do I love them? Well, the other day in the warmth I cycled to 
church – being on indoor rollers has had a precipitous effect on my cycling. Beyond my imagining. 

I am following a training regime. Let me just write that a few times a week I end up dripping wet and like 
a wet rag. Exhausted. Spent. These sessions are all doable. Barely. I have not been like this since my 
indoor rowing machine days a few years ago (I was younger then and, well, I was actually decent). This is 
a return to rough stuff. But I have been here before. 

I think these past years I just was seeking the easy way to good returns. Not happening. 
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Gotta work. You cannot take a new vision (this training regime) and pop it into an old habit (the 
mentality of just going out there every day) and expect comfort and ease.  

Trust God, live into a new future and a new creation. It is a crucifixion/resurrection story. Just do not 
settle. I settled then.  

Not now. 

Go, go when you can.  

 

As Best You Can 

January 28, 2016 

I went to the hospital today with Marsha and her mother. Her Mom begins the radiation tomorrow. 
They are not doing chemo. Would be too much for her. She is 94. Taking her out shows me how fragile 
she has become. Ultra-sharp mentally. Has not changed a bit. Kind of unbelievable. But, now, a cane, 
weaker. Lost a lot of weight. Cannot swallow. Maybe they can shrink the tumor. Maybe. Taking her to 
this radiation place well, radiation will really weaken her. 

We all react differently. I have learned this through the years. So there is Marsha’s mom and her life. 
You want to be present in whatever way you can be. Marsha. Our two sons. They have always been 
close to her as she has lived with us for twenty-two years and for five years prior she lived virtually next 
door. They saw her everyday of their lives, almost. And she is a wonderful woman. Kind, gracious. Does 
not know how to say no. A great grandmother. The guys are calling more.  

So we walk through this. There are subtle signs everyone’s equilibrium is off. Things are topsy-turvy. The 
way it is. What I have learned – you just gotta maintain your spiritual center as best you can.  

The jolts are always there. I do not pray that they end. That is not realistic. But we can pray we stay at 
home, at peace, in Christ. So we try.  

 

First Step to New Life 

January 27, 2016 

Last winter I was impressed with myself. I figured I was doing well by cycling in the cold months. I was 
really impressed that I managed almost over six-hundred miles in January and February. And it was in 
February that we had all that snow. But with a little stick-to-it-ness I put the miles in. Never very far at 
one time, but bit by bit. I thought this put me in decent physical condition for the spring and tackling the 
mountains of summer. But when those days came I only managed. I rationalized that am older, so just 
doing the climbing is good. But I was also slow. Slower than I thought I could be.  

After consulting a coach then checking into some training programs, I decided to toss out my old ideas 
and approach this winter differently. I do not go outside cycling much and when I do, I see it as “lolly-
doll” cycling. In other words I might as well be walking. I feel like my effort is akin to coasting along, 
which in retrospect is exactly what I did last winter – coast along. Coasting along does not get you too 
far in the cycling world. 

This winter I am on indoor rollers. And this training program has me working beyond anything I do even 
in the spring and summer. A couple times a week I got off the bike and just sit there dripping, like a wet, 
limp rag. 
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Sometimes I think we need these come to Jesus moments when we face the truth. The mind is powerful. 
For eons I rationalized where I was and what I was doing. Beyond rationalization, I gave myself a pat on 
the back. What I really needed was a kick in the rear end. 

What intrigues me is that I can apply this paradigm to a lot of other areas in my life. What is it that locks 
us into old habits? What are we so intransigent about dying to the old and being born to the new. That 
is the Christian motif – crucifixion to resurrection. And the issue is - we know that resurrection life is 
better! A therapist can tell us, a doctor, family can speak with us, friends… but no difference is made.  

We stay in place. Increasingly, I think part of the issue is that we live hyper stimulated. Go, go, go and 
when we stop there is always some kind of distraction there. And really it is just go, go, go again. As a 
result we live automatically, reactively.  

Perhaps one of the foundational bricks for a Christ-centered life is to stop the stimulation. To live 
contemplatively. To think slowly. To have a “lolly-doll” mind. This does not mean we do not accomplish 
something. I think that arrow of criticism is just another justification or rationalization to leave things “as 
is,” ultra-stimulated even when 'relaxed.' 

The “lolly-doll” mind, however, the contemplation – as a lifestyle – increases our awareness and it is out 
of that awareness that we can begin to live into the transitions to the resurrection life. Anxiety and 
anger - I suspect they simply push us back into old habits – the old defaults. I do not know that they set 
us up for those transitions. Find peace, rest in God’s Spirit. Realize the potential God has given. Allow 
those blessings to flourish. And I think slowing down is the first step. 

 

Disconnect Blog 

January 22, 2016 

We have a new “share your ideas” blog called “Disconnect.” The blog was an idea from someone in the 
church who is working on lessening their time on the internet and social media. 

The idea of “disconnect” is how can I disengage from the powers of culture which can diminish my 
life. That disengagement may be a disengagement from the television, the smartphone, the laptop, you 
name it. For many people - not ALL, but many, these devices can be a temptation that we end up giving 
much more time to than is life enhancing. Maybe it is like chocolate – some can eat one piece, others 
start with one piece and then “where did that bar go?” Or it is the “eat one potato chip” syndrome. 

In other words some might say they spend too much time on Facebook and checking email and that 
same time could be spent on being more present for family, friends, workers, simply sitting in the quiet, 
meditation, study, appreciating nature, exercise, cooking, etc. I would add gardening and such, but not 
relevant for this time of year.  

As we approach the Lenten season – a time to focus on our awareness of the sacred, or of our 
awareness of God/Christ. How do I, or might I, disconnect? Remember the idea is not disconnect for the 
sake of disconnection, but it is disconnect for a higher purpose – to enhance life for doing so we bring 
glory to God. Stay tuned– it should be on the blog link of our website shortly. 
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Clipping In...A New World 
January 21, 2016 

For the past three years I have been all about the yearly mileage goal in cycling. Winter was a time to 
sneak in extra miles that would just make the rest of the year a little easier. You cannot ride hard. You 
are bundled up and bulkier. If you sweat a lot you are in trouble because of the cold. So it is easy does it 
cycling. I call it lolly-dolling along. Rides are short – and for me the six miles commute to church was 
about perfect.  

Then I saw this coach.  

My real vision is the Mt. Washington race in the summer. That is the priority. And I do believe I have 
some unmet potential. The coach messed me up. She was adamant I start doing intervals. 

Intervals means a very hard effort for four, five, ten, or twenty minutes, rest for a few minutes, then 
repeat a number of times. You really end up putting out on those hard efforts. 

I overcame my fear of rollers and started in. I am following a training plan. I never worked this hard in 
the spring or summer – much less in the past winters. The yearly mileage goal is not so important 
anymore. 

Putting out like this is a wake-up call. It reveals the unmet potential I had been sleeping on. I am actually 
sore. 

It is also something of a kick in the rear end. Suddenly it becomes easier to avoid some of the nutrition 
temptations I normally give in to. I sleep better. I am more conscious of getting rest. My confidence has 
been given a real boost. 

I am embarrassed to acknowledge that for years I was settling. And I was convincing myself I was 
working hard. When you settle, you leave a lot on the table. 

I think all this is a metaphor. We think we are at our limit. We can convince ourselves of such. It can 
apply to work, family life, lifestyle. But maybe we are not at that limit. Maybe we can tap into that 
potential. We can adjust. We can change. Fear does not have to keep us captive. Have a vision. Have 
faith in what God has given you. Have faith and go, go when you can. 

 

Seminaries Close (Well, Technically Merge) 

January 20, 2016 

I anticipated this would happen, but it still shook me up a bit. There are a number of Lutheran 
seminaries in the USA and two in Pennsylvania. The origins of the places in Pennsylvania are rooted in 
some dispute from the 1800s. And now they are closing. Well, the spin is that they are merging. Each 
will keep its campus – and they will be offering more online educational opportunities. 

Now, how do you explain each place keeping its campus yet they are merged? Bizarre. It is just a matter 
of time before they sell one campus. They probably are not “ready” to address this quite yet. 

Another seminary closed, well, merged, a few months ago – Andover-Newton. That was a well-known 
place which catered to the Congregational church and probably Methodists. They “merged” with Yale 
Divinity School. 

The Lutheran Seminary in St. Paul was in hot financial trouble a few years back. Declining enrollment 
coupled with some financial mismanagement. I think they are in marginally better shape now. 
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I often have spoken of and written about the decline in the traditional denominations. There has been a 
membership and worship attendance decline of over 25% in the last seven years or so. Every year I read 
of Lutheran churches in New England which are closing – whoops – “merging.” This is happening across 
denominations and the country. I just happen to know the more local places.  

In turn, there is a trickle-down effect. National and regional church administration will feel the pinch, or 
they ought to, then the seminaries. I mean who wants to be a pastor and serve a declining, shrinking 
parish. Those seminaries merged in Pennsylvania because their enrollments fell off the table. No new 
students, or not enough of them.  

The sad thing is that many of the graduates carry some real debt loads. I cannot imagine graduating, 
getting called to a small parish – and having all that debt. Churches just do not have the funds to pay 
much, especially smaller ones. Uggh. Is there any wonder there are no people enrolling? I think not. 

In a church world “falling apart” Faith Lutheran in Andover is actually quite solid. We do things a bit 
differently. We have a different kind of spirit about us. When I read of these other developments, I 
realize anew how blessed we are. 

 

Lenten Themes 

January 18, 2016 

Lent is coming up and I will follow five themes for the spiritual path. Ash Wednesday is the beginning of 
Lent and it is February 10. I consider the themes to be building blocks for a life in Christ – in our time. 

Opt out vs. the success of culture. The idea here is based on the word of Jesus that we are “in” but not 
of our culture. We are so surrounded by culture that it defines us. Can we opt out? 

Slow mind vs. fast life. We live in hyper stimulated times. Always on. That this affects our children and 
their stress levels is just becoming evident. I think it leaves a lot of people…exhausted. 

Gratitude vs. never enough consumerism. Once again we are surrounded by the message that what is, is 
inadequate. That is modern consumerism. Can a spiritual path in Christ lead us to live in gratitude? 

Face to face vs. anonymous social media. I think people are recognizing the cost of Facebook. We are 
made for authentic community and relationship. 

Solitude vs. a life of distraction. How many folks feel they are always running? I wonder to where. 
Solitude and stillness provide moments for contemplation.  

 

A Way to Peace 

January 16, 2016 

This is an adaption from a piece written by Eckert Tolle. 

It is interesting how we create our own misery. We create our own suffering. The ego does this. 

It is a wretched day. I will freeze to death. 

How dare that person attack me with that language? 

He screwed me not doing what he said he would do. 

The ego wants to fight and win. As a result we label these moments as good or bad, a person as friend or 
foe, smart or dumb. The label. And then, in a quick email, or with our words - we keep the scenario 
going - putting someone in their place by showing them their misguided ways, defending our 
interpretation, complaining and putting someone down. 

https://www.faith-andover.org/manage.numo?module=blog&component=display&show=post&id=1042
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Can we let go of all that? Deny yourself, said Jesus. I suggest deny that ego instinct. 

The day is cold. 

Someone needed to assert themselves for reasons who knows. 

The job will get done. 

I am resting in God and at peace. 

 

Be a Few Days 

January 14, 2016 

I think I will need a few days. 

For the life of me it took forever to figure out why Mondays were such a struggle. Hard to get out on the 
bike. Even if I do, it is rarely for a long ride or anything effortful. I do not know that I am physically tired, 
just fatigued, drained. Eventually, I concluded this was a result of the emotional and spiritual “moment” 
of Sunday morning and our three worship services. Knocks me out on Monday. I find it bothersome that 
5 hours on Sunday can do that to me. But it does. 

Today I buried Walter. I have visited him about eight times a year for twenty-three years. It dawned on 
me that I have probably spent more time with dear Walter than any other adult with the exception of 
family members. He was a genuinely nice guy. Completely unaffected. Always authentic. Outspoken. 
Open to the point of embarrassing. Everyone liked him. 

He was ninety-one. No more colleagues left. One child on the west coast. A grandchild. His wife died a 
few years ago. His brother a few months ago. Walter wanted to die at home. He spoke of this often. He 
could barely walk. He could barely get around his house. He was skin and bones. Friends would stop in – 
bring him food. I ended up going to the grocery store to get him fortified drinks. He never asked for 
anything. He was ready to go. Just waiting really. He would not discuss getting help or moving. Out of 
the question. He wanted to die in his house.  

There were maybe a dozen people who came to his calling hours. Ten were at the funeral service. I was 
the only one who went to his committal at the cemetery. Too cold for everyone. So it was me, the 
funeral home guys and the cemetery fellows. They do this all day, every day. Routine. I had a sense – 
they did not say anything, but I had a sense, I was an inconvenience. I prayed and watched as they 
lowered Walter into the ground. 

Only an hour, maybe two. But it will be a few days. In time you come to realize that the matters of life, 
and in this case death, take something out of you.  
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DECEMBER 2015 
Fear and the New Year 

December 31, 2015 

Since I have been ill this Christmas I have had too much time to contemplate the year ahead. I anticipate 
a lot of chaos. My mother-in-law, who lives with us, is ninety-four and facing major health issues. Our 
kids (adults now) are in transitions of sorts. Marsha and I will be in our 6th decade of life this year and I 
find it unlikely we are here in this area for another ten years (but who knows? – as I noted…confusion). 
Even our dog is thirteen. 

Our circumstances are not much different than the circumstances of anyone else. Uncertainty fills the 
air. I fear change. Fear. I do not know what will happen, even what to expect. 

To say “God is with you in all of this” does not speak to me. The words are too “religious speak.” I know 
God is with us. 

Fear is the hot coal that sizzles. 

Overcoming fear is the first step to facing an uncertain future.  

The biggest battle is with yourself.  

The issue for me, at least, is not “knowing” that God is with me; but rather, for me to stay in God. What 
habits do I need follow to “stay at home” in Christ. When fear rears itself, those habits are the conduit 
for my salvation, the ways in which I remain aware of who I am and to whom I belong. And in Christ, we 
can face all things. All things become possible. 

What are the habits? I think they are different for each of us. All depends on your personality type. I 
know people who fast; others who have daily readings; others who keep journals; others who exercise 
or knit or sew; others into yoga; others into meditation; others involved with bible study. The list is long. 
There is no “pat” formula. We are each our own spiritual manager. 

I do think this: fear is the default setting for most of us. That is where we go, quite naturally. And when 
the moments come, and they come each day and month, that is where we head – the fear place, unless 
we have established some foundation of habits. In other words, when the winds increase, it becomes 
difficult to suddenly build up a foundation for the house of life real quick. Those habits become life-
saving, the conduit of our salvation. 

At the New Year a lot of folks contemplate resolutions – losing weight, exercising, fill in the blank. I 
suggest this: realize where we are now is our “set point.” A resolution implies change. Change will not 
be long-lasting when the winds come and we are inclined to resort/default to the “set point,” again. And 
the winds always come. 

Develop those habits to stay at peace, to stay in Christ, to keep fear at bay. Then those resolutions 
become real possibilities. Gotta win the battle with yourself first. Then all things are possible with Christ.  
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Christmas 2015 

December 29, 2015 

Here is the “inside” story of Christmas.  

What a mess. 

I went into this day in good shape. Long cycle in. Relaxed and at ease. And for the most part I stayed that 
way. 

I was so very grateful for all the people who assisted. The ushers were wonderful. Pastor Marsha was 
superb. Claire and Caroline were a huge blessing. All of our choirs were wonderful. Abby did great work 
coordinating them and putting together a nice music ministry. Then the disaster. 

Every year we have five services and the hope is that we get an even distribution at the services. The 
nightmare is if everyone shows up at once. That actually happened one year about a decade ago. 
Welcome to the nightmare of 2015.  

We had a nice congregation of 140 at 2:00. Then some 300 people arrived for the 4:00 worship. We had 
a jammed sanctuary – way too many people to handle this comfortably. I did not even see the folks in 
the lobby – but there were so many they were actually standing up in the back hallways. 

You want to provide a meaningful experience for folks. From my standpoint being so packed was not the 
way we hope to be.  

The next services were well attended too. Maybe 130 for 5:30 and then 115 for 8:00. The late evening 
worship gathered a small group – about forty-five. For years the 10:00 worship had been growing – up 
to 100, then the decline. I suspect it is because some of the former “regulars” are getting older; others 
are married with children; others moved away. However, we have one couple who comes all the way 
from Laconia, NH, every year.  

As for the earlier services I do not have a clue. There seems to be no rhyme or reason to explain why the 
8:00 worship was the largest in 2014 and the smallest in 2015; why suddenly we get this surge at 4:00. 
Overall, we had a record number of folks at worship on Christmas Eve and Christmas Day – over 750. 
Way above last year.  

And for the life of me I could not fathom why I was so sore all day on Christmas. Unbelievably achy. I 
figured it was because I cycled in and then I am on my feet all day. But it seemed odd to me. Well, I 
figured it out that night as I had the chills, shaking, terrible stomach issues. I was sick for a few days – 
sufficiently so to miss Sunday morning and miss the baptism we had planned. Pastor Marsha took over. 

The overall trend, however, is interesting. With so many churches really struggling, we are blessed with 
some positive challenges. 

 

Cycling, Humility, Life - Am I Willing to Listen 

December 28, 2015 

I have cycled 6,000+ miles a year for the last three years. I do not deal with races on regular roads as I 
fear crashes which are not uncommon. They cost money as your bike gets messed up and you can get 
very hurt. I avoid group rides for that reason. 

I enjoy the solitude of cycling along at my own speed. I also like the challenge of cycling up mountains. 
Can I do it? I train for this. For the last two years I have done the Mt. Washington Hillclimb which is 
supposedly one of the toughest hill climbs in the world, next to some mountains in Hawaii. I made it – 
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not so fast but not bad. I am a Clydesdale (over 190 pounds) and there are only four of us Clydesdales 
my age. 

I am acutely aware of how blessed I am. Not many guys my age and size do this. It is wicked when you 
are my weight. Most of the cyclists are ultra-lean and, as one might expect, much shorter. You do not 
see many fellows over six feet weighing 130 pounds. You get tall and you get heavier. 

Last year was a brutal experience for me up Washington. I really thought a bit whether I would attempt 
this again. That, to me, is a sin. I actually have a choice. How could I debate this? But I did. 

I figured to myself that I could not train precipitously more or better than I did last year. Yet, it was a 
dark experience at the race. So, I had to get humble.  

I spent a few dollars and went to a coach. Coaches are real expensive. I cannot afford one on a regular 
basis. It was a Christmas present from my wife. So, I spent just an hour with this woman who is the 
record holder and thirteen-time winner of the Washington race.  

I do not know what I anticipated. Probably “what you did was terrific – keep it up you will be fine.” This 
would have been very ego affirming. After which I would wonder why I wasted the money. 

No. That is not what she said. 

In fact, she kind of screwed up my whole approach to everything. We think we want to improve and 
change, until someone sits down with us. Then we realize, uggh. I do not lament past efforts. But I have 
to realize that they are not going to make this ride any easier or faster.  

Change is not easy. All this depends on where you want to be.  

She said I should break 2 hours up Washington, no sweat. Just gotta do the work. Oh, I worked in the 
past, just need to adapt a new approach. It will not be easy. In fact, having been involved in the athletic 
endeavor for some time, she will have me doing the stuff I always hated doing. 

A lot of lessons here. We can say we want to be closer to God. Are we willing to listen? We can say we 
want to alter some habits – nutrition, exercise. Are we willing to listen? I have a friend who was on meds 
and changed the way he lived. Now, he is off meds. Are we willing to listen? We can say we want to be 
better parents. Are we willing to listen? 

Are we willing? Now that is on my plate. Am I willing?  

 

Christmas Eve Day 

December 24, 2015 

Christmas is here. Years ago, when I served much smaller congregations, I used to get hyped up for 
Christmas. At Faith Lutheran, for the past decade or so, we have had five services on Christmas Eve. I 
used to get hyped here, too. How many people will come to which service, will we be overcrowded. 
When you are hyped, you can get hyped over tons of stuff – the message, the music, the lighting, the 
flowers, the prayers, the kid’s message, the technology, the screen, the people. Endless. My back 
tightened up, my shoulders tightened up, all that. 

I have not even entered the family into this equation. That is a whole additional tier of hype. 

This year my focus is to stay at home. What I mean by that is to stay at rest. Serene. No hype. Breathe 
slowly. Walk slowly. Speak slowly. Do not run, if you can walk. Do not walk, if you can stand. Do not 
stand, if you can sit. Do not sit, if you can lie down. 
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In 2014 I was sick on Christmas Eve. I was sick for a whole week. I was “in bed” sick after services. I did 
not ride my bike for over a week. That is real sick. This year I am fine. 

I get to cycle to church for the services and I get to cycle home around midnight. I will put in some extra 
miles on the way in. I have not done that for a few weeks as I have been in the down period of my year. 
The down period ends Christmas Day. It will be warm, too. Can you believe that? The ponds are not 
even frozen. Christmas Day is the beginning of getting serious about the summer race. I have a big 
afternoon planned. 

Stay at peace. If everyone wants to be ultra-excited, observe it, watch it, notice it, but do not get caught 
up in it. God’s presence – Immanuel – God with us. I just do not see God’s presence as designed to get 
us all jazzed and hyped. And just what kind of contribution do we make to the grand design of things 
when we get that way? 

So be in tune with the body and consciously let go of the tension. Focus on the breathing – breathe 
through the stomach. Take time to sit and contemplate. Observe the mind and watch the thoughts pass 
through. In a time of so much excitement – be an un-anxious presence. And rejoice in the quiet, the 
stillness. Perhaps some folks “like” getting riled up. If so, it is very easy to do. But be careful, because it is 
also easy to be disappointed.  

Have a peaceful Christmas. 

 

A Spirituality for Christmas 

December 20, 2015 

Christmas is upon us and the season almost always takes me completely off my game. I try to maintain 
some degree of organization. I do not know if any of us likes to live in chaos! 

Our son is coming home from Minnesota, our other son and family will visit, we have extra services all 
day on Christmas Eve as well as a service Christmas day, the family stuff, big meal, special foods – a 
whole lot of out of the ordinary matters. A bit of organization can go a long way. Maybe not. 

It starts in the summer and fall! I try to get my message for Christmas Eve set. When you are giving the 
same message five times - that is a lot. As a preacher I want to develop something engaging – at least for 
me. We plan the services well in advance. I type up the prayers, get Phoebe ready. 

But that is about it. 

If I superimpose my vision upon the season I get in a whole boatload of trouble. For instance, the other 
day I brought up all the Christmas stuff from the basement. Thought I would get a jump on decorating. 
My timeline on this did not jive with the spouse's. So… 

Back down to the basement go the decorations. It is more peaceful just to adapt to her timeline. 

I went visiting the other day. Afterwards I figured on cycling. I had that plan all set. Unfortunately, one of 
the elderly folks I saw fell, had a host of issues. I ended up cleaning up their house, calling their 
relatives. Forget the plans. To have set plans cloaks that whole situation with heavier tension and 
anxiety. 

So how to proceed? No agenda. Oh, it is not as if I enter the day empty, but my vision is so very, very 
loose. Maybe the spouse feels like decorating, maybe not. Maybe I get the tree, maybe not. Maybe I 
cycle, maybe not. Maybe I rehearse the message, maybe not. Loose. It is a time of exquisite tension for 
so many – maybe folks I see are in a good place, maybe not. Stay open, stay free, stay loose. Accept. 
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I can maintain my spiritual discipline, maintain my center (get on the bike) in the rain, in the dark – 
anytime. Stay loose. Accept. I call it the spirituality of surrender (this is not a good term for men, but 
nevertheless… this is what it is.) Perhaps a better term is acceptance. Maybe it is a better term, maybe 
not. I am going to avoid putting a label on it. Accept. When we accept we can be a spiritual presence of 
grace for others. Take a breath, let go of the agenda, the things I thought I would do. Accept life as it 
enfolds.  

 

THE Christmas Gift 
December 19, 2015 

I guess a lot of Pastors will say we are too materialistic, we buy too much and all that. Simplify 
Christmas, etc. 

Not me. 

I suggest you buy a Fitbit for yourself and your loved ones. Maybe some loved ones are in a place where 
it is a waste of money – so save a few dollars there. 

Fitbit records how many steps you take in a day. What a way to create awareness and mindfulness. I 
love this. Want to be “in God,” “in Jesus,” “in Christ,” “in the Spirit,” “in the spirit,” whatever such term 
speaks to you, then get Fitbit. 

For eons we have thought of being a Christian as “belief.” You have to believe a certain set of whatever 
propositions your local church was hawking, your parents were hawking, whatever the local pastor had 
his/her knickers all bunched up about. Belief. 

Maybe we think of the Christian “way” as something way, way beyond “belief.” Get this right, I am not 
dismissing belief. Just putting it in a bigger perspective. Maybe we ought to think of lifestyle. 

We have a gift. Life. Forget that. You have time. That is the bottom line: we have time.  

How are we going to live? Following the sacred One has to deal first and foremost with what we do with 
time. Now – just how are we going to live? 

Paul writes of the body as being the temple of the Holy Spirit. We get that. How do we tend to the 
body? How do we worship the God will all our strength? The body. We NEVER deal with this.  

Fitbit will do this: it will make you aware of how you are tending to your health. I do not need to write 
more. Buy it. Wear it. Move.  

 

The Republican Debate, Faith and Wisdom 

December 18, 2015 

The Republican debate on Thursday, in my mind, offered an interesting perspective on our culture. I was 
intrigued by the contrast. On one hand we heard Trump, who I think is a master politician for our time. 
He offers gripping sound bites which have a wide appeal as evidenced by the poll support he is 
receiving. He wants a safe country, elimination of ISIS, no Muslim immigrants. We all know what he 
stands for, that is how effective he is. No doubt all the publicity he receives contributes to this. On the 
other hand we heard a debate, off and on, between Rubio/Cruz/Paul over the intricacies and specifics of 
various legislation which was debated by congress. Specifically, the legislation addressed immigration 
and the gathering of information for the purpose of maintaining national security. 
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To listen to their argument as to who stood where – I could not help but come away with the sense that 
these “gathering of information” and “immigration control” issues were complex. 

What makes Trump so brilliant is that he reduces the complexity of these issues to quick, memorable 
sound bites. 

What does this reveal about our culture? 

I have written many times that we are a people of partial attention. We live in a click/click world, fast, 
hurried, attempting to multitask (really an impossibility if you study the neuroscience findings on this). 

In a sound bite world one does not need to reveal a lot of depth – in fact, you make a big mistake to 
provide a lot of depth because many folks simply will not pay attention. And they will not remember. I 
recall preaching advisors recommending that the preacher try to find catch phrases which will be 
memorable.  

Consider the ads: “We have a better idea,” or “Have it your way,” or “Just do it,” or “Zoom, zoom,” or 
“Share the love.” In the case of these advertisements we are dealing, in my view, with emotional 
catchphrases, not any kind of in-depth evaluation of the product being sold.  

The “share the love” ad is for Subaru. It refers to their commitment to give $250 to a charity for every 
new Subaru purchased. This says nothing about the $18,000 + we will pay for the car. $250 is a miniscule 
amount in comparison. What is going on here? I think it is all an emotional appeal. One might be able to 
bargain for a comparable auto for $500 less purchase price from another manufacturer, keep $250 for 
your pocket and give $250 to a charity. 

If we want evaluation of the product, we have to go elsewhere. Some folks actually do go elsewhere – 
the evaluations are there. But many, I suspect, do not do such evaluation. I marvel that cars, for 
instance, have many evaluation sites, yet the cars on the bottom of those lists still sell. 

I do not want to go too far with this commentary, but I do want to point out what I consider to be an 
interesting cultural development. As for anyone who seeks to follow Jesus – let me just write, as I have 
written many, many times. Have a slow mind. Live in Christ. Pay attention. Live with awareness. Let your 
faith, thereby, be the foundation for wisdom. 

 

The Meeting and the Phones 

December 16, 2015 

I went to an area Lutheran clergy meeting the other day. For decades I drove to these events. To my 
surprise I realized that by taking the backroads this was an easy cycle. Well, I am not into urban traffic 
infested cycling, but I did it anyway. 

Planning poorly I arrived early and sat and read the bible, developing ideas which had germinated when 
I woke up. Good spiritual time. Very relaxed. The meeting had the most engaging conversation in years. 
There were just four of us – the others did not come. That was okay. Good conversation about the 
future church. 

Then the phone rang. The pastor did not know how to turn it off and she did not want to answer it, so it 
rang… and rang. Really disrupted the moment. It also prompted the other pastors to check their phones. 
That was when the dialogue seemed to change. I should have left. They checked their phones a few 
times. I could not tell – did their phones vibrate? Was it habit?  

Then it dawned on me. I was sitting quietly, paying attention. And they – momentarily – were not there. 
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I did not have a phone. Well, I did but it was with the bike. In years past I would have been aimlessly 
checking as they did. Not now. I realized – heck I am the only one here with no phone. It was in my 
cycling jacket. I rarely look at the phone these days. I do not get email on it. I carry it in the event I have 
a bike issue and need to get help. That happens once a year or so. 

Funny thing these phones. I am much more attentive, balanced and at peace without one. 

 

From All Kinds of Backgrounds 

December 14, 2015 

In September in worship we welcomed folks from Zimbabwe who are living in America. They were 
friends of a church member from Zimbabwe. He comes from a poor subsistence level village which has 
limited water, food and electricity. Pastor Marsha went there to visit a few summers ago. Our church 
sent money to help the village purchase a grinding mill. We have sent buckets upon buckets of clothes 
and school supplies. We have sent oodles of money to help send kids to school. We helped rebuild the 
village center Lutheran church. The folks that Sunday sang in their native language.  

A few weeks later I went to the home of one of our families. His family is from India and he had invited a 
bunch of people from India over to his apartment. We were holding a service of remembrance for his 
Dad who died a few months ago. We had bible study, prayers and we sang praises to God in their native 
language. 

Six weeks. One day we sing praises to God in a Zimbabwe language. The next day we sing praises to God 
in an Indian language. 

Such is the power of God to make us one and to break down barriers.  

I do not know everyone at our place. But we have folks who come from a host of different backgrounds. 
They are welcome. God’s grace is for us all. 

 

Fantasy 

December 12, 2015 

Years ago I stumbled across some writing from a Christian man, now a consultant to churches. I think 
that is how I came across this. He made millions selling out of his business and retired to be a part-time 
consultant. 

From Atlanta he and his wife retired to the fulfillment of their fantasies – to live in a log home with a 
majestic view of the mountains, linked to God and nature. 

They purchased land somewhere in Utah, Colorado – out west – a beautiful spot with awe-inspiring 
views within the mountains. Then they proceeded to design and build their dream house. 

What is not to love about this!? 

The first issue was getting power to the place. Extending the electric lines was prohibitively expensive. 
And then what happens if a line goes down? They went with solar. The problem with solar is having 
batteries to store the energy when the sun is not out. The second issue is making sure the panels stay 
“open” in winter when it snows. No power means freezing cold and burst water pipes. 

The system had to be designed so that the house remained warm when they were away. They had an 
app for their phone to warn them if something was askew. The app worked when the batteries failed 
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and when the solar panels were covered with snow. Batteries have to be checked constantly and 
replaced often. Solar panels have to be adjusted. 

And then, who do you call if you are far away? 

At one point all was well until they saw water on the garage floor. How did that get there? It was from a 
burst septic pipe beneath the floor. 

The home was beautiful, according to their specifications. They learned, however, that logs continue to 
dry out and have to be adjusted year to year. 

They also were challenged by the snow in the driveway. The driveway was dirt and long. They needed a 
pickup with plow and then they needed to hope the road below was open, seeing that the place was 
fairly remote. The other alternative was a snowmobile. Fine if you are in your thirties. Heaven forbid 
they should ever need an ambulance or emergency medical attention. 

They learned quickly that the freedom and openness of the wilderness was an issue for their dog. The 
dog was caged in Atlanta, and had to be caged in the wilderness but also with a roof on the cage. 
Wildlife – bears, cougars and such – was a clear threat. 

The view was amazing. Not so beautiful were the forest fires in the distance. The fires never made it to 
their place but the aftermath diminished the view. It impressed upon them to do a lot of clearing for at 
least some protection from any future fire. But such fires are so powerful, even a lot of clearing would 
be of limited help. 

The writings cured me of my fantasy. 

We can think of serenity as a place in time: the end of the day, the week-end, vacation, or as a physical 
place – the beautiful log home. But serenity is always within. God has placed it there. May we let go of 
all that hinders, especially the fantasies. 
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NOVEMBER 2015 
Out of Touch 

November 28, 2015 

One of the blessings of our summer is to sit on the porch of the cabin, or even in our backyard here at 
home, and absorb nature. For all I write about our fast, fast, click, click world (I mean you know 
something is wrong when people give up their device for Lent). I used to think nature was slow and 
quiet. 

Listening to the wind through the leaves, seeing the growth of ferns and plants, there is a power that 
resides beneath surface beauty and quiet. Now that is a thought. 

One of the wonders of New England is that we experience the seasons of nature so distinctly – the cycle 
of life. In one sense we see the changes we go through and the times of rest that are needed, the 
moments of recovery, the bursts of activity. 

The problem is that this time of year we get out of touch with nature. We are in cars. We are inside. We 
no longer languish in the natural world. If we ever did. 

I consider this to be a blessing of cycling all year. Yes, it is uncomfortable at times, but a blessing. 

You do not have to cycle. Take a walk. Spend a moment in contemplation. Absorb. 

 

Thanksgiving Survival Guide 

November 24, 2015 

I have contemplated this and experienced a bit of this as well. We are in contentious times. This political 
race is – from my vantage point and perhaps reflective of my leanings – absolutely crazy. We have the 
refugee crisis, the turmoil amidst the Republicans, the contest amidst the Democrats. We have the 
concussion issue in football. Then we will add to the mix the win at all costs mentality of the college 
football people and the firings of various coaches. Throw in businesses escaping taxes and moving 
abroad not to say – while we are at it, the issues related to health costs in the USA and their relationship 
to lifestyle. 

Forging ahead let us talk about the Olympics and drug use. No. forget that, we will discuss college 
protests and the move at some schools to drop the names of racist past Presidents (Woodrow Wilson at 
Princeton). I am sure we can all agree on this. Well… 

Overlay on this the natural issues among families – sibling rivalries, the folks taking care of parents, the 
issues with kids. Of course, and how could I ever forget – the internet, smartphones, connect me now 
Scotty! And who called, who did not call. I am such a retro. Who texted and who did not text and how 
long did it take to get the text back – spare me, I need medication. Perhaps the easiest way through all 
this is simply to post pictures of the turkey. Well, I bet that goes over real big.  

Thanksgiving provides a plentitude of opportunities for controversy, conflict – just a host of problems. 
Tension galore. Arguments. 

Now let’s throw a bit of gasoline into this and make sure we have ample booze for the day. Go all in! 

Wow. 
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Then we spend a lot of money for presents, Black Friday and all. And the tension of all that HAS to be 
done before Christmas. I mean get a jump on it. What am I forgetting? 

For a Christ-centered day: Spend some time in silent solitude, contemplation, do some major work-outs 
with letting go (you cannot overdo this, I do not think), hold thy tongue, take a deep breath, release the 
tension in the body, say little.  

Silence may be the approach. Sit back, stand back, stay away from the booze, have no expressed 
opinion. Let go… 

Kind of reminds me of many days. Oh, and write down 100 things for which you can give thanks to 
God. Consider it the corrective to the way things are. 

 

Bullets 

November 24, 2015 

I cycle to the church a few days a week. Basically, whenever I go to church I use my bike, even Sundays. 
After three years I have come to the point – I think I was there some time ago – that this is simply my 
lifestyle. Just part of what I do and who I am, at least for now. 

A few evenings/nights a week I cycle home in the dark. The bike is all lit up and I wear reflective clothing. 
My helmet light enables me to see the road. It is actually a serene moment in my day as the roads are 
virtually empty – just me cycling along with a spotlight in front of me in the dark. 

The other evening I was coming down one of the Harold Parker State Forest roads on the way home. I 
saw a glint of gold in the street, but I was not interested in stopping. Probably someone’s trash that fell 
out of the car. It was small. Then another glint of gold, and another. I braked. They were actually all over 
the place – bullets. 

In the calm of the night, in the serenity of the moonlight, in the cold of winter. Bullets all over the road. 

Along the way I always pass the Andover Hunting club. And all day – crack, crack, crack, folks shoot their 
guns. Surrounded by the bucolic forest, crack, crack, crack. Pity the people who live within earshot of 
this. All day. 

On the news – Paris; with the politicians – the NRA; even in casual conversations. 

And along an empty road in the night time. Bullets. 

I surmised the bullets were from the Affleck movie being filmed in Lawrence – as they filmed a shoot 
‘em out chase scene on that road earlier in the day. The bullets had no projectiles, but I think they were 
“live” as they did not have firing pin marks. Blanks, no doubt, albeit live blanks which are no doubt 
dangerous. 

His movie is “Live by Night”. Ironic title. Sad world.  
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Troubles 

November 22, 2015 

The more I read the more I am coming to realize just what a toll this connectivity culture is taking on 
people. Tired out because all day long it is buzz, buzz, check, check. And here is the deal: I think people 
sense something is wrong. Something is off. Especially those who “knew” another lifestyle before. There 
is a growing unease as is evidenced by all the articles and books I am reading. 

Thanksgiving is coming up and I would love to be a fly on the wall as families gather for dinner. How 
many have TVs on, cellphones in their pockets. And if we do not, how many instantly “check” once 
dessert is over? There is something askew here. 

All that checking leaves us exhausted, burnt out, pre-occupied, tired, with limited emotional resources 
to give anyone. And we make excuses for this to justify our behavior! It is work related, family related, I 
just heard from my cousin who has been missing for twenty years. You name it. And it is not necessary – 
and this, too, is something we realize, but we cannot help ourselves. 

And we wonder why folks are frazzled, why we have to be reminded of so much, why we forget, why 
everything seems like so much trouble and work.  

Turn it off, turn it off, turn it off. Slow your mind down from all the click, click. I do not think we can live 
click, click all day and then suddenly stop it and slow down. Turn it off and the slowing down and the 
energy restoration will happen.  

All of this is rooted in a spiritual foundation. I call it living in Christ. Slow mind.  

 

Only the Christians Allowed 

November 21, 2015 

Some pundits have opined that with this refugee crisis we should only accept Christian refugees. Hmm. 

If I was a terrorist I would convert and present myself as a Christian. This would lead to the development 
of some kind of litmus test to measure the authenticity of my conversion. If you pass that test, no 
matter, you can convert back later. Of course, it would have to be the government which determines 
this authenticity of conversion test. But I digress. 

Only the Christians. So who are the real Christians? One group might get all jazzed about your view of 
communion and women in leadership. The conservatives will hang on to your view of women’s health 
rights, women in leadership and whether you take the Bible literally (conservatives interpret as well but 
do not want to admit it), when you think the world was created (like 6,000 years ago), your view of the 
Big Bang theory and science, whether you embrace homosexual marriage… 

As for conservatives, interpreting the Bible versus taking it literally. Well, Jesus said, “if your eye causes 
you to sin, gouge it out. If you hand causes you to sin, cut it off.” Let me just write we do not see many 
dismembered Christians walking about. Now what an argument this would be as we figure out who the 
“true” Christians are. 

But I digress again. 

Some group will want to know which version of the Bible you read. Many are still into King James and 
they get real adamant about it, too. Others will argue about your version of the Lord’s Prayer. 

So I foresee the federal government making these decisions as to who the Christians are, or perhaps 
booting the decision making process to the States and then each State can vote on it. So we will have 
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Massachusetts Christians, Texas Christians. Now this solves the issue of denominations, independent 
churches, Catholics, Protestants... 

No more. We got your answer. Denominations will go underground!  

I suggest some of these pundits think a bit before they speak. Unfortunately, I suspect some of them 
already have figured out who they think are Christians. And my guess is, and this is only a guess, 
somehow, I bet I would not make their cut. 

 

All That Has Changed 
November 20, 2015 

The late David Halbertsam penned a marvelous story about the high school basketball team in Indiana 
which upset a much larger school team to win the State championship in 1955. Back then all the high 
schools played for the championship. There were no divisions according to school size. The winning 
team came from a school with 70 boys. They defeated a city school with future professional hall of fame 
player, Oscar Robertson. 

For Indiana in the 1950s life was basketball. The State had many small villages each with its own school 
and team. The village went to every game, even the middle school games if there was a rising future 
high school star. This is how they dealt with the loneliness of winter. 

All that has changed. Now schools are in size divisions. Schools also have become regional places 
combining many, many villages. But, more significantly, people no longer attend games as they once did. 
In the 1950s there was limited TV. People had radios at best. All that has changed. 

So Halbertsam asks, what do folks do with the underlying loneliness? He did not know. I suspect there is 
an underlying emptiness, a hunger for something more, a yearning for connection. That has not 
changed. 

 

Clipping In...and Making it 

November 18, 2015 

I made it. It is a fine feeling of accomplishment to set long term goals and get there. The other day I 
went over the yearly mileage goal – 6,000 miles. I had also completed my two other visions for the year 
in being in and finishing the Mt. Greylock and Mt. Washington cycling races. I added two other mountain 
races along the way, Mt. Wachusett, because a friend was going to be in it, and Mt. Kearsarge, because I 
happened to be close to the area the day of the race. 

Each of the last three years I have set out to cycle 6,000 miles. Each year I have managed to a little 
better than the previous year. This year I finished the goal early and will end up with lots of extra miles. 

As for the races, I was slower up Greylock, which I anticipated, slower up Washington, which I did not 
anticipate, and much, much faster up Wachusett. This was my first shot at Kearsarge and I podiumed 
(third place) in my division, the Clydesdales (over 190 pounds).  

I used to compare my placements with all the other competitors. I guess that is the way of competition 
and comparison. I succumb to that. But I have concluded the comparison is pointless. I actually 
improved from last year but it is meaningless. Most cyclists are extremely thin and most are a lot 
younger than I am. I am fifty-nine. When I do the comparison deal I am comparing myself to lots of 
people much younger and much lighter. There are only two or three other Clydesdales who are my age. 
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I am in rarified territory. 

Next year I enter the sixty and up category, even more rarified. There seems to be a big drop off in 
competitors after the magical sixty. And one day I will hit the inflection point. You cannot go farther and 
faster year after year. 

So you go when you can. You have this day. O Lord, give me this day my daily… 

You have this day, this time. Go. Go. 

 

A Spiritual Journey 

November 17, 2015 

Eons ago we used to be big fans of Merrimack Hockey. The four of us would go to the home games 
which were only a ten-minute drive away. Back then it was also very inexpensive. Good fun. On occasion 
we even went to away games. 

Kids are now gone and I lost interest in Merrimack as the team was barely competitive. Winning three to 
four games a year out of thirty is barely competitive. Then they went through a resurgence of sorts. New 
coach. Better recruiting. When I returned the ticket prices had tripled. I went to a few games only 
because a friend was kind enough to get me tickets. 

The team improved and my ticket contact sent me season tickets. I went to almost all of the home 
games. With cell phone in hand I would watch Merrimack and in between periods check, via the phone, 
the scores of other Hockey East games.  

After a while I realized how caught up I had become. Watch a game, check scores. Part of me was 
uncomfortable with all that. I went to the games and left the cell phone at home. 

The games have always been a good distraction. Hockey is so fast and engaging that it becomes 
absorbing. You do not have the incessant breaks as you do with other sorts. As a result my mind 
becomes transfixed on the action. All other thoughts and concerns just fade away. 

Now, I no longer bother with games. I could get the tickets, but I said, no, I do not think I am interested 
anymore. The team is ok, but I have moved on. Because of the cycling I do, even in winter, I do not get 
home many evenings until after dark. Way after dark since the sun sets so early in winter. I cook. I eat. I 
read. I consider it living in the Spirit of God. I suppose that getting on the bike is its own moment of 
peace…usually. The hockey distraction does not mean so much. 

Quite a difference from the days of rushing to these games, phone in hand. Simpler, I suppose. Certainly, 
more peaceful. I suspect many of us can simplify our lives. 

 

More on Solitude 

November 16, 2015 

As Sherry Turkle’s book, Reclaiming Conversations, has just been published, it is getting more publicity 
and reviews. I consider it one of the seminal books of the past year or two. In fact, I think it the most 
important spiritual book in years. However, probably no one will consider it a spiritual book! 

Her research is largely based on college students but includes those younger as well as young parents. 
As I ponder her writing and her interviews, I keep coming back to the matter of solitude. It is in solitude 
that we deal with the inner life and our sense of self. Solitude is a time of contemplation and a time 
when we gather the self. Having a deeper sense of who we are, we can then relate more fully – and take 
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the risk to do this – with others. In other words, out of solitude is borne the courage to take risks, the 
courage to be vulnerable, the courage to connect at a deeper level with those around us. 

The sense I get from Turkle is that many shun solitude. Out of a fear of missing out on something, out of 
a need to be distracted, they reach for the device. I sometimes wonder if we are not running away from 
ourselves with these distractions. I also will add that our capacity to pay attention to others is greatly 
compromised. We are accustomed to a few minutes here, a few minutes there, but sustained attention? 
Not so much. When we are constantly “checking,” our capacity to truly listen to another, well, it is just 
not there. 

No wonder people are so tired. When one “checks, checks, checks” all day, wow, you get exhausted. 

And the average is every six-and-a-half minutes – we check. And I am thinking that average has to 
balance out folks like me who text once every two months and make maybe three cell phone calls a 
week. If the phone did not have my calendar on it, I think I would go days without turning it on. I just do 
not know how you live with slow mind, aware, present – if one is always getting pinged and checking. 
And once you get hooked into the “ping, ping, check, check” world, it becomes difficult to turn it off. 
Solitude becomes something to be avoided. 

 

$2,285 a Night 

November 15, 2015 

The figure did not astound me. I had read about these ultra-luxury expensive resorts and the life of the 
super-rich. $2,285 was for one night at a posh hotel. So what. People go into Boston and stay at a fancy 
place for a week-end. It does not cost that much but it much nicer than the Super 8 on the New York 
Thruway near Oneonta, or wherever. 

$2,285 is for a hotel at Big Sur which has no TV, no WIFI, no internet, no high speed anything. 

$2,285 is for a “black hole” place where you get away from all connectivity. 

We pay for it and we pay to get away from it. 

We are killing ourselves to some extent. Forget nutrition and exercise. Give me a pill. I suspect 
connectivity is taking a toll on the human spirit. I will pay the money, take me to the resort. 

Silence, stillness, meditation, awareness, mindfulness, for some anathema. Take me to the resort! 
$2,285? A bargain. 

For some of us stillness is the way of the Spirit of God. We try to have a good dollop of this in worship, 
because for so, so many, our souls are calling out for it, like to the tune of $2,285 a night. 

At our place put whatever you feel like in the offering plate. If anything. Save yourself $2,285…and the 
plane fare. 
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OCTOBER 2015 
Exhausted 

October 29, 2015 

Years ago I used to call new folks who came to church. I would try to go to visit them. I enjoy getting to 
know folks and I found it meaningful to welcome people, to extend a bit a grace, etc. I think over time 
that people thought I was “after” something. Nothing could be farther from the truth. I just think it is a 
hospitable thing to do. Make the connection. 

I have come to realize that this is no longer a good idea. I usually wait until folks come to church a few 
times. And when I do make contact with them it usually takes two to three weeks to find a time when I 
can stop in. What a change. Used to be someone was in church and I saw them in a week. Now it is 
almost a two month process, at least. 

I have contemplated this and I am thinking it is because folks are exhausted. But exhausted for reasons 
that may surprise you. 

You see I think social media, internet, phones leave people exhausted. 

We check these things often – zip, zip – we get excited, dismayed, excited, dismayed. Good news, not so 
good news, excited, dismayed. Up and down with news from people we know: world news, local news. 
Up and down. It happens at work, over the radio on the way home, at the computer, on the phone. 
Then maybe we check in with the family and it is up and down, up and down, all day. 

We are exhausted. So the idea of having someone over to the house, uggh, Too tired. The idea of 
answering the doorbell, uggh, who is that? The idea of answering the phone, uggh, let it ring. 

Exhausted. 

How do we get to a place of serenity, with a fuller cup, with equanimity, and live in Christ? Fairly obvious 
in my mind. I put the question right up there with “how do I drink a cup of water?”  

 

What Is It Worth To You? 

October 26, 2015 

The answer was not in words, it was a number. And when he said the number, I was rocked. It was as if a 
truth I had always known, suddenly slapped me. Most of us “know” stuff. But it is when knowledge 
affects “will,” that changes take place. 

When I went to the Mount Greylock cycling race, I saw a fellow who was tall. For the most part the 
racers are short and ultra-thin, so it was unusual to bump into someone who was actually taller than I 
am. I spoke with him - turns out he and I are the same height. He looked taller because he was wearing 
cycling shoes. Then I asked what he weighed – I was curious. And his answer rocked me. 

There were 160 guys, ages 50-59, in the Mount Washington cycling race. Go to the next age category, 
60-69, and there were fifty guys, one third the number. The vast majority of these fellows are in their 
early sixties. The drop off between the fifties and the sixties is steep. Age takes a toll and this is a 
physical ordeal. 

This year, there were only four of us at my age and older in the Clydesdale category for men at 190 
pounds and over. There are not many heavy, older guys who do this. Well, not many guys in the sixties 
at any weight do this. Next year I am sixty. 
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As with marathon running, you enter to run, not to walk. You enter a cycling race to cycle up the 
mountain, not to walk your bike up. I am betting that of the folks forced to walk this year, the majority 
never enter again realizing the event is too much. Looking back, I am not sure that I would willfully 
choose to put myself through the 2015 experience again.  

So what about 2016? I will not make improvements with equipment. I will not make much of an 
improvement with training. I am getting older, which does not help. There is just one area where I can 
help myself… and it does not have a thing to do with cycling, per se.  

I get back to that fellow I spoke with at Greylock. He was my height. And he told me his number. When I 
came home I picked up a few weights. I lugged up that mountain quite a few more pounds, quite a few 
more than he did. That is the only area where I can make much of an improvement.  

It is an intriguing paradox that my future “mountain” cycling has nothing to do with turning the pedals. 
And it is a thought to ponder. Perhaps our parenting has nothing to do with time spent with the 
children. Our marriages may have nothing to do with time spent with the spouse. Our work 
effectiveness may have nothing to do with time on the job. Maybe all those matters depend more upon 
whether we maintain a life balance, have moments to pause, take time to exercise, rest, etc. Perhaps 
this speaks to the paradoxes of life. I am reminded one of the paradoxes of Jesus, in denying ourselves 
we find ourselves. 

My racing season is over, so I contemplate the future. Funny, it has nothing to do with cycling. I am not 
learning anything “new” here. But for the first time this knowledge may affect my will. 

What is your vision and just how much effort and will is it worth? 

 

Twitter of Truth 

October 25, 2015 

I write about that which I do not have a whole lot of familiarity. I lament what I perceive to be the 
decline of public culture. I read of music which denigrates women and celebrates violence. I have not 
listened to it, only read about it. Evidently, there is some kind of market for it. We have to rate video 
games to keep them out of the hands of youngsters. Our public figures call each other names and use 
descriptive adjectives never before used with such frequency in public life. 

Years ago some of these kinds of things were uttered behind closed doors. They might have been 
thought but not spoken aloud. Now, it seems it is all “out there”, in your face. Is nothing held back in the 
name of decency and decorum? 

Twitter intrigues me and it appears to get people in trouble as they post something instantly without 
waiting and contemplating. It is a vehicle which abets this “getting it out there” process. So we have 
instance after instance of a tweet being erased or walked back. 

But while I bemoan what I see as the decline of public culture, I think the reality is, this is simply truth. 
And it is coming to the surface instead of being repressed and tailored. 

Living in the Spirit of Christ we recognize the dark side in each of us. Nothing new. However, one gift of 
the Spirit is self-control. One aspect of following Jesus is self-denial. 

That we think or say something in private, does not mean, in my view, we broadcast it. 

Increasingly, I am of the mindset that the click, click, hurry up, quick, quick culture we live in does very 
little for the human spirit, the need to douse the flames of anxiety, the search for peace, and the 
development of the awareness that we live in Christ. 
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Slow it down. Contemplate. Sit or walk. Let it go. Perhaps even shine a light on that darkness. 

 

Happiness 

October 24, 2015 

Lutheran clergy are in a health insurance plan via the Mayo clinic in Minnesota. The clinic sends out 
periodic mailings. This one pertained to happiness. I found it terribly engaging. The author pointed out 
that their research was based on scientific study which lead them to conclude that five factors 
contribute to happiness. The paragraph below is an excerpt. 

How to be Happy: What Science Tells Us 

Only a small percentage of the variation in people's reports of happiness can be explained by differences in 
their circumstances. It appears that the bulk of what determines happiness is due to personality and — 
more importantly — thoughts and behaviors that can be changed. 

So, yes, you can learn how to be happy — or at least happier. 

Although you may have thought, as many people do, that happiness comes from being born rich or 
beautiful or living a stress-free life, the reality is that people who have wealth, beauty or less stress are not 
happier on average than those who don't enjoy those things. 

People who are happy seem to intuitively know that their happiness is the sum of their life choices, and 
their lives are built on the following pillars: 

 Devoting time to family and friends 

 Appreciating what they have 

 Maintaining an optimistic outlook 

 Feeling a sense of purpose 

 Living in the moment 

 

So here is my take:  

Devoting time to others is loving your neighbor – straight from Jesus. 

Appreciating what we have is living with gratitude – again right from scripture. 

Maintaining optimism is living with hope – a central Christian virtue, articulated by Paul, along with faith 
and love. 

Feeling a sense of purpose is the choice to find meaning in life or looking for the good God brings, again 
right from Paul and parts of the story of Joseph in the book of Genesis 

Living in the moment is, well, Jesus taught “give us this day our daily bread” and “be not anxious – let 
the day’s issues be enough for the day, entrust tomorrow to God”. 

In other words all this scientific “proof” validates the Christ-centered lifestyle. 
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True Confessions 

October 23, 2015 

Last Sunday I spoke about the problems with smart phones, technology and social media. First, it is the 
distraction effect. We give people only partial attention. Second, we feel “something may be going on” 
so we check constantly. Third, we get so accustomed to the entertainment, the click, click excitement 
that, without it, we are bored. 

Now we see other effects. That younger people “raised” through middle and high school and college 
with smartphones and texting have trouble working on their own. They need their “presentation” to be 
“liked” and commented upon. This is the Facebook effect. So managers need pay attention and give a 
lot of atta-boys and atta-girls. Some folks have a difficult time simply speaking in person to another 
person. That encounter does not allow one to “sculpt” the message or text. How do I react? What do I 
say in person? Such social anxiety has become a very real phenomenon. That someone has “quit 
Facebook” in order how to learn to speak to someone says a lot. 

Looking someone in the eye when speaking to them has become an issue. Conversations are an issue. 

Another “loss” is that of the benefits of solitude. In solitude we grapple with the issues of the soul and 
the inner or interior life. Why did I say that, do that? Should I apologize? Just who am I? Solitude, now, 
has become boring. Those issues are avoided as we “click, click” and get lost in the world of distractions. 

If I do not have a sense of grounding in who I am – just how can I relate to you? 

I am fifty-nine. A seventy year old came up to me after worship and said, “You know, I know all this, but 
at work, every five minutes, I check email.” I struggle mightily with all this. I have for years. 

This is what I have done. 

I am almost off Facebook. I unfriended everyone. I am a part of the Lutheran clergy group. I follow that 
to keep up with discussions among the clergy. On occasion I learn something. I also am part of two 
cycling groups. They have nice pictures. I debate dropping out of all of them. I left Facebook because I 
realized that was the best way, for me, to avoid temptation to click, click.  

I have a new phone. Internet on it is wicked slow, useless really. I did not hook up the email 
connection. Most of the time the phone is off. I do not have voicemail. The phone is basically not used. 
Maybe two to four calls a week. More and more I do not carry it. Again, my way to avoid temptation. 

The computers at home and at church are another issue altogether. I use them both for work so my 
challenge is to avoid the temptation to check. 

There are marvelous benefits to this technology. But all is not good. And some of this has profound 
spiritual implications in how we understand ourselves and our fellow humans. 
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A Choice 

October 22, 2015 

I listened to a talk recently explaining that we need to speed up baseball games. Pitchers take too much 
time. Batters take too much time. Games last too long. I think there is consideration of having some kind 
of clock between pitches. 

I was invited to a Red Sox game a few years back. I do not know I would go to another game. As a big 
person, the seats are very uncomfortable, especially as you get to the later innings. And the games last 
over three hours. I did not mind the length of the game, it was simply uncomfortable. 

Baseball people realize they are losing a whole generation of potential fans. In our click, click, fast, fast 
world, baseball is slow. 

When we live in such a culture, I wonder how all this affects the human spirit. We are even going to 
change baseball to bring it more into line with our culture. Just makes me wonder how else we are 
affected. It impresses upon me that living slow is a very intentional decision.  

 

Your Role Model 

October 20, 2015 

Much is made of the Christian family. You’d think Jesus was the star of “Father Knows Best”, Ward 
Cleaver or something. We have no indication Jesus was married, had kids, etc. In one account he was in 
a house and his mother and brothers were outside. His response was, “Who is my mother, brother, etc. 
but those who do the will of God.” Not exactly “family” type material to write home about. 

Who are our role models? 

For decades I suspect journalists kept secrets. We never heard about the indiscretions of athletes, movie 
stars, politicians. They were hushed up. Let us keep us the veneer of appearance! With the internet, 
camera phones, video cameras everywhere, much less is hushed up. We used to hold up the virtues of 
these folks: Jerry Sandusky, Lance Armstrong, Bill Cosby. How is that working out? We know differently 
now. 

Be your own role model. 

No one is good but God alone. 

Jesus said that. 
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Bored 
October 19, 2015 

Abraham and Sarah were called by God to venture to an unknown land. They were blessed and there 
was promise of additional blessing. Who knows how old they were exactly. But a few things stand out. 
They were blessed to be a blessing. Life was not all about them. They were really vessels, conduits, and 
their purpose was to bring blessing to others. 

The other aspect of the story is that they were old. How old? Who knows? I do not think it important. 
Just old. 

Sometimes older folks can be set in their ways and it is hard for them to change. We fall into 
comfortable patterns. Not Abraham and Sarah. They were willing to take on something new. 

I know older folks at church who have taken on new endeavors and actually been the pioneers of 
change at our place. I know others who have taken up new hobbies in their senior years.  

I recall reading that we learn how to ride bikes as kids and it is something that stays with us. When I was 
two, my brother took me on his shoulders and we did some hair raising bike riding. He was seventeen. 
Maybe not so smart about this. Actually, I suspect I hung on for dear life. I never got on a bike again until 
I was eighteen. Kind of old for a bike rider. 

We are never too old. Abraham and Sarah. See what venture the Lord will take you on. 

 

The Bucolic Appearance 

October 18, 2015 

Up at the cabin, these people bought the place down the road from us and across from Lucy. Only place 
with a view. Nice couple. Librarians. Nothing prejudiced about librarians, but librarians, not contractors, 
plumbers, exterminators. Librarians. 

I schlepped myself down there to greet them. 

I think they were somewhat chagrined. Their daughter put her hand through some of the clapboards. 
Rot. Carpenter ants. So, they just moved in and they are looking for a contractor. Lucy showed up. She is 
a retired Manhattan physician. Been up at the Ridge longer than I have. We offered some advice. We 
should have said nothing. 

Watch out for the mice in the fall. Lucy noted they come in when it gets cold outside. The librarians said 
they already had mice. We said the implication is that the mice are comfortably ensconced in their little 
village somewhere inside.  

Be careful with the stove. Lucy went on (I mean, Lucy – tone it down!) she had her own crematorium as 
the mice get into the oven lining and when you turn on the oven in the spring…. She laughed and said 
she had replaced the oven three times. ‘Jon, you put wire around the back of yours didn’t you?” Me: 
“yeah, but hey still get in via the topside burners. We put plates over them now.” 

Anyway, the new folks are looking for an exterminator for the ants. 

Lucy went on a discourse about the difference between mice and bat leavings. Now how does a 
Manhattan doctor know this? Librarians are wicked smart. I am guessing they figured it out real quick. I 
did not say a word about the chipmunk I found in our toilet in the spring, or the bear from last summer. 

Nothing is as serene as it appears. Especially people. So take a breath. Enjoy the view. God's gift. 
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The Spirituality of Raking 

October 17, 2015 

Some folks dread leaves and snow. I did. Well, still do a little. But I am changing that. Why dread it? 
When they drop then you live in that awful place. 

So I am looking forward to the leaves. I see it as a special spiritual time. Every morning I go out and rake 
five tarps full. It is my time with God. Just rake. Fill five tarps. I kind of planned this. Last year I had to 
delay a bit until the poison ivy died so I could lug the leaves to the dumping spot. This year I sprayed the 
poison ivy to kill it. I sprayed it at least five times over the summer. Planning. 

So when they fall, I do a little bit every day. Drop everything else from my mind. And for thirty days I do 
my five tarps full. Almost a Lenten period. That is what it takes: 150 tarps full. A lot of leaves. Looking 
forward to it. Much more satisfying experience than doing it all at once which is a back breaker and truly 
awful. Now every morning, part of the ritual. And spiritual. I mean everything is spiritual if when you do 
it, that is all you do. 
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SEPTEMBER 2015 
Maybe We Are Not as Screwed Up as Sometimes I Think 

September 30, 2015 

I do not write this blog to trumpet how great our church is. I am just not into that. I am not sure our 
church is so great. We are what we are. Want to find fault? You will have a feast. Want to find good? 
Maybe you find a few morsels. 

I did not lead worship last Sunday. Marsha did. She is really our champion, on the staff at least, for our A 
to Z ministry – Andover to Zimbabwe. We have a link with this village in Zimbabwe because someone in 
the church grew up there. He came to the USA, is a citizen now: married, kids, house, the full 
catastrophe. His father was a Lutheran Pastor in this village. His father is dead. So is his mother. The 
village has limited electricity, like two hours a day. No water. They have a village well. The church and its 
school is the center of this village. He goes back there all the time. Marsha went with him and his family 
a few summers ago. 

Anyway, our church helped rebuild the church. We refurbished the school. We finance the school. We 
sent clothes over there, like sixty garbage barrels full. Our guy – it's like a CIA story - bought and 
commandeered a corn mill grinder from Botswana and got it over the border to the village. We bought 
the grinder. Look, this is a different world. You do not get discount coupons for grinders in the mail. 

So that is what the church Sunday service was all about. A bunch of locals from Zimbabwe led us in 
Zimbabwe music – very sweet. $40 to send a kid to school for the year. You do not pay, your kid does 
not go. So a lot of folks kicked in. Our guy will go over there in December when the clothes arrive. 

Look, this is the deal, you want to be a drop in the bucket somewhere. Someone in Boston, one person, 
sponsored this fellow to come to America. So look what has happened as a result. 

The Saturday night before we had this gathering for the teens who went to the national teen Lutheran 
gathering over the summer. They had a bunch of fund-raisers because it was a piece of change to get 
them out there. We sent thirteen kids. They spoke about their experience. They worked in the 
neighborhoods. Detroit has a lot of beat up neighborhoods to work in. 40,000 kids were there. Very 
cool. The experience impressed upon the kids. There are a lot of Christian kids around. I do not know but 
I am thinking this is life-changing. They will never forget it. 

I visited a new family the other evening. I love doing this. Just love it. Anyway, the guy blows me away 
when he mentions he knows this fellow in the church. I am thinking, “How do you know this fellow?” He 
says he met him at a Habitat for Humanity work session. I am thinking, “Gosh, you have been here two 
months and you are already involved with Habitat and know this fellow?” 

I blog about and preach about – for the most part – personal spirituality. Sounds wicked self-centered. 

But I am thinking the reality is: if you get yourself centered, at peace with an awareness, you are in God 
and God is in you. You are inclined to give a lift to others. This getting centered business is not an easy 
ride. But when you get there and let go of the anxiety and anger and see the good in your life. Well, it 
changes everything. 
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Anger 
September 30, 2015 

Away on vacation and then back. I try to function with slow mind. Take a breath, release the stuff within 
and be present. Scary. 

I listen more fully when I do this. And what I am recognizing is scary. People have so much anger in 
them. I am amazed at how we complain. It just seems incessant, endless. And I am really amazed at the 
degree to which some will attack those they have an issue with. I mean little, little stuff. And bam, we 
release the pit bulls within.  

I suppose I should not be surprised. Talk radio is based on this kind of thing. Television news – wow. 
Filled with anger and what strikes me as a kind of rage. I went to a pro football game once. Look out. I 
mean a football game! What are folks living with that a football game unleashes all this! Interestingly, 
college football is tamer, at least in my experience at small college games. 

In Ephesians we read do not let the sun go down on your anger. Now that sounds like get over it, quick. I 
read it as everyday work on letting go of the anger that we may live with equanimity. The anger can ruin 
us, especially if it leads to hostility. So here are some ideas. 

Observe it. Just listen. Often angry folks want to sweep us into their cauldron. Just observe it. It is their 
anger, it need not be yours. 

Limit the exposure. The media is filled with this. I no longer watch and listen as I once did. Just too much 
for me and not worth the cost. If you are around a lot of complaining folks, make sure you give yourself 
recovery time. 

Find peaceful people. They will nourish your soul. They are more likely to celebrate the goodness of life 
and to live with gratitude for the day and moment. That can be catchy and it is a good thing to catch.  

Try being peaceful when you are around upset people. That can be tough, however. Hard to find what to 
say. So do as God does...listen...and find that recovery group.  

 

I Looked in the Mirror and I Saw... 

September 29, 2015 

For quite some time I have been preaching and writing about the downside of Facebook, the cellphone, 
smartphones, social media, the internet and what I refer to generically as the connected world in which 
we now live. I suspect some consider me old, outmoded, a dinosaur to another era. I do see the benefits 
of this media. I know there are pundits in the church who proclaim the arrival of the digital cathedral 
and extol the need of the church to adapt, and dare I write embrace, this new culture. I get their views 
and understand from whence they come. I also have heard a comment here and there which strike me 
as being ever so subtle “push backs” over what I have noted in my expressions. 

The New York Times had an article over the weekend from Sherry Turkle, a professor at MIT. It is 
entitled “Stop Googling. Let’s Talk.” She is the author of a book about “Reclaiming Conversations.” So, so 
much of what she writes reflects what this blog addresses and what we have dealt with in church. I think 
this is worthy of your time. 

What follows is taken from her article. One sentence struck me, that a teen wanted to raise his children 
without the phone at the table and at sport games, etc. the way his parents “thought” they were raising 
him. There is a dramatic decline in empathy among this generation. Most of the decline taking place 
since 2000 and much of it traced to a decline in conversations and the sharing of intimacy and 
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vulnerability. People do not make eye contact. Young elementary, middle, and high school kids do not 
develop friendships as they once did. They have become more robotic in their interactions. Even in the 
dining hall they are glued to their phones – whither conversations? 

Turkle goes on the write that conversations are linked to self-reflection and that the capacity for 
empathy is tied to the capacity for solitude. We find ourselves in solitude, the authentic self, and if we 
cannot recognize who we are, we cannot recognize who others are. She writes, “If we do not know how 
to be alone, we turn others into who we need them to be.” 

Much of this revolves around our capacity for solitude and our developing inability to embrace solitude. 
One Virginia study put college students in a room, alone. To amuse themselves many students gave 
themselves electric shocks. Could not handle fifteen minutes of solitude. 

Turkle writes of reclaiming conversations for yourself and for friendships versus looking at the world as 
one big app. We manage friends now, in contrast to relating to them. 

I will add that to relate to another – you need some sense of who you are…. There is fluidity in 
relationships – they do not happen on your time. It is fascinating to read of email or texts for which the 
sender expects an immediate reply, whither patience? I suggest we learn patience when we are in face 
to face relationships. That some college students do not gravitate to face to face relationships because 
they involved the ‘boring bits’ of silence, that they involve 7 minutes to see how a conversation 
develops…. Oh my. 

Solitude is a gift, but we cannot stand it. So we turn to the convenient distractions and never have to 
deal with or discover who we are, meaning we never really discover who another is. This is the 
foundation for a shallow life. And a lot of lost people.  

Many Christians may get absorbed by correct belief. I do not dismiss belief. However, we are dealing 
with a lifestyle which is limiting our capacity to truly care for ourselves in healthy ways, know ourselves, 
and care about others. This issue of I/we, we will be addressing in church. If you are not already, I invite 
and encourage you to get on our daily devotional mailing list. Just email the church via the 
website. Consider the devotions an invitation to pause in your day. 

 

Get It Done 

September 28, 2015 

Why is it that we are so inclined to go fast, get it done, be so busy? 

Rationally, it makes absolutely no sense. Going 70 mph on the highway instead of 55 mph saves me 
fifteen miles over an hour, maybe fifteen minutes. Most trips are on back roads close to home. Now just 
how much time do I save there? 

So what is the motivation for this? Is it the competitive urge to outdo someone, so we pass them? Do 
we feel guilty and somehow the hurrying assuages our guilt? Is it a self-esteem issue? The more I 
accomplish, the better I am? 

Again, rationally, this hurrying only benefits us, if you want to call it a benefit, by maybe 10-15 minutes 
over the course of a day. Yet we hurry on the road, through meals, through shopping, through yard work 
and the list goes on…. 

I believe the cost to our spirit is enormous. I have paid it so, so many times. Our frenetic pace filters 
through the whole family and all those we come into contact with. I think it misguided to think this 
improves the quality of what we do. Go ahead, hurry on the roads for that five minutes – we endanger 
others and could get a ticket – all for a few minutes. 
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Hurrying means we do not pay attention to people. We get absorbed in ourselves and the next thing. 
Yet we persist. 

I know people who practice stillness, who listen to their spirit, who seek to live mindfully – aware of 
themselves and others. Often they use the breath to anchor themselves in the moment. Without this it 
is easy to get swept away in the frenzy to “get it done”.  

On a personal note, one of the benefits of cycling, especially in winter, is that it slows me down. 
Walking, jogging, the examples are many – very hard to hurry through it. In my ten mile commute to 
church, going fast on a bike is the difference between 15 and 18 mph, a whopping 120 seconds. 

Take a breath. Enjoy where you are. Be rational! Appreciate. Live in gratitude to God for the blessings. 

 

VW 

September 27, 2015 

The issue I find so astounding about the VW car scandal is my sense that the engineers at VW 
intentionally and deliberately developed and installed software which registered one level of emissions 
when cars were tested and then another accurate level of emissions when they were on the road. 
Deliberate. Intentional. This does not appear to be any kind of inadvertent mistake. 

The second issue that registers with me is that the problems with diesel emissions are well known. The 
engine designers had to be aware of these emission problems. Would they not be curious as to how 
these engines passed emission standards? Hmm… 

From the outside it appears that there is a culture at VW which encourages, tolerates and, dare I write, 
rewards, intentional deceit. VW is saying, in essence, we do not care about the community and its 
established standards (through its laws). We care about us making money. And we will lie, trick and 
deceive you to accomplish our ends. We make no mistake about it. Pun intended. 

Some might suggest that executives be required to take courses in ethics. Please. One does not learn 
about honesty in a course. This is basic stuff, in my opinion. 

There is one place in our society at which one is reminded about the reality of human selfishness (sin). 
One place I can think of. Even then, some churches do not speak of sin. Too depressing. They are places 
for positive thinking, possibility thinking. Some of them are huge. People like to hear that kind of 
message. I get that. We live in depressing and angry times, we need the positive message of God’s love 
for us. But we also need the whole package, not just the sweet stuff. 

The whole package consists of the reality of human brokenness, our propensity to hurt others for our 
advantage. We hurt the environment. We hurt ourselves. This is Godly truth. Hard to hear. 

I kind of wonder if we hear this truth enough, whether it might curb, just a bit, some of this VW-type 
behavior. Maybe we would have more people hesitating a bit before they simply went along. To be 
regularly reminded of my condition, just might, might, have some positive effect. 

Of course, if I never hear of my propensity to selfishness, I can just go on my merry way, and everything 
is fine and dandy.  

  

https://www.faith-andover.org/manage.numo?module=blog&component=display&show=post&id=967
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Leaving It in the Chair 
September 26, 2015 

Dick Dervellian is seventy-eight. He has done the Mt. Washington climb forty times or so. He has two 
knee replacements. Once he was blown off the bike into the rocks near the summit. Cracked his helmet 
in the process. Managed to get back on the road and finish. 

He made a comment which resonates with me. When asked about being in the race at his age – he said 
something to the effect, “If I was not in it, it would be like saying it is all over.” 

I often wonder if we are not becoming a sedentary society. The problems are described in many arenas. 
And I think the major culprit is the computer and internet. Kids do not play outside. Adults sit. I consider 
something as inane as attendance at college football games. Seems to be going down every year. 
College admins wonder how they can get the students (the students!) to attend. 

Watching a game is sedentary as well – but there is at least a participatory aspect to that, much more so 
than watching it on TV.  

The key word is watching. Whether it be at a game or on TV, we watch. And watch. Folks seem to keep 
up with these obscure people we see on TV or social pages. We have a presidential candidate borne out 
of reality TV. We watch. 

Personally, I wonder about a spiritual lifestyle based on watching. How sad is it that I would consider 
going to a football game as “doing” something.  

I believe in the linkages of mind and body. We pay little attention to the body aspect of this. How then 
can we be spiritual people and simply spend so much time watching. 

Dervellian captures this in his comment, “It is like saying it is all over when I cannot ‘do’ anymore.” For 
Pete' sake, I visited someone in a nursing home the other day who was jazzed about being in their 
exercise group.  

So how much joy and peace do we leave on the table. And in the chair. 

Go, go when you can. 

 

Isolation 

September 25, 2015 

NPR: one of the reasons parents send their kids to summer camps is to get them away from the devices. 

ESPN: there have been a number of injuries to newly drafted basketball players. One reason: too many 
of the players are “addicted” to their computer screens which give off a blue light and such light effects 
the brain and sleep quality. 

Years ago I used to wake up on vacation and venture to the village store for a newspaper. We all did. I 
think it reflected our need to be “in touch”, connected with the world, to know what was happening. 
Now, no paper. You have your phone all day. 

What intrigues me is that despite all this connectedness we are becoming an isolated people. We are 
connected alone. No more bowling leagues, Odd Fellows, Masons. They are all but gone. Churches are in 
decline. I suspect participation in group cycling is down. 

For some, group endeavors are superficially empty anyway. Nevertheless, there is something to be said 
for the human connection. I believe we yearn for meaningful connection and relationship. The way our 
culture is going we may be on the fast track to misery. Isolated. Sedentary. Hooked to a device. 
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Our Wednesday evening discussion/prayer group is a collection of the most disparate group of people I 
have experienced. Young, old, retired, not retired, divorced, married, you name it. There is, however, an 
authenticity and grace to our relationships. We stopped meeting for the summer, but everyone stayed 
in touch. 

I suspect this reflects how we are nourished by meaningful relationships. 

I am planning on getting another group going this fall. No devices. No postings. Just some folks. 

 

Faith Lutheran 

September 24, 2015 

I write about this. I blog about it. Often the message on Sunday deals with this. 

I try to establish a contrast between our culture and the path of peace which Christ describes. The 
path is not always peace. I call it living “in Christ.” I should note that the Word as it speaks to our context 
may be quite different than the Word as it speaks to other parts of the world and locales. I am painting 
with quite broad and seemingly black and white strokes here. So please do not misconstrue this. It is a 
matter of emphasis not exclusivity. 

One issue is to understand our context and the motifs resident in this area. The second issue is to 
contemplate how the Word of Christ speaks to this context. 

We live in a hurried, child-centered, device connected, busy, success is all area. I suggest we also give 
expressed devotion to our concept of family. 

The Word of Christ is a word of peace, serenity, grace, perspective. It is a Word of authentic (vs. veneer 
superficial) connection. The operative motif is rooted in the commands of Jesus. Love your neighbor as 
self. Love God. 

Do we care for ourselves (exercise, nutrition, rest, stillness) or does the culture sweep us in other 
directions. 

Do we care for others (relationships, time, resources) or does our context prompt us to live by other 
values. 

Do we love the sacred (the way we steward our lives) or do we find identity in other forums. 

 

Stop and Shop is Doomed 

September 23, 2015 

I dropped Marsha off at Stop and Shop while I went to my mecca. Muslims go on a Haaj, a pilgrimage to 
Mecca, once in a lifetime. I go to my mecca a few times a year. The bike shop. You can hang out there, 
pay homage to new gear, talk with the ride leaders, feel comfortable with simpatico souls. 

The bike folks were not there, so I returned to Stop and Shop to find the wife. She insisted I sit at the 
blood pressure station and have my pressure checked. I think she was worried about my occasional 
dizziness and thought it was from high blood pressure. She also has low pressure so I think there was 
more to this, but I digress. I sat there. 

Well, this machine also gives you your weight, your body/mass index reading and, get this, you can log 
into the machine and it will save the data so the next time you go there you can compare! Wow. 
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I thought might as well, so I plugged in all the numbers they requested. The weight it gave was accurate. 
Then it gave blood pressure and pulse rate. 

Marsha stood there and watched. And she was silent.  

Then she got on the machine, probably figuring it was broken or something. Her pressure is low… and 
registered low. Let me just write she is no longer concerned about mine. 

And here is the point. 

This machine is the doom of Stop and Shop. People do not want to be reminded. We know what to do 
but it is hard to resist the temptations. We are in a culture which say, “Go ahead, go ahead.” Lord knows 
I have spent many a decade in that place, following those calls, and I spend far too much time on that 
path now. So I try to hang out at my mecca a bit. It is my implicit support group. 

And there is truth at the mecca. It is not escape. We remember the cyclist who died in the arms of the 
group ride leader after a ride. Heart. The guy disabled from a car which hit him. The fellow who recovers 
from a brain tumor caused by who knows what. There is truth at the shop. 

Grocery stores? Market Basket wins – no machine, no reminder. Makes me wonder about escapes... 

Go, go when you can. Deal with truth. 

 

Practicing the Presence of Christ...Conversations and Gifts 

September 22, 2015 

For me, practicing the presence of Christ means being still and centered. It means shutting down my 
ego, my need to impress or criticize or be heard, and being open – listening to words coming my way. 

I experience this profoundly with people I see once a year at the cabin. These are wonderful people but 
the experience throws me into a contemplative place as I reflect on the interchanges. The key to this is 
the recognition that this is a once a year summer encounter. That is what prompts the contemplation. 
Kind of like going to a reunion with people you have a bit of history with, maybe some relationship, but 
they are by no means a part of every week reality. 

I try to shut up and listen, practicing the presence. 

On occasion folks will ask me something like, “Are you still cycling?" I say, “Yes, try to get out as often as 
I can.” Then I listen and hear about the second child, the house repairs, the trip to the cabin. They stop 
and ask about our cabin. I respond, “It is fine and we may paint soon.” Then I listen and learn about their 
trips, the future plans, the grandchildren, their view of the election, where they shop for groceries, their 
diet, their opinion of global warming, what they ate for dinner… 

I could go into the world of cycling, cabin, family. And if they were interested they would ask. But they 
do not ask. 

It dawns on me that we have this great desire to be heard, affirmed, acknowledged, admired in many 
cases. I am sad to write we want to impress. But such is the human condition. In practicing the presence 
we give others a gift. 

 


